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Introduction

Pp children have more thantheir share of problems. Theyusually
weigh less than rich children at birth and are morelikely to die in
their first year of life. When they enter school, poor children score
lower on standardizedtests, and this remains true throughhigh school.
Poor children are also absent from school more often and have more
behavior problems than affluent children. Poor teenagers are more
likely than teenagers from affluent families to have a baby, drop out of
high school, and get in trouble with the law. Young adults who were
poor as children complete fewer years of schooling, work fewer hours,
and earn lower wages than young adults raised in affluent families. As
a result, children raised in poverty are morelikely to end up poor and
in need of public assistance when they become adults.
Nosocial scientist believes that income is the sole determinant of
how children turn out, but most believe that parental income has an
importantinfluence on children, and somebelieve it is the single most
important influence onchildren’s life chances. Indeed, many arguethat
other factors that increase the risk of failure among children, such as
growingup in a single-parentfamily, are hazardous mainly because they
decrease parental income. WhenI first began to write this book, I too
believed this. At one time I was a young single mother without much
money. I know whatit is like not to be ableto afford a pair of jeans or
a birthday cake for your child, to have to borrow moneyto pay a doctor’s bill, and to worry about a child left homealone after school because
there is no moneyfor child care. To paraphrase Sophie Tucker,I have
been poor and I have been notso poor and notso pooris better. But
my belief in the importance of incometo children’s well-being was not
i.
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based on personalexperiences alone; it was also based on a large body
of social science research.
Although the empirical studies with which I was familiar did not
agree on how much influence parents’ income had on any particular
measure ofchildren’s well-being, none suggested thatits effect was negative, and the best evidence suggested that it was quite important for
many outcomes. My own preliminary research also showed that parental incomehad large effect on teenage childbearing, dropping outof

high school, and children’s eventual educational attainment, even after
I held constant characteristics such as parents’ race, education, and age.

Empirical evidence also suggested that the effect of income on chil-

dren’s outcomeswas usually whatstatisticianscall “nonlinear,” meaning

that an extra dollar would help poor children more than it would help
rich children. If this were the case, transferring income from the rich

to the poor would usually help poor children more than it would hurt

rich children.

I recognized, of course, that many Americans discounted the im-

portanceof income, arguing that how children turn out largely depends
on their parents’ moral character, social skills, intelligence, and other

characteristics. If this were true, increasing the incomeof low-income

families might not help their children. But the evidence I had seemed
to show that incomehada greater effect on adults’ character than char-

acter had on income. Furthermore, whereas most Americans now be-

lieve that incometransfers discourage work and marriage, my reading
of the research convinced methat such effects were quite small. Compared with other ways of helping low-incomechildren, increasing parental income through incometransfer, child tax credits, child support

payments, and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) seemedlike sim-

ple, effective, and efficient ways to help more children grow upto be
productive, law-abidingcitizens.
As it turned out, however,the relationship between parental income

and children’s outcomes is more complicated thanI first imagined. In
mostcases, additional parental income does improve children’s chances
for success. But parental incomeis not as important to children’s outcomes as manysocial scientists have thought. This is because the parental characteristics that employers value and are willing to pay for,

such as skills, diligence, honesty, good health, and reliability, also im-

prove children’s life chances, independentof their effect on parents’
ee)
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income. Children of parents with these attributes do well even when
their parents do not have much income.
This conclusion flies in the face of the commonliberal claim that
“the poor are just like everyoneelse except that they have less money.”
Butthis claim has always been a half-truth. Almost noonebelieves that
the average welfare recipientis just like the average CEO orthe average
schoolteacher. The rich and the poor have far more in commonthan
the rich generally admit, but giving poor parents more cash will not
make them justlike the well-to-doin all respects. The crucial question,
therefore, is whether the things that extra money can buy make a big
difference to children. When extra money prevents hunger or homelessness, or whenit buys medical care and othernecessities, it can make

a big differenceto children. But in the United States most poorfamilies
can meet these basic material needs through a combination of Food

Stamps, Medicaid, housing subsidies, government income transfers,
and private transfers of cash, goods, and services. Underthese circum-

stances the question is seldom whether money for basic necessities
would help children, but usually whether money for goodsandservices
beyond some minimum wouldsignificantly increase a child’s chances
for success.
In this book I assess the effect of parental income on youngchildren,
teenagers, and young adults. I look at young children’s cognitive skills
and behavior problems, whether teenagers drop out of high school,
whetherteenagegirls have babies, whether young women becomesingle mothers, the number of years of schooling completed by young
adults, young men’s wages and earnings, and what I call male “idleness”—the chance that a twenty-four-year-old male who is not in
school did no paid workin the previous year. Eachof these variablesis
described in detail in Appendix A.
I experimented with a variable that counted womenasidle if they

had no children and were neitherin school nor working. This proved

to be unrelated to parental income.I also omitted some other measures
of children’s well-being that appear to be uninfluenced by parental in-

come, including measures of verbal memory and scholastic competence. These may appearunrelated to parental income becausetheyare
poorly measured.
Although this list of outcomescoversonly a few of the many possible
measures of children’s well-being, it includes most of the measuresthat
ae
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social scientists have studied in the past, and most of those that policy
makers and legislators now worry about. Some conspicuous omissions

are violent crime, suicide, and druguse, whichare not reliably measured

in any of the surveysI analyzed.
The data for estimating the effect of income come mainly from two
large longitudinal surveys, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID)
and the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) mother-child
files. These data and the particular samples I use are also described in
Appendix A. The PSID hasfollowed a national sample offamilies since

1968, and has accumulated detailed information on their children’s educational attainment, childbearing, marital status, and labor-market
success, butit haslittle information on children when they were young.
The NLSY, in contrast, has followed children born to a national sample

of women who were between the ages offourteen and twenty-one in
1979. Almostall these children werestill quite young in 1992, which
was the most recent year for which data were available when I wrote
this book. In a few cases I use data from various years of the decennial
Census and the March Current Population Survey.I also interviewed

teachers, counselors, school administrators, Head Start workers, and

social workers from schools in Michigan, Illinois, Georgia, and New
Mexico. These are nota representative sample ofpeople who work with
children, but a diverse group of educators who work with an even more
diverse groupof children. I use insights from these interviews throughout the book.
This book is aboutthe effect of parental income onall children, not
just poorchildren. Nonetheless, the history ofpolicies for poorchildren
in the United States provides a useful framework for understanding
how Americans have thought about the relationship between income
and children’s life chances. Chapter 2 showsthatoverthe last two hundred years welfare policies in the United States have vacillated between
trying to improve the material well-being of poor children and trying

to improve the moralcharacter of their parents. The cyclical nature of

America’s policies is the result of a basic dilemma facing those who
make policies for poor children. Most Americans are sympathetic to
poorchildren; they do not believe they should go hungry orlive in
squalor becausetheir parents are poor. But Americans arealso reluctant
to give money to pooradults for fear of rewarding the very behavior
that made them poor.
e+
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In the beginning of the nineteenth century, “outdoor relief” provided destitute families with food, shelter, and small amounts of cash

to meet their basic material needs. But as the nineteenth century progressed, more Americans began to believe that destitution resulted
largely from moral weakness. They argued that outdoorrelief reinforced the very behaviorsthat gaverise to poverty. For the next hundred
years states tried to break the cycle of pauperism by improving the
moral character of poor families. Initially they tried to punish the behaviors that lead to pauperism by requiring destitute children and adults
to enter almshouses if they wanted help. Later they tried to remove
children from the influence of their pauper parents by placing them in
“orphan asylums” or foster care. When this proved expensive, they
provided small sums of money for destitute mothers to care for their
children at home, but only if the mother provided whatthe state considered a “suitable” home.
The Great Depression altered Americans’ views about the importance of income to children’s well-being. Widespread economic deprivation eroded support for the view that low parental income wasevidence of weak moral character. Instead, Americans began to think
that poverty hurt children because poor parents could not purchase
the goods andservices that their children needed. They argued that
children who came to school hungry could not compete with those
who were well fed, and children whose families could not afford de-

cent housing or medical care had more than their share ofseriousillnesses, which interfered with both schooling and social adjustment.
Congress created Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) in 1935 mainly
to improve the material living conditions of poor children. At first
states retained many rules governing the behavior of welfare recipients in an attempt to exclude mothers whose behavior they did not
condone. But the emphasis on the material needs of families that had
taken hold in the 1930s encouraged the growth of federal regulations
that reduced local officials’ discretion about which families to support. By the 1960s a combination of court orders and regulations had
eliminated most of the rules governing the behavior of welfare recipients. Separate child-welfare agencies became responsible for dealing
with families that neglected or abused children. For a brief period
America’s welfare policies were almost exclusively aimed at meeting
the material needs of the poor. In this respect they had come to
on
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resemble the outdoorrelief that existed early in the nineteenth cen-

tury.

Butdissatisfaction with outdoorrelief was as strong in the 1960s
as it had been in the early 1800s. The welfare bill of 1996 returned
responsibility for poor families to the states, ended the entitlement to
cash assistance, and required poor families to demonstrate suitability
through workeffort. Thus in many ways welfare policies at the close of
the twentieth century resemble those at the beginning of the century.
The real value of cash transfers to poor families declined steadily
since the early 1970s. America instead tried to provide for the basic
material needs of poor families with Food Stamps, Medicaid, housing
subsidies, and other noncash programs.

The outdoor relief of the twentieth century, unlike that of the
nineteenth century, was accompanied by programsthat providedservices for poor children, including child care, Head Start, compensatory education, and foster care. In one important wayall these policies are like the orphan asylums and foster care of the nineteenth
century: they provide help for poor children outside their homes.
Since 1988 such programs have grown muchfaster than either cash
or noncashassistance. Foster care has grown rapidly, and proposals to
bring back orphanages to care for destitute children are now taken

seriously.

Weare likely to repeat the same cycle of policies over the next
hundred years unless new information sheds light on the old questions of what money can and cannot buy. Thus this book is about
what moneycan buyfor children.
Chapter 3 examines the differences between rich and poorchildren’s test scores, behavior problems, educational attainment, and

young men’s wages and labor-marketparticipation. It also looks at
the risk that rich and poor children will become teenage mothers,
drop out of high school, or become single mothers. Taken in isolation, none of these measures provides a very good picture of how rich
and poorchildren fare. Not all children who know lot grow up to
become prosperous adults, and notall slow learners grow up to be
poor. Some children who grow upto earn high wagesarestill unhappy, whereas others are happy despite earning low wages. Some
children get pregnant too early, or with the wrong person, butstill
—_ 6 om
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become productive adults. Nonetheless, most people agree that children with high cognitive skills are likely to be better off than those
with low skills; that teenagers who have babies and drop outof high
school are usually worse off than those who do not; and that young
adults with many years of education, steady jobs, and high wages are
mostly better off than those with limited education, precariousjobs,
and low wages. Most peoplealso agree thatit is better for individuals
whohave children to get married, and that stable marriages are better
than unstable marriages. Not surprisingly, Chapter 3 shows that, on
average, children from low-income families fare worse than those
from high-income families on all of these outcomes.
Social scientists have developed at least two theories to explain these
differences betweenrich and poorchildren. Most economists use a theory based on an investment modelin which parents invest both time and
money in their children’s humancapital. The children later reap the
benefits of this investmentin the form of higher wages, better marriage
partners,andbetterlives. The investments parents makein their children
include good housing near good neighbors and good schools, adequate
medical care, and learning tools such as computers and books.All else
being equal, families with more incomecan invest morein their children,
so their children are morelikely to succeed.
Most noneconomists explain the relationship between parental income and children’s success using theories in which incomeinitially
affects the behavior of parents, which then affects their children. The
“parental-stress” theory holds that poverty is stressful and thatstress
diminishes parents’ ability to provide appropriate and effective parenting. The “role-model” theory holds that because of their position
at the bottom of the social hierarchy, low-income parents develop
values, norms, and behaviors that cause them to be “bad” role models

for their children.
One variant of the role-model hypothesis holds that this kind of
parental behavior, though dysfunctional for members of the middle
class, is a rational response to long-term poverty. According to this
theory, increasing parental income might not improve children’s life
chances in the short run, butit should help in the long run by changing parents’ values and behavior. A stronger and more controversial
version of the role-model hypothesis holds that among those enae)
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meshed in a “culture of poverty,” values and behavior will not change
at all in response to incometransfers.
All these theories try to explain why children’s chances for success
depend on their parents’ income. But the fact that poor children fare
worse than rich children does not suffice to prove that low parental
incomeper se hurts children. Poor parents differ from rich parents in
many ways besides their income. For instance, low-income parents
usually have less education and worse health, and they areless likely
to be married. Such differences could also explain most of the disparities in rich and poorchildren’s life chances.

Chapter 4 provides evidence from whatI call “conventional” models of the relationship between parental income and children’s outcomes. These models control some but not all nonmonetary characteristics of parents. I call them conventional because they are the kind
of model that researchers have usually used in the past. Social scientists also describe them as “reduced-form” models, because they try
to estimate the effect we could expect to observe if we simply gave
parents more money. Conventional reduced-form models suggestthat
whereas parental incomehasa relatively small effect on young children’s test scores and behavior, it has a much greater effect on teenage childbearing, single motherhood, dropping out of high school,
postsecondary education, and young men’s labor-market success.
Models of this kind have convinced most social scientists that how
children turn out depends on their parents’ income.It has also convinced some policy makers that raising the income of poor families
through transfers or tax credits will help poor children succeed.
But though these studies control somerelevant parental characteristics, they omit many others. As a result, such studies cannotpersuade skeptics who believe that parental competence,values, or intelligence are what really affect children’s well-being because they do
not controlall these parental traits. This book investigates whatI call
the “true” effect of income. By this I mean theeffect controlling all
parental characteristics, both observed and unobserved,that influence
the parents’ income and the children’s outcomes. I find that for most
outcomes the true effect of parental income is consistently smaller
than estimates based on conventional methods.
Noonestrategy for controlling the unobserved parental traits that
influence both income and children’s outcomes can ever be comwe

8
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pletely convincing. Therefore, I use five strategies for estimating the
true effect of parental income. First I look at income from different
sources. If incomehelps children, a dollar from welfare should be as
valuable as a dollar from parents’ wages or a dollar from winning the
lottery. But several studies seem to show that welfare incomeis less
beneficial to children than income from other sources (mainly work).

These studies raise the suspicion that welfare recipients differ in important but unmeasured ways from those who donotreceive welfare,
and that these differences affect their children’s outcomes.
No source of incomeis completely unrelated to parental traits, but
some sources are more strongly related to these traits than others.
Unearned income from sources other than government transfers
(such as income from child-support payments orinterest), which I refer to as “other” income,is less strongly related to observed parental
characteristics such as education and cognitive skills than either earnings or income from governmenttransfers, so it is likely to be less
strongly related to unobserved characteristics as well. Consequently,
the effect of “other” income on children’s outcomes should more
closely approximate the true effect of money than doesthe effect of
either earned income or governmenttransfers. For most outcomes,
the effect of “other” income is smaller than the effect of total income, even though this technique does not account for all the bias
due to unobserved parental traits, because “other” incomeis not entirely unassociated with these characteristics.
Mysecondstrategy for estimating the true effect of incomeis to
compare the apparenteffect of parental income measured before an
outcome, such as a teenager’s having a baby or dropping out of high
school, with the apparent effect of parental incomeafter the outcome
occurs. Annual incomehas relatively stable or “permanent” component and an unstable or “transitory” component. The stable componentis likely to be highly correlated with stable parental characteristics such as skill and motivation. The unstable componentis by
definition uncorrelated with stable parental characteristics. In most
cases, income after an outcome occurs cannotaffect that outcome.If
income after the outcome appears to predict the outcome, this must

mean that income after the outcomeis a proxy for parental characteristics that existed before the outcome. If parental income when a
child is twenty-five predicts both that child’s quitting high school and
De
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parental income when the child was fifteen, the mostlikely explanation is that both measures of income were equally influenced bystable parental characteristics that also affect the child’s quitting high
school. More generally, the relative size of an outcome’s correlation
with income before and after an outcomecan tell us how important
stable but unmeasured parental characteristics are relative to income
per se. I find that for most outcomes, these unmeasured parental
traits account for a substantial amountof the effect of parental income.
According to what I have called the investment theory, if parental
income improves children’s outcomes then the things parents buy as
their income increases ought to improve children’s outcomes. My

third strategy is to see if this is the case. Chapter 6 shows that poor
families spend less on food and live in smaller homes that are in
worse repair than affluent families. High-income parents have more
cars, spend more on eating out, and are morelikely to have health
insurance than low-income parents. But whereas higher income
yields better living conditions, better living conditions do not improve children’s outcomes much. Thisis partly because relatively few
American children experience the kinds of material deprivation that
do them serious physical or social harm. Less serious material deprivations, such as not owning a car or not eating out often, seldom

seem to leave permanentscars on children.
Some child-specific possessions and activities, such as the number
of books a child has and how often a child visits a museum, do influ-

ence how well children score on cognitive assessments. But parents’
income is only weakly related to whether children have these amenities. This is probably because these itemscost solittle that their distribution depends more on parents’ tastes than on their income. Thus
the amenities that are important to children’s outcomes are weakly
related to parents’ income, whereas the amenities that are strongly
related to parents’ income are not very important to children’s outcomes.
What I have called the “good-parent” theory holds that income
improves parents’ psychological well-being, which in turn improves
their parenting practices. According to this model, as income increases, parents buy peace of mind. Chapter 7 shows that the relationship between family income andparents’ psychological well-being

INTRODUCTION

is not so strong as many social scientists have thought. The
relationship of parents’ income to howtheydiscipline their children,
how often they talk with their children, how muchtelevision their
children watch, and how often mothers read to their children is also

weak. Thus it does not appear that parents’ income appreciably influences children’s outcomes through its influence on parents’ psychological well-being or their parenting practices.
If parental incomehasa large influence on children’s outcomesrelative to other factors, trends in parental income should also predict
trends in children’s outcomes. My fourth strategy is to compare these
trends. Chapter 8 shows that median parental income has increased
since the 1950s, so the standard of living of children born in 1970
was higher than that of children born in 1960. Whereas some outcomes improved as parental incomeincreased, others did not. Beginning in the early 1970s, income declined amongpoorparents butincreased among rich parents, though few measures of children’s
success were redistributed to the rich. The fact that neither changes
in the level nor changes in the distribution of children’s outcomes
parallel changes in parental income raises doubts about the importance of parental income per se. But many other things could have
happenedto affect these trends, so evidence of this kind cannotdefinitively show that the link between parental incomeand children’s
success is weak.
Myfinal strategy for measuring the true effect of incomeis to look
for exogenous sources of variation in income that are uncorrelated
with parental characteristics. Variations in public policy are an obvious possibility. In the continental United States in 1992, the maximum Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) benefit for a

family of three varied from a high of $680 in Connecticut to a low of
$120 in Mississippi. AFDC almost exclusively served single-parent
families. If parental income improves children’s outcomesandallelse
is equal, children living in single-parent families should have had better outcomes in Connecticut than in Mississippi. Of course,all else is
not equal when we compare Connecticut and Mississippi. We know
this because outcomesfor children in two-parent families, which cannot be muchaffected by welfare benefit levels, correlate with benefit
levels. This happens because benefit levels correlate with state-tostate differences in educational policy, economic development,social
—e 11)
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attitudes, and otherfactors. All families are influenced by these factors, but only single-parent families are appreciably affected by the
welfare benefit level. Thus if high welfare benefits help poor children, the gap in outcomes between children in single-parent and
married-parent families should be smaller in states with high welfare
benefits than in states with low benefits. Once I controlall relevant
state characteristics, the apparent effect of AFDC benefits onall outcomes is very small. In fact, higher benefits appear to widen the gap
between children from one- and two-parent families for some outcomes.
Noneof these strategies would be completely convincingbyitself.
Butall five strategies lead to the conclusion that conventional models

overstate the importance of incometo children’s outcomes. Theyalso
show that the effect of income per se on most outcomesis smaller

than manyresearchers have thought.

Chapter 9 discusses the implications of this research. Thesignificance of the finding that income has a small influence on children’s
outcomesis likely to be misstated by those who wantto believe that
“income does not matter.” It is therefore important to underscore a
crucial fact: almost all the children in the samples I use, as well as
most children in America, have had their basic material needs met.

The results in this book imply that once children’s basic material needs
are met, characteristics of their parents become more important to

how they turn out than anything additional money can buy. Myre-.
sults do not show that we can cut income-support programswith impunity; indeed, they suggest that income-support programs have been
relatively successful in maintaining the material standardofliving of
many poorchildren.
Incometransfers are one of a group ofpolicies that I call “multipurpose.” Such policies try to solve many social problems at once by
changing one thing that seems common to them all. Multipurpose
policies are in contrast to whatI call targeted policies (such as Food
Stamps), which moreorless try to solve one problem with one program.
No one really expected that increasing poor parents’ incomes
would solve all the problems of their children. Instead, incometransfers were expected to improve many outcomesa little. The cumulative effect of these improvements could be important.
——e 12
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Multipurposepolicies are not easy to evaluate, and they will always
be subject to political controversy. Social scientists cannot measureall
the effects of such policies, so they are left to generalize from what
they do measure to what they do not. Because by design the effect of
a multipurpose policy on any one outcomeislikely to be small, it will
be easy to conclude that the policy is not worth the money. But
someone will always be able to come up with an outcomethat has
not been assessed and argue that the effect of income transfers on
that outcome will be large. Furthermore, when true effects are small,

social science will often produce conflicting and unreliable estimates
leaving a lot of uncertainty. Multipurpose policies might improve
some outcomes but hurt others. Many people believe that income
transfers improve poorchildren’s behavior but make their parents less
likely to work and marry. Although both effects are small, some people will give greater weightto theeffects on adult behavior. Theywill
wantto reduce incometransfers. Others will place greater weight on
the effects on children. They will want to increase incometransfers.
Furthermore, the fact that the influence of parental incomeis
smaller than many social scientists and policy makers thought does
not mean that income was not importantin the past or that it might
not be important in the future. As countries get richer, they often implementpolicies to reduce poverty among families hit by random catastrophes such as the death of a spouse, protracted illness, or job
loss. When nations do this, poverty declines, but those who remain
poor also becomeless like everyone else. Whenbarriers to work are
lowered, as they have been for both women andracial minorities in
the twentieth century, those whostill do not work are more exceptional than they were whenthese barriers were higher. Thus, as poverty rates are lowered and poverty becomes less dependent on bad
luck, those who stay poor for long periods of time are increasingly
likely to be those who suffer from multiple liabilities.
Faced with evidence thatpersistently poor parents differ in important ways from middle-income parents, some readers will want to
help them andothers will want to punish them. Historically, political
conservatives have viewed the poor as willfully wicked and liberals
have viewed them as helpless victims. It seems hard to believe that
depression, alienation, and addiction are the results of human nature
and that punishmentcan cure them.It is equally difficult to imagine
—m 13
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what mightreally help persistently poor parents. To help parents, we
must determine what kind of assistance they need. We have not expended mucheffort trying to do this, and when we havetried to find
out what poor adults need, the services were often notavailable. ‘The
states and the federal government provide enough moneyfor only a
handful of welfare recipients to participate in job training and education programs, and those who doparticipate in such programsusually get only a few months of help. The governmentprovides even
less help when the problem is drug abuse, depression, or poor health.
And it provides almost no help to the fathers of children on welfare.

Instead of helping parents, we have increasingly concentrated on providing services for disadvantaged children outside their homes

through Head Start, compensatory education, and other school-based
programs. The juvenile justice system and child protective services
also help troubled children and sometimestheir parents, but usually
only in a crisis.
Solving the social problems associated with poverty is not only a
matter of changing the characteristics of the persistently poor; how
individual characteristics manifest themselves in social behavior is
partly determined by socialstructure andsocial institutions. Children
get more education when they are required to stay in school until
they are sixteen than when they are required to stay only until they
are fourteen. Fewer mothers stay single when many men are “marriageable” because they have good jobs than when fewer men are
marriageable because they are jobless or in prison. Fewer teenagers
have babies when abortion is cheap andavailable than whenitis prohibited.
I argue that when parents’ incomeincreases, children’s material
standard ofliving improves. But this improvementhaslittle influence
on children’s test scores or behavior, on their educational attainment

or labor-market success, or on teenage girls’ chances of having a baby
or becoming a single mother. We therefore havelittle reason to expect that policies to increase the income of poor families alone will
substantially improve their children’s life chances. Instead, parental
characteristics associated with their incomeinfluence children’s wellbeing. We have no direct way of knowing whatthese characteristics
are. Because they are associated with parents’ income they must be
correlated with characteristics valued by employers, such as social ad-
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justment, skills, enthusiasm, dependability, and hard work. In today’s
economy, parents with less than their share of these characteristics
cannot make enough money to support themselves unless they get
outside help. These same characteristics are valuable to children.
Without outside help, parents who rank low on these characteristics
find it hard to create an environment conducive to children’s success.
As oneteacher putit to me, “There are all kinds of poor. We have
a lot of children of graduate students. They are poor in the economic
sense only. They are rich in so many ways. We have the poor of
Mexico and that is a lot poorer than anything here. Some of these
kids have had nothing—no shoes, no clothes, no food. They move
here whentheyare ten or so and they have hadnothing,not even the
most basic things. They are so poor they can be crammed twenty in
a trailer with no food and babies all over the place, but they have a
family unit. That’s a different kind of poor than having no onethere.
Wehavethe kids that are poorin all kinds of ways—poorin cognitive skill, lacking parents’ support, and [economically poor].” This
poverty “in all kinds of ways” is what Americans must nowtry to alleviate.

2

OQUQaQdQ

America’s Response to Poverty

ost Americans agree on the general goal of equal opportunity

for rich and poorchildren. Theyalso agree that poor children
should not suffer from hunger, homelessness, or lack of medical care.
But they disagree about how to achieve these goals. This is nothing
new: Americans have always disagreed about what to do abouttheir
poorest citizens. Every generation of reformersbelieves that it can solve
the problemsof poor children by devising new and improvedpolicies,
but none of these policies have eliminated poverty or closed the gap
between rich and poorchildren’s chances for success. In fact, the sequence of policies implemented over the last hundred years strongly
resembles the sequenceofpolicies implemented overthe previous hundred years.! As Grace Abbott wrote in 1939, “We have proceeded along
in a stumbling fashion, trying one method of care after another and
often moving from bad to worse, and back again, in the search for a

‘cure of pauperism’ ” (Abbott 1941, p. 9).
Policies for poor families with children are cyclical because Americans swing between the same twopolar explanations of why poorchildren fail more often than rich children. I discuss these explanations
more in the next chapter. Briefly, one explanation holds that the same
factors that contribute to the low incomeofparents contribute to the
failure of their children. Parents who are present-oriented,fatalistic,

and unambitious raise children who are the same. Both generations
tend to be jobless and poor. This theory implies that income support
alone cannotpreventtheills that poor parentspass on to their children.
This view dominated social policy from the early nineteenth century
until the Great Depression, and it has resurfaced many timessince.
—— 16
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The other explanationfor poorchildren’s failure emphasizes the material deprivationsandparentalstress that result from poverty. According to this view, children who are hungry, poorly housed,orsuffering
from untreated health problems cannot compete with children whose
material needs are met. This theory implies that income support can
cure many ofthe problemsof poorchildren. It dominatedsocial policy
roughly from the 1930s to the mid-1970s, althoughversions of it were
articulated before the 1930s and are oftenstill heard today.
As first one explanation and then the other gains support, our ideas
about the relative importance of income supportand services for families also change. When public sentimentleans toward the “bad-parent”
theory, legislators usually try to find policies to help poor children that
by-pass their parents, either by providing services to children outside
the home or—in extreme cases—byseparating children from their parents altogether. When public sentiment leans toward the theory that
moneyitself matters, legislators usually try to provide cash and noncash
support to families so they can take careof their children at home.
Figure 2.1 is a schematic diagram ofpolicies for poor families over
the last two hundredyears. There have beenfour basic kindsofpolicies.
19th Century
A
poor
relief

B
poor
house

C
orphanage/
foster care
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Figure 2.1 Policies for poor families with children
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Those I designate with an A are policies that mainly provide cash and
noncash transfers to improve the material well-being of poor families.
Policies designated with a B require parents and children to live in
group quarters as a wayof discouraging the behaviors that supposedly
make parents poorin thefirst place. Type C policies separate destitute
parents from their children in an attemptto break the cycle of poverty.
Type D policies provide supervision of poor parents whotake care of
their children at home. As Figure 2.1 shows, we cycled through A to C
policies in the nineteenth century and began the twentieth century with
Type D policies. In the middle of the twentieth century, we briefly
returned to mainly income-support policies, but then began to repeat
the cycle of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, apparently in

reverse order.’
This history suggests that we have madelittle progress in ourbasic
thinking about how to address the needs of poor children. This is because we have not learned much aboutthe relative importance of parental income compared with other parental characteristics for children’s success. Nor are weeverlikely to resolve the dilemma posed by
these alternate views of the poor unless we have more accurate information about the actual costs and benefits of the different policies
wetry.

From Moral Guidance to Income Support
Punishing Paupers
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, remnants of the English
poor lawsstill dominated America’s policies for destitute families.
Townsand counties provided small sums of money, goods, and services
to poor families. Officially, only evidence of need was requiredto receive such support from the “overseer of the poor,” though manyoverseers probably enforced informalrules. Outdoorrelief, as it was called,
was largely intended to provide for the material needs of families. In
Figure 2.1 this is a Type A policy.
Pauperism increasedin the early 1800s. Americans blamedits growth
on urbanization, immigration, and intemperance. But mostly they
blamed it on outdoorrelief (Katz 1986b, p. 16). Many Americans believed that destitution was the result of weak character, and that public
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help itself weakened character. Critics argued that such support led to
“idleness” and “improvidence” and constituted “so many invitations to
become beggars.” They complained that the industrious poor were
“discouraged by observing the bounty bestowed upontheidle, which
they can only obtain by the sweat of their brow” (Katz 1986b,p. 17).
In response, manycities and states began requiring destitute adults to
enter almshousesor otherinstitutions. The numberof almshousesincreased rapidly; for example, Massachusetts had 83 almshousesin 1824,
180 in 1840, and 219 in 1860 (Trattner 1989, p. 55).

Initially, destitute children were housed in the same almshousesas
destitute adults alongside the aged, the infirm, and the insane. They
were treated much the sameas pooradults: they hadto earn their keep
or suffer. Boys were often assigned to indentured apprenticeships, and
girls were sent to serve in wealthy households. Unlike outdoorrelief,
almshouses were not intended to improve the incomeorliving conditionsof the destitute. Advocates of almshousesclaimed that they would
promote work, temperance, and moralpropriety amongboth adults and
children. They argued that destitute children were broughtupin “ignorance andidleness” in their own homes (Katz 1986b,p. 23). By contrast, in almshouseschildren’s health and morals could be molded,pre-

paring them for a productive future. Thus almshouses were mainly
intended to deter adults and children from behaviors that would lead
to destitution. This is a Type B policy in Figure 2.1.
At the same time that the numberof almshouses wasincreasing,
attitudes about the nature of childhood were shifting from “the certainty of children’s evil to the probability of their good—and even the
possibility of their perfection” (Trattner 1989, p. 105). In America the
idea that children turned out badly because ofsociety’s influence was
gaining credibility. In 1846 a minister, Horace Bushnell, published an

influential book, Christian Nature, in which he argued that children

were malleable creatures who could attain salvation througha healthful,
nurturing environment, rather than a punitive life of labor. The view
that children were “special beings” helped encourage the movement
for compulsory public schooling and child labor laws. It also encouraged the view that almshouses were noplace for children.
In 1861 Ohio passed thefirst statute requiring the removalofchildren from almshouses(Trattner 1989, p. 108). Over the next few years
most states passed similar laws. Although Americansincreasingly came
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to believe that children did not belong in almshouses, they remained
convinced that a home with destitute parents was no place for them
either. Disadvantaged children were increasingly placed in new children’s institutions called “orphan asylums.” The numberof suchinstitutions grew from 75 in 1861 to more than 600 by 1890. Between 1890
and 1900 aloneat least 247 institutions for children were incorporated
(Katz 1986b).
Despite their name, orphan asylumswerenotprimarily for orphaned
or abandonedchildren. A study of Philadelphia in the late 1800s found,
for example, that most children confined to orphanages werethere because their parents were either “too poor or too vicious” to care for
them (Clements in Lindsey 1994, p. 14). In Figure 2.1 such institutions
are Type C policies. Like their counterparts today, Americans in the

mid-nineteenth century wanted to help poor children without helping
their parents. They viewed parents’ destitution as proof of their inability to provide a moral and healthful environmentfor their children.
The cycle of pauperism could therefore be broken only by separating
children from their destitute parents. Most destitute children were not

institutionalized, of course, but this was the main publicly supported
policy for such children, and it became increasingly common.
The logic of separating poor children from their parents did not
require that they be institutionalized, however. Reverend Charles Loring Brace began a “placing-out” program in New York City in 1853.

According to him, “Asylum life is not the best training for outcast children in preparing for the practical life. In large buildings, where a multitude of children are gathered together, the bad corrupt the good, and
the good are not educated in the virtues ofreal life” (Trattner 1989,
p. 110n). Brace’s program and the others that followed its lead placed
destitute, orphaned, and abandoned children with farm families in the

Western states as a way of saving the children both from the influence
of their destitute parents and from the corruption in orphan asylums.’
Programs of this kind were the forerunners of today’s foster-care system, except that today’s system compensates foster parents in cash,
whereas Brace’s program merely offered them a child’s labor. Butstates
usually paid the costs of placing children in both foster care and orphanages.
As the numberof children in both institutions and foster care increased, so did the costs to state governments. Critics began to argue
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that “it is poor economyto have a system operating in which children
are being separated from their mothers” (Davis 1929, p. 375). Criticisms of the care children received in such placementsalso increased.
Child advocates accused orphanagesof providing cold, rigid, custodial
care. Studies claimed that foster care created delinquents and criminals

rather than upright citizens. Western states complained that the
thousands of needy children sent there to foster care had become a
drain on state budgets, because they grew up to becomepublic charges,
criminals, or otherwise in need ofstate aid. Somestates passed laws
prohibiting the placementof out-of-state children in foster care within
their boundaries. Social workers, judges, and child advocates grew increasingly convinced that neither foster homes nor orphanages were
conducive to children’s moral development. The poor themselves complained that they did not wanttheir children removedto distant farms
where they were often never heard from again.
By the early twentieth century a new consensus had begun to
emerge. According to this view, the best place for most destitute children waswith their natural parents. To achieve this, government funds
should be madeavailable for at least some poorparentsto care for their
children at home.

Supporting “Suitable” Mothers
Manychildren were destitute because their fathers had died or deserted
them. Although many widowswith children and other single mothers

did work, it was the belief of most Americans that when mothers work

“the home crumbles” and the “physical and moral well-being of the
motherand children is impaired and seriously menaced” (Leff 1973,
p. 397). Thus womenwith no husbands to support them werenot necessarily expected to support their children withoutoutside help.
In 1911 Missouri andIllinois established the first statewide programs
to aid needy children living in their parents’ homes. By 1920, forty
states had enacted similar legislation. These programs were known as
“mothers’ pensions,” “mothers” aid,” or “widows’ pensions,” because
only families in which the father was permanently absent dueto death,
desertion, imprisonment,or insanity were eligible. Americans expected
men to work, and they believed that cash assistance to families in which
menlived would discourage such work. Thus though mothers’ pensions
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marked a return to the outdoorrelief that states had abandoned over
the previous century, the relief now camewith strings attached. Mothers’ pensions are ‘ype D policies in Figure 2.1.
The suspicion that poverty was a sign of weak character remained
strong. Even supporters of mothers’ pensions seldom believed that poor
single mothers could be good parents without supervision. Almostall
states required that mothers’ pensionsbe limited to mothers whoprovided a “suitable home.” Advocates of mothers’ pensions viewed them
as child-welfare programs, not income-support programs. Most Americans still believed that the moral environment had more impact on
children than the material environment. Legislators, therefore, gave

more attention to how mothers behaved than to how well they met

their children’s material needs. The programs werelargely staffed by

specialists in child welfare, who routinely visited mothers, overseeing

the children’s “health, education, dietetics, and home care” (Bell 1965,
p. 11).

In most states supervision of mothers was a central rationale for
switching from orphan asylumsand foster care to mothers’ pensions.
Frank Loomis, the secretary of the Newark, New Jersey, Children’s

Bureau, summarized this point: “So long as the child remains in his

home,the State supervises him in many ways which are discontinued

if the child is removed to an institution” (Katz 1986b, p. 129). State
legislators believed that giving destitute mothers money would be
wasteful unless they could reasonably assume that “children will have
a home which will provide at least the conditions necessary to make
possible moral, physical, and mental development” (Nesbit in Bell
1965, p. 7).
Rules defining a suitable homevaried by state. In somestates tubercular parents or those whoscored too low onintelligence tests were
ineligible for aid. Mothers were also disqualified for crime, drunkenness, being a “poor disciplinarian,” use of tobacco, andfailing to provide religious instruction to children. Some families were forced to
move from what social workers considered “morally questionable”
neighborhoods to what they considered wholesome neighborhoods
(Leff 1973, p. 412). But the most common reason for denying aid to
families was either that the motherhadanillegitimate child or that she
had (or was suspected of having) an “improper”relationship with a man.
In five states only widowscould receive aid. In thirty-six states mothers
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who had been deserted wereeligible as well. In twenty-onestates di-

vorced mothers wereeligible. In only eleven states were unwed mothers

even potentially eligible for mothers’ pensions (Davis 1929). Even when
divorced, deserted, and unwed motherswereeligible for aid, states often used suitable-home rules to deny them benefits. As a result, 82

percent of families receiving cash through mothers’-pension programs
were headed by widowsin 1931 (Leff 1973, p. 414). Of the forty-six
thousand families receiving mothers’ pensions, only fifty-five were
headed by unmarried mothers (Heclo 1992).
Because of their vagueness, suitable-homerules wereeasily adapted
to local and regional norms. Few black mothers received any aid, and
in some Southern counties blacks were completely barred from receiving mothers’ pensions. Overall, only 3 percent of all pensions went to
black mothers in 1931 (Leff 1973, p. 414).
Because most mothers’ pensions went to white widows who were
certified as “suitable” by local social workers, it was easy for most white
Americansto believe that these transfers supported only the truly needy
and deserving poor. Consequently, mothers’ pensions enjoyed widespread support. They did, however, have detractors, and their arguments sound familiar: mothers would spend their moneyrecklessly; the
money would “repress the desire for self-help, self-respect, and independence”; it would encouragefathers to desert their children; it would
discourage “the great principle of family solidarity, calling upon the
strong membersofthe family to support the weak” (Leff 1973, p. 404).
Most supporters of women’s suffrage favored mothers’ pensions, but
the militant wing of the movement argued that they would damagethe
cause of equality between the sexes by glorifying a mother’s place in
the home and discouraging women from work and independence. Detractors also argued that poor widows from other countries or other
states would flock to the states that provided mothers’ aid, and thus
drain their budgets. Nonetheless, mothers’ pensions retained support
until the 1930s.

The Cycle Repeats
The Great Depression changed the way Americans viewed poorchildren and their parents. Mass unemployment meantthat the poor were
no longer a morally corrupt fringe; they were one’s neighbor, one’s
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friend, or oneself. The Great Depression demonstrated to many Americans that poverty was sometimes the result of bad luck rather than
weak character, and that the social and economic forces that created

poverty were often beyondthe control of individuals.
During the Depression, manystates ran out of moneyto fund mothers’ pensions. Between 1929 and 1932, a third of the nation’s private
charities closed for lack of funds (Trattner 1989, p. 249). Nonetheless,
President Herbert Hoover opposed federal aid to families, giving the
same reasons as opponents of governmenttransfers today: federal aid
would stifle voluntary giving, demoralize recipients, discourage work,
and create bloated, politicized bureaucracies. But though theidea that
all Americans could earn a living if they tried had been popular when
the economy was expanding, Hoover’s insistence thatthis wasstill true

in the early 1930s cost him his job.

Hoover's successor, Franklin D. Roosevelt, created the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) to coordinate federal welfare
policy. FERA was intended to provide “sufficient relief to prevent
physical suffering and to maintain living standards” (Patterson 1986,

p. 57) through cash grants and a surplus commodity program. This was
strong recognition that the material needs of families were important.
Because neither states nor private charities could afford to help all
impoverished citizens, FERA assumed responsibility for many of the
nation’s children. It was not staffed by social workers intent on reforming the character of the poor (although oneprovision required local
relief administrators to employ at least one experienced social worker);
rather, it was staffed by civil servants whobelieved that the poor needed
food and shelter, not moral guidance. In her presidential address before
the National Conference of Social Workers at the end of the Depression, Grace Coyle noted, “There is no reasonable doubt that poverty
itself is responsible for increased illness, physical and mental, that unemployment breeds unemployability, that crowded housing underminesfamilylife, that under-nourished children will grow into incompetent adults” (Trattner 1989, p. 270). The role of state aid to poor
families shifted from supervising poor widowsto providing mass economic assistance to families. FERA administered financial aid uniformly, with no rules regarding suitable recipients other than that they
cometo relief station and pass a meanstest. Until FERA was phased
out, the United States had briefly recreated outdoorrelief.
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In 1935 the federal governmentpassed the Social Security Act, es-

tablishing ADC. The act made the Social Security Board responsible
for federal financial aid to families, and the Children’s Bureau in the
Departmentof Labor responsible for children’s social services (Hanlan
1966). This was the beginning of a trend toward separating financial

aid for families from social services for their children—a trend that
eventually led to the split in policies shown in Figure 2.1.
The main goal of ADC, like FERA, was to improve the material

well-being of families, not the behavior of parents. The Social Security
Board noted that “homesin which dependentchildren nowlive do not,

in many instances, conform to a minimum standard of decency and
health or provide a minimum opportunity for a child’s welfare. ‘These
conditions frequently result directly or indirectly from economicpressures .. . and may be eliminated by adequate assistance and services”
(Bell 1965, p. 33). Thus the Board believed that in most cases poor
motherscould raise their children adequately if they had the moneyto
do so.
Although the Social Security Act emphasizedfinancial help for poor
families, it allowed states to retain many of their suitable-home rules
and to set their own benefit levels. In most states families could not
appeal a decision denying them aid. Partly for this reason,relatively
few families, especially in the South,actually received aid before World
WarII. Only 360,000 families were on the ADCrolls in 1940—less
than 1 percentofall American families. Ninestates, five of them in the
South, had fewer than 1,000 families on their roles (Piven and Cloward

1971, p. 117). Thus taxpayers could continueto feel confidentthat they
were helping only truly needy and deserving families. This was especially important in the South, where resistance to federal aid to poor
families was strong. Although the rhetoric ofADC emphasized material
support for families, most states retained suitable-homerules. Therefore, I label this policy D in Figure 2.1.
The 1939 amendments to the Social Security Act placed some widows under Social Security rather than ADC.Eventually Social Security
covered most widows, making ADC mainly a program for children
whose mothers were divorced, abandoned, or never married. These

were, of course, the mothers manystates had previously considered
unsuitable. States could, however,still use suitable-homerulesto limit
eS
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eligibility for ADC, and some Southern states renewedtheir efforts to
assure that recipients were “worthy.”*

This balance persisted until the 1960s, when the program wasrenamedAid to Families with Dependent Children. Soonafter that,litigation and pressure from both the welfare rights movement and the
civil rights movementled the federal government to bar most of the
nonfinancial eligibility rules that states had established, includingalmostall suitable-home rules. In 1966 Congress passed the “Fleming
rule,” which required that children not be denied welfare benefits solely
because they had been born out of wedlock, unless an alternative for

their care, such as an orphanageorinstitution, was found. Since such
placements were expensive, states were deterred from usingillegitimacy

to deny benefits. Social workers’ discretion in deciding who could receive benefits was greatly diminished when the Supreme Court declared

their unannounced visits unconstitutional in 1969. The Court also

struck down state-residency rules. Thelast vestiges of “moral guidance”

were removed from welfare policies. The sentiments of the 1930s had

finally taken hold, and once again for a brief time welfare became much
like outdoorrelief, an income-support program with few strings attached.
As AFDC cameto resemble the outdoorrelief of the early 1800s,
programsto help poorchildren only while they were temporarily away
from their parents becameincreasingly popular. Cultural and psychological explanationsfor the failure of poor children helped to shift the
emphasis of child-welfare advocates away from incomesupportfor poor
parents toward education and social services for their children. Psychologists, educators, and children’s advocates maintained that deprivation in early childhoodsignificantly limited child development, and

that environmental stimulation could improve young children’s cognitive growth. Thus early-childhood education and compensatory education after children entered school could assure that poor children
and rich children had the same opportunity to learn. If government
policy could no longer either educate or cajole mothersto raise their
children properly, the institutions that served children could still compensate for a deficient homelife. Thus Figure 2.1 shows that in the
1960s, as the ability of social workers to certify AFDC recipients declined, antipoverty programssplit into Type A programs, which were
intended to improve the material needs of poor families, and Type C
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programs, which provided services to children while they were away
from home.
No-strings-attached incometransfers were short-lived. Suitablehomeand administrative rules had been used to hold down the welfare
rolls. When they were removed,therolls grew. The number of AFDC
recipients increased from 3.1 million in 1960 to 4.3 million in 1965,
6.1 million in 1969, and 10.8 million in 1974 (House Ways and Means
Committee 1993, p. 685; Patterson 1986, p. 171). The rate of growth
slowed once those who had been denied benefits were absorbed into
the rolls: in the twenty years between 1972 and 1992, the number of
recipients grew by only 28 percent, mainly reflecting population growth
(House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 688).

Suspicion about the moral character of welfare mothers had always
been widespread, butit intensified once local officials were unable to
certify the character ofrecipients and the welfare roles increased. The
militant tone of the welfare rights movement madeit difficult to see
welfare recipients as helpless, destitute mothers in need of a handout.
The fact that many mothers of young children were now workingat
least part-time also made it hard to defend welfare for mothers who
did not work.

Reinventing Moral Obligation
Until the 1960s, Americans’ main concern about mothers’ behavior had

been whether they were sexually promiscuous, not whether they
worked. Although many mothers did work, the mothers’-pension
movementof the turn of the century promotedthe principle that “to
be the breadwinner and the home-makerof the family is more than the
average woman can bear” (Leff 1973, p. 397). ADC was designed to
“release from the wage earningrole the person whosenatural function
is to give her children the physical and affectionate guardianship necessary ... to rear them into citizens capable of contributing to society”
(National Conference on Social Welfare cited in Garfinkel and Mc-

Lanahan 1986, pp. 101-102). Stripped of the ability to regulate sex,
legislators turned to regulating work.’ Consequently, work requirements are labeled Type D in Figure 2.1
In 1967 AFDCwasrevised to require recipients to participate in job
training and searchfor “suitable” jobs. The growing number ofwomen
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in the labor market encouraged the notion that even single mothers
could earn enough to supporttheir families. But work policies for welfare recipients were never rigorously enforced, partly becausealternative child care arrangements for their children were expensive. As a
result, the proportion of single mothers who work has not changed
much. In 1987, 54 percent of female heads of families worked, compared with 55 percent in 1980 and 52 percent in 1968 (Moffitt 1992).
Meanwhile, the proportion of married mothers who worked rose from
37 percentin 1968 to 47 percentin 1980 and 53 percent in 1987 (Moffitt 1992). The fact that labor-force participation increased for married
but not single mothers has contributed to the suspicion that welfare
discourages single mothers from working.
Concern that welfare discourages workhadhistorically rested on the
belief that work is a moral virtue. In the mid-1980s Lawrence Meade
(1986) argued that reciprocal obligations are essential to social order,
and that the changesin welfare rules in the 1960s had undermined the
moral authority of the state, especially its right to regulate the behavior
of those who depended onit for income. Meade did not argue, as I
have, that thestate’s inability to certify that welfare recipients were
trying to help themselves undermined support for welfare. He argued
that requiring workin return for welfare wouldhelprestore social order
by setting clear standards of behavior. He called for a return to regulating recipient behavior for many of the same reasons that had led
legislators to impose suitable-homerules in the early part of the century; namely, that the poor could notbe trustedto do the right things
without supervision. This view emphasized the obligations ofthe state
as well as the recipients ofits goodwill.
At the same timethat legislators were trying to impose work requirements on adult welfare recipients, they continued to pursue policles aimed at providing more services to poor children outside the
home, such as HeadStart and compensatory education. Although these
programs help children wholive at home, I label them Type C programs, because they provideservices to children only while they are
away from home.Foster care is, of course, more similar to the nine-

teenth-century Type C programs. After Reagan’s election, many welfare

programs appearedto be in real danger. Recognizingthe political sympathy evoked by children and thefutility of lobbying for increasesin
cash transfers to their parents, child advocates built their agenda on the
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direct-service model of the War on Poverty. After 1980 child advocates’
recommendationsfor increasing incometransfers to poor families were
usually little more than an afterthought. They usually promoted income
increases indirectly by recommending additional child care funds so

more poor mothers could work, or by recommendinglaws requiring

absent parents to pay child support.®
In the 1960s liberals had supported child care, compensatory education, and other services because they believed that they would im-

prove poor children’s chances for success. Conservatives wereless enthusiastic about such programs, partly because they did not believe that

the programs would work, and partly because they believed that even
if they did work they would cost too much. But in 1988 George Bush
ran on a platform that advocated expanding Head Start to reach all
eligible children. Bush also proposed expanding the schoollunch program and the supplemental food program for Women, Infants, and
Children (WIC). Many of these programs had suffered budget cuts
during the early 1980s, but they enjoyed increased funding during
Bush’s administration.’
Moderate Republicans had comearoundtotheliberal point of view
on child-welfare programs for at least three reasons. First, research
convinced many people that these programs worked. Second,thestrategy for helping poor children by providing moneyto theinstitutions
they use rather than to their parents is consistent with conservatives’
beliefs about the character of poor parents. In order to promote these
programs,child advocateshadto claim that they were needed. ‘To make
this claim they had to point to the inadequacy of poor parents, or at
least some poor parents. Neither researchers nor advocates intend to
blame poor mothersfortheir children’s cognitive andsocial problems;
indeed,if they were to blame anyone, most would probably blame governments for stingy cash transfers or public schools for not being sensitive to the special needs of disadvantaged students. But the relationship between children’s failure and their parents’ ignorance and neglect
is one that conservatives have long emphasized.
A third reason conservatives and liberals more or less agreed on expanding programs for poor children outside the home was that both
groupsfelt that single mothers should work. When mothers goto work,
there must be some provision for their children. Most liberals have
supported both work and training requirements and child care allow——e 29
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ances for poor families for the last twenty-five years. Conservatives have
been morereluctant. Once it becameclear that poor single mothers
could not find jobs that would pay enough to cover their child care
costs, however, many moderate conservatives began to supportfederal
expenditures for child care. As I show below, programsthat provide
child care for low-income families have been amongthefastest-growing
governmentprogramsfor children.
During the 1980s, eliminating what had oncebeencalled homerelief
was again on thepolitical agenda. But the alternatives that reformers
had proposedin the nineteenth century—removingchildren from their
families or supervising their mothers—were no longerviable options.
Distrust of governmenthadledliberals to restrict its role as an enforcer
of moral values. Attempts to impose work requirements were too ex-

pensive. Instead, the government wrote checks and handed out food,

housing, and medical care. Few Americans were happy with this
“amoral” approach to handouts; some wanted to reimpose moralre-

quirements, others wanted to end handoutsentirely.
Since 1980 our commitmentto providing incomesupportto families

with children has diminishedsteadily. The purchasing power ofAFDC
benefits declined by 12.7 percent during the 1980s and continues to
decline. In contrast, our willingness to help poor children while they
are away from their families has increased. The numberofchildren in
foster homesrose from 4.4 per 1,000 in 1980 to 5.9 per 1,000 in 1990.

Governmentfundingfor child care is growing rapidly. Even ourwillingness to support “group homes” reminiscentof the almshousesof the
1900shasincreased. In somecities homeless shelters for families with
children have become permanenthousing, and somepoliticians have
proposedthat poor teenage mothersbe requiredtolive in group homes,
where they can be supervised in order to qualify for public assistance.
Proposals to increase the number of orphanages are now takenseriously.

Changes in Government Expenditures on Poor Children
Governmentexpenditures are not a perfect gaugeof either policy makers’ sentiments or the adequacy ofpolicies. The need for expenditures
changesovertime,as doestheefficiency with which the moneyis spent.
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Nonetheless, trends in expenditures provide important information
aboutthepriority that legislators assign to programsofvarious kinds.

Table 2.1 shows trends in federal expenditures on poorchildren and

their families for three types of programs:cash transfers, noncashtrans-

fers, and services for children outside the home. It shows expenditures
for 1975, 1980, 1988, and 1992. I begin with 1975 because it is the

earliest year for which information for many of the programsis available. Since several programs grew during the Bush administration,I
show expenditures for 1988. For many programs 1992is the last year
for which informationis available as I write this book.
Ideally, Table 2.1 should also include state and local government
expenditures for poor families. The federal government contributed
only about half of the total amount spent for AFDC and Medicaid.
Manyofthe other programslisted in Table 2.1 require states to match
federal expenditures. States and localities also have some programsdirected at poor children that have no federal funding and do not appear
in Table 2.1. Unfortunately, no national data on state and local programs currently exist. Even accounting for federal expendituresis difficult, because the federal government doesnotkeeptrack of howstates
use all the federal money they receive.°
Two important changes dominatetrendsin social-welfare spending
for poor families with children since the early 1970s. The first, which
is well known to those whostudythese things, is that expenditures for
cash transfers to such families increased at a much slower rate than
expenditures for noncash transfers. The second, which is not so well
known,is that expenditures on programsthat provideservices for poor
children outside the home haveincreased rapidly since 1988.
Cash Assistance

Measuredin constant 1992 dollars, federal expenditures for AFDC decreased slightly between 1975 and 1980, then increased by 16.3 percent
between 1980 and 1992.'° Overall, real federal expenditures for AFDC
increased by 10.3 percent between 1975 and 1992, but the average
monthly number of AFDC recipients increased by 21 percent, from
11.1 million to 13.4 million (House Ways and Means Committee 1993,
pp. 690-691).!! Because the share of AFDC expenditures contributed
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Table 2.1

Federal government expenditures on poorchildren by yearin millions

of 1992 dollars?

Program

1975

1980

1988

1992

12,473.0
172.2
236.3
12,881.5

11,829.9
186.6
433.8
12,450.3

12,300.3
305.2
729.3
13,334.8

13,754.0
267.0
1,715.2
15,736.2

Food stamps

6,373.9

9,037.3

Housingassistance

4,270.5°¢

6,114.3

Cashassistance
AFDC
Emergency assistance
SSI
Total
Noncashassistance
Medicaid
WIC
Total

5,114.8

459.5
16,218.7

Child care
Child nutrition
Foster care and adoption
Child welfare services
Total

6,804.4

2,023.3°
5,077.4
315.1
123.0
15,336.8

13,754.0°

10,367.4

19,398.5

867.5
23,134.9

1,565.8
32,242.6

1,873.5
47,186.1

Programsfor children outside the home
HeadStart
993.6

Compensatory education

9,454.6

7,115.8

1,256.9

5,480.0

1,635.6
5,774.8
529.2
97.5
14,774.0

10,854.8

1,435.5

4,793.1

1,545.8
5,103.0
1,176.0
284.9
14,338.3

12,160.1

2,201.8

6,170.9

1,997.5
6,111.1
2,429.4
273.9
19,184.6

Sources: House Ways and Means Committee (1993); Bixby (1990); 1982-83 Statistical
Abstract of the United States; 1988 Statistical Abstract of the United States; 1990 Statistical
Abstract of the United States; 1993 Statistical Abstract of the United States.
a. Dollar amounts are inflated using the PCE fixed-weight price index (1993 Statistical
Abstract of the United States, table 768). Amounts include administrative expenditures unless
otherwise noted.

b. Numberis for 1977.
c. Estimated.

by the federal government remainedfairly constant and administrative —
expenditures declined onlyslightly, the real benefits per recipient decreased. The decrease per family was even larger, because AFDC families got smaller.’
The decline in real AFDC benefits per family appears to have accelerated in recent years. The decline in the average monthly benefit
between 1990 and 1992 wasgreater than the decline between 1975 and
1980 or between 1980 and 1985. Not onestate increased AFDC benefits enough to keep up with inflation between 1990 and 1993, and
thirty-seven states either failed to increase AFDC benefits at all or
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reduced them (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 666).
States can also provide emergency assistance to families with a 50
percent federal match if it is necessary to “prevent a child from destitution.” Federal expenditures for emergency assistance grew through-

out the 1970s and 1980s, but declined between 1988 and 1992. Much

of this assistance is provided in the form of shelter and medical care
rather than cash. Theincrease in emergency assistance during the 1980s
was mainly due to states’ increasing use of emergency assistance to
house homeless families with children. Consequently, treating emergency assistance as if it were all cash overstates the growth in cash
transfers."
Before 1996 AFDC and emergency assistance were the only two
programsthat transferred cash on the basis of financial need alone.
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) provides income to needy aged,
blind, or disabled persons including children. Only 518,000 children
received SSI payments in 1992 (House Ways and Means Committee

1993, p. 842), compared with 9.2 million children who received AFDC
that year. But the proportion of poor children whoreceive SSI is increasing rapidly. Expenditures for children on SSI increased sevenfold
between 1975 and 1992.!* I have no way of knowing how manyparents
of poor children received SSI. SSI benefits were higher than AFDC
benefits, and are increased annually to keep pace with inflation. More
than a fifth of children who receive SSI live in hospitals and other
institutions or with foster families.
Two programs, the EITC and the Child Care Tax Credit, increase
the income of poor parents who work. Both are fast-growing programs,
and before the Republican Party turnedto therightin 1993-1994, both
enjoyed considerable support because they provide an incentive for
low-income parents to work. The EITC is means-tested, butit is not
just for poorfamilies. In 1993, when the poverty threshold for a family
of three was $11,522, only 20.4 percent of expenditures for the EPT'C
wentto families whose income was under $10,000. Another 55.8 percent wentto families whose income was between $10,000 and $20,000

(House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 1060). Less than half of
the tax expenditure for EITC probably goesto officially poor families.
The Child Care Tax Credit accounts for about 60 percent of government expenditures for child care (Robbins 1991). It is not limited
to poorfamilies either. Thecredit is limited to the amountofa family’s
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tax liability. Since poor families pay few taxes, the main beneficiaries of
the tax credit have been middle-income families. According to one estimate, less than 1 percentof all tax-related child care benefits go to

low-income families (Robbins 1991).

Both child care tax credits and the EITC are income-transfer programs. But theyalso give low-incomeparents an incentive to placetheir
children in someoneelse’s care for a large part of the day.
Noncash Assistance

‘Table 2.1 shows that as cash transfers to poor families declined between 1975 and 1980, expenditures on all noncash programsincreased.
Between 1975 and 1992, real federal expenditures for noncash transfers to poor families increased by 191 percent. This increase was due
in part to the rapid increase in the cost of medical care. It was also
partly due to the decrease in cash benefits available to families, since
Food Stamps, housing subsidies, and some other noncash benefits in-

crease as cash incomedeclines. But muchof the increase in noncash
benefits was due to expanded eligibility or more generous benefits.
Medicaid provides free or subsidized health care for all AFDC recipients (as well as some others with low incomes, mainlytheelderly,
disabled, or “medically needy”). In 1986 Congress extended Medicaid
coverage to pregnant women andchildren underthe age of six whose
family income wasless than 133 percentof the poverty line. In 1988 it
required states to extend Medicaid coverage for up to one yearto former AFDC recipients who becameineligible for AFDC becausetheir
earnings from workincreased. In 1991 Congress extended Medicaid to
cover all poor children born after 1983. As a result of these changes,
two-thirds of children living below the poverty line received Medicaid
in 1991 (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 1639), compared

with about half in 1987 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990, table 148),

even though the 1991 changesin eligibility were probably not fully
implementedin thatyear.!°
Congressalso expanded the Food Stamp program repeatedly during
the 1970s.'¢ Both the numberof Food Stamprecipients andthe benefits
they received grew slowly from 1981 to 1985, because the 1981 Omnibus Reconciliation Act delayedinflation indexing andlimited eligiee 34
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bility. Congress liberalized Food Stampeligibility in 1985, easinglimits
on assets and several forms of cash assistance and removing address
requirements that had prevented the homeless from receiving Food
Stamps. The Hunger Prevention Act of 1988 again increased Food

Stampbenefits across the board. But mostof the increase in expendi-

tures on Food Stamps has been dueto an increase in the numberof
eligible families and a decline in their real income. Measured in 1992
dollars, the maximum Food Stampallotmentfor a family of four was
$369 in 1975 and $370 in 1992 (House Ways and Means Committee
1993, p. 1632). Because of the decline in recipients’ income, however,

the average amounta personactually received was $64.50 in 1991 compared with $44.10 in 1972.
Expenditures on housing for poor families also increased rapidly in
the 1980s, because of an increase both in the number of households

receiving subsidies and in the subsidy per household.!” The total number of households receiving federal housing assistance increased from
3.2 million in 1977 to 5.5 million in 1992. In constant dollars, the

averageperunit outlay increased from $2,680 in 1977 to $4,240in 1993

(House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 1676).'* The outlay per
unit increased partly because federally subsidized units set tenants’ rent
at 30 percent of their income. Thus whenever tenants’ real income
declines, whether because of a decline in wages or in cash transfers,

housing subsidies increase.
WICprovides nutritional counseling and vouchersfor specific kinds
of food for pregnant, postpartum, or lactating women andto infants
and children upto age five whoare “at risk” for nutritionaldeficiencies.
Real expenditures for WIC increased by 116 percent between 1980 and
1992.1

Programs for Children outside the Home
Besides cash and noncashtransfers to parents, three other major groups
of programstry to help poorchildren: education programs,health and
nutrition programs, and child protection and welfare programs. These
programs provide moneyto institutions, such as schools, that try to
compensate for deprivations at home, rather than providing moneyto
the child’s family to reduce those deprivations. Expenditures for such
e385
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programsdeclined between 1975 and 1988, largely because of the decline in expenditures for compensatory education and child care programs. But expenditures on these programsincreased by more than a
third between 1988 and 1992.
HeadStartis the best-known education program for poor children.
Table 2.1 shows that real expenditures for Head Start have increased
steadily since 1975.2? Compensatory education services are supposed
to continue Head Start’s effort in elementary school, but they have
never been as popular as Head Start. Real federal expenditures for
compensatory education declined by 29.6 percent between 1975 and
1988 and then rose by about the same amount between 1988 and
1992.7!

Estimates of the numberof federal programs providing some form
of child care range from twenty-eight to forty-six, depending on how
child care is defined. Although Congress requires the states and the
Department of Health and HumanServices to compile information on
child care services supported by the government, neither the number

of children served nor the amountof federal expenditures is known.

Furthermore, we can only guess at what proportion of federal expenditures for child care goes to the poor. Table 2.1 shows expenditures
on child care from major funding sources, but it omits many smaller
sources of funding.”? Prior to 1988 the main source of child care funds

was the Title XX Social Services Block Grant; becauseit failed to grow,

federal expenditures on child care failed to grow. But federal expenditures on child care increased by nearly 30 percent between 1988 and
1992, mainly because of newlegislation. New child care programsfor
AFDC families were enacted in 1988 as part of the Family Support
Act's effort to get welfare recipients to work. Two additional programs
(the At-Risk Child Care Program and the Child Care and Development
Block Grant) were passed in 1990. Thesearestill in the early stages of
implementation. The Social Services Block Grant continues to be an
important source of child care expenditures.
Under the National School Lunch Program, the School Breakfast

Program, and the Child and Adult Care Food Program, the federal

government provides both cash and surplus food to subsidize meals
served in schools andchild care facilities.23 The Summer Food Service
Program and the Special Milk Program also provide nutritionalassistance to children. Real federal expenditures on these child nutrition
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programs increased between 1975 and 1980, declined from 1980 to
1988, then rose after 1988.

Federal expenditure for foster care and adoptionincreased fourfold
between 1975 and 1992.24 Under Title IV of the Social Security Act,
this money supports any child in foster care whose biological family
would have qualified for AFDC hadthe child not been removed from
the home. The numberof such children decreased from an average of
106,869 a month in 1975 to 100,272 a month in 1980. After that the
number beganto climb, reaching 167,981 in 1990 and 222,315 in 1992.

Thus between 1980 and 1992 the numberof children receiving transfers through Title IV more than doubled.”
The federal governmentalso provides a 75 percent matching grant
for state services that protect the welfare of children by trying to “provide substitutes for the functions parents have difficulty in performing.”26 These services include placing children in adoptive homes and
assuring adequatefoster care. But they also include preventing children
from unnecessary separation from their families and restoring children
to their families when possible. As a result, not all this money goes to
services for children outside the home. Noinformation is available on
exactly how this moneyis used by the states or how many children are
served (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 889); nor could I
find information on the proportion of expenditures used to preserve
families. Real federal expendituresfor this program have declined since
1988.
Overall, programs designed to help children outside the home grew
by 25 percentin real dollars between 1975 and 1992. Expenditures for
these programs increased by 30 percent between 1988 and 1992 alone.
If we were to countchild care tax credits and the EITC astransfers
that support services for children outside the home, these increases
would be even greater. Expenditures for cash assistance grew by 22.2
percent between 1975 and 1992, and even before the 1994 elections
they were expectedto grow very slowly or notatall over the next several
years. Expenditures for noncash programsgrew by 208 percent between
1975 and 1992, with most of this growth in the 1980s. Growth in expenditures for these programsis likely to be much slowerin the foreseeable future.
To understand howthese shifts in expenditures have affected children, we need to know how much we can improve poor children’s
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chances of becoming competent, successful, considerate adults if we

transfer, say, an extra $1,000 per year in cash or goods andservices to
their parents, and how much wecan improvethese same children’s life
chances if we spend $1,000 on the diverseinstitutions that serve them
outside the home. The remainderof this book examines the likely effect
of cash transfers to families.

3

OUQOOddQ

How Rich and Poor
Children Differ

Vor children are the poorest age group in the United States. In
1991, 12.4 percent of persons age sixty-five and older were officially classified as poor, compared with 21.1 percent of children under
the age of eighteen. Child poverty rates grew from 14.9 percent in 1970
to 19.9 percent in 1990, with both years marking similar points in the
business cycle (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1993, tables 736 and 739).

Child poverty rates in this country are astonishingly high compared

with the rates in otherrich industrial countries. In the mid-1980s (the

latest period for which data are available), 20.4 percent of children in
the United States were poor, compared with 9.3 percent in Canada, 7.4
percent in the United Kingdom,4.6 percentin France, 2.8 percent in
Germany, and only 1.6 percent in Sweden (House Ways and Means
Committee 1993, p. 1453).
In addition, poor children in the United States fare worse than more
affluent children on almost every measure of well-being for which we
collect data. There is no question that poor children suffer in the
United States and that the nation is diminished by the wasted opportunity and productive effort that result from child poverty. High rates
of child poverty and the social problemsassociated with it are the basis
for the intuition that increasing the incomes of poor parents will help
their children. But the grim facts of child poverty alonetell uslittle
about what would help poorchildren. This is why Americans continue
to debate the usefulness of income-supportpolicies.
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Measures of Children’s Well-Being
No one measure neatly summarizes what we mean by children’s wellbeing orlife chances. What westudy aboutchildren reflects what adults
think is important for children, and what adults think is important depends on whotheyare. Policy makers, social scientists, and parents are
unlikely to agree on a concise list of factors that define children’s wellbeing. Even if they did agree on such list, they would assign the
various items on thelist different weights. These days policy makers
mainly want to know whether parents’ income influences children’s

chances of depending on the governmentfor help once they are grown
up. Thus they are mostly interested in outcomes related to children’s

economicself-sufficiency, not their happiness orself-realization. For

parents,the fact that their children become economicallyself-sufficient
is seldom enough. They may wanttheir children to prosper economically, but they mayalso be interested in their children’s moral character,
happiness, or social conscience.

Social scientists who study the effect of income on children’s wellbeing emphasize different aspects of well-being dependingontheirdiscipline. Educators and developmental psychologists usually focus on
children’s cognitive test scores and behavior problems. Sociologists
sometimes focus on “deviant” behavior among adolescents, such as
teenage childbearing, dropping out of high school, and delinquency, or
else on educational attainment and economic success in adulthood.
Economists usually study the effect of parental income on adolescent
labor-force participation and young adults’ wages or family income.
Thus different disciplines focus not only on different outcomesbutalso
on different developmentalstages.
Different disciplines also use different methodsto study theserelationships. Developmental psychologists tend to use small convenience
samples, and they often try to approximate experimental conditions.
Sociologists and economists who study the effect of income prefer
large, nationally representative samples, and they usually rely on statistical inference rather than experimentsto test hypotheses. As I discuss
below, different disciplines also have different theories about whychildren’s outcomesare correlated with their parents’ income. Because academicdisciplines focus on different outcomes and use different theories and methods,it is difficult to get a full picture of how much
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parents’ incomeinfluences children’s chances for various kinds of success.

HowLarge Are the Differences?
In response to debates about equal opportunity in the 1960s, social
scientists began estimatingthecorrelation between parents’ income and
children’s (usually sons’) earningsor income.In a rigid caste society the
intergenerational correlation of economic well-being would approach
one, whereas in a society characterized by equal opportunity and no

genetic effects on earnings, the correlation would becloserto zero.
Estimates of the correlation between father’s income in a randomly
selected year and son’s income in a randomlyselected year are .20 or
less (Becker and Tomes 1986; Behrman and Taubman 1990; Behrman
et al. 1980; Sewell and Hauser 1975). But estimates of the correlation

between parental income averaged overseveral years and sons’ income
averaged overseveral years are between .40 and .60, suggesting much
less intergenerational mobility (Altonji and Dunn 1991; Gottschalk
1992; Solon 1992; Zimmerman 1992).! This finding underscores the
importance of the number of years over which incomeis measured, a
point to which I return in the next chapter.
A correlation of .45 between parents’ and children’s income implies
that when parents have incomeatthe fifth percentile of the income
distribution, only 6 percent oftheir children will grow upto have family
incomes above the median. Forty percent of their children will have
family incomes in the bottom 10 percent of the incomedistribution.
Findings such as this have encouraged the idea that parental income
influences children’s income and other outcomescorrelated with income.
Table 3.1 shows children’s outcomesby their parents’ income. The
NLSYincludes two measures of young children’s cognitive skills, the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test Revised (PPVT) and the Peabody
Individual Achievement Tests (PIAT). The PPVT is one of the most

widely used and extensively validated tests of “receptive” vocabulary.
Children are shown series of four pictures and asked to choose the
one that matches a word spoken bythe interviewer. The PPVT can be
viewed as a scholastic aptitude test for verbalability or as an achievement test for vocabulary.It correlates well with measuresofintelligence
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Table 3.1

Children’s outcomesbyparental income group
Parents’ income quintile

Children’s outcomes

Poorest

‘Test scores for five- to seven-year-olds
PPVT
88.3

Second Third Fourth Richest

Mean
SD

91.3

97.0

97.2

101.8

96.9

98.8

101.1

102.1

104.4

PIAT reading

101.9

102.9

105.6

107.1

108.2

BPI

109.7

108.2

106.4

104.9

103.7

40.0

25.3

18.3

12.2

4.9

20.2

34.1

22.8

15.9

7.5

6.5

17.3

11.7

12.2

12.8

13.3

13.8

12.8
(1.9)

12.6

129

13.2

13.5

14.0

13.3

8.57

9.89

11.37

12.90

12.60

11.06

PIAT math

94.5
(16.5)
100.7
(12.5)
105.1
(12.2)
106.5
(14.2)

Adolescent outcomes(in percentages)

Girls who becometeenage
mothers
‘Teens who drop outof high

school

Young-adult outcomes
Years of education at age twentyfour

Years of education for high
school graduates
Male workers’ hourly wages
(1992 dollars)

Male workers’ annual earnings
(1992 dollars)

16,772

Percentage of twenty-four-yearold men “idle” for the year
Percentage of women who
becomesingle mothers by age
twenty-four
Income for twenty-four-year-old
household heads (1992 dollars)

23,820

Percentage with welfare income

10.8

20,860 23,306 26,168 26,168

(1.7)

(6.34)

22,639
(14,230)

16.7

11.4

7.2

10.1

7.7

10.5

47.4

33.4

819.7

15.3

7.5

24.5

29,411 30,827 32,714 34,756
7.4

4.9

3.1

0.5

30,160
(19,253)
5.5

Sources: Estimates for children’s test scores were computed from NLSY mother-child files by David
Knutson. Estimates for other outcomes were computed from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. Forfive-

to seven-year-olds, income is measured in the year before the child took the assessment. For adolescent
and young-adult outcomes,income is measured when children were fourteen years old. Wages and
earnings are for men ages nineteentothirty.
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and is a good indicator of academic achievement.” The PPVT wasnor-

med on national sample in 1980, and the normingwasrefined in 1990.

It was then standardized to have a mean of one hundredand standard
deviation offifteen.
Table 3.1 shows that the mean PPVT score for the NLSY sample
of children whowerefive, six, or seven years old in 1986, 1988, or 1990

is 94.5, or 5.5 points lower than the national average. This is probably
because the children of NLSY respondents were born to relatively
young mothers. (The meanage of mothersat the child’s birth was 21.5
yearsfor thefive- to seven-year-olds in the NLSY comparedwith about
23 years in the PSID.) This meansthat children of advantaged mothers
are undersampled in the NLSY.It also meansthat the income distribution is somewhat more compressed in the NLSY. Thegap in test
scores between high- and low-incomechildren might be somewhatunderstated as a result.
The PIAT measures the academic achievement of children in kindergarten through twelfth grade; in Table 3.1 I use the parts of the
exam that measure math skills and reading recognition. Like the NLSY,
the PIAT has been extensively validated. The PIAT assessments were
normedin 1970 and standardized to have a mean of one hundred and
a standard deviation of fifteen. Among five- to seven-year-olds in the
NLSY, PIAT reading scores are 5.1 points higher than the national
average in 1970. The average PIAT math scores for the NLSY sample
are close to 100, which is higher than expected in this sample. These
results reflect the fact that reading and math scores have improvedsince
1970.3
The PPVT and PIAT scores reported throughoutthis book are ageadjusted standardized scores.* For most analyses in the NLSYI usethis
sample offive- to seven-year-olds. I do not include older children because in the NLSYolder children were born to especially young mothers; I do not include youngerchildren because test scores for them are
less reliable.
Young children wholive in the poorest 20 percent of households
(whom I refer to as low-income) score lowerthan therichest 20 percent

of young children (whom refer to as affluent) on all three measures
of cognitive ability, but the size of the difference varies from test to
test. Low-incomechildren score 13.5 points (more than four-fifths of
a standard deviation) lower than affluent children on the PPVT. At age
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six this represents about nine monthsof cognitive growth for an average
child. Low-incomechildren score 7.5 points lower (more than half a
standard deviation) on the PIAT math assessment, and 6.3 points lower
on the PIAT reading assessment.
The NLSYalso includes a Behavior Problems Index (BPI). The BPI

is based on mothers’ reports of their children’s behavior. Interviewers
ask a mother whetherherchild “clings to adults,” “cries too much,”
“has sudden changes in mood,” “feels worthless or inferior,” “worries

too much,” and so on. Higherscores indicate more behavior problems.
The BPI was normedseparately for boys andgirls on a national sample
in 1981. It is standardized to have a mean of one hundred and standard

deviation offifteen. Table 3.1 shows that the NLSY sample averages
more behavior problems than the national average. This is consistent

with the lower scores on the PPVT, andit at least partly reflects the

fact that these children are born to young mothers. Low-incomechil-

dren score 6.0 points higher than affluent children on the BPI. This
difference mightreflect class differences in mothers’ interpretations of

their children’s behavior as well as differences in children’s actual be-

havior.
‘Table 3.1 shows the likelihood that a girl will have a baby before she
turns twenty and thelikelihood that a teenager will drop out of high
school.’ For these two adolescent outcomesI measuredparental income
when the child was fourteen years old. The next chapter shows that
parental income measuredin only oneyearis not as strongly correlated
with children’s outcomes as parental income averaged over a longer
period. Because parental incomeis measuredin only oneyear in Table
3.1, the numbers understate the differences between children who grow
up in low- and high-incomefamilies. Nonetheless, these differences are
quite large. Forty percent of low-incometeenagegirls have had a baby
before their twentieth birthday compared with only 4.9 percentofaffluent girls. The dropout rates for high- and low-income teenagers
differ by 27.6 percentage points.
According to Table 3.1, by the time children are twenty-four years
old, those wholived in affluent householdsas adolescents average 2.1
moreyears of school than those wholived in low-income households
at the same age. Amongthose whograduated from high school, lowincome children averaged 1.4 fewer years of schooling. Young male
workers who grew up in low-income households earn an average of
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$8.57 per hour (in 1992 dollars), compared with $12.60 for those who

grew upin affluent households. Their earnings, which are the product

of their wages and the numberof hours they work, are only 64 percent
of the earnings of those who grew upin affluent households. Menraised
in low-income households are much morelikely than those raised in

high-income households to be “idle” (neither in school nor working)
whenthey are twenty-four years old. Nearly half of all women raised
in low-income households becomesingle mothers before their twentyfifth birthday, compared with 7.5 percent of those from affluent households.
Amongtwenty-four-year-olds who head their own households, those
raised in low-income households have 32 percent less household income than those raised in affluent households. Among these same
twenty-four-year-olds, 10.8 percent of those raised in low-income
households receive welfare, compared with less than 1 percent of those
raised in affluent households.

Given these differences, it is no wonder that Americans are con-

cerned about poorparents and worried about whatto do fortheir children. Table 3.1 also shows, however, that incomeis not the sole deter-

minantof any outcome. Even if the poorest children did as well as the
median child, 18 percent of teenage girls wouldstill have babies, and
nearly 16 percent of teenagers would fail to graduate from high school.
One-fifth of twenty-four-year-old women wouldstill have been single
mothers, and more than 7 percent of men would spend their twentyfourth yearidle.

WhyParental Income Might Be Important
Americans disagree about the relative importance of parental income
and otherparental characteristics in shaping children’s outcomes. Folk
theories do not always correspondwith social science theory, but in this
case the ideas of the educators I interviewed summarize the main theoretical positions of social scientists on the importance of income. ‘Two
theories of the relationship between parental incomeand children’s
well-being dominate social science. I refer to them as the “investment” theory and the “good-parent” theory. These theories lead to
different predictions about how additional parental incomeinfluences
children.
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The Investment Theory
Some people argue that money is important because it buys the things

that children need, such as food and medical care. Most Americans

agree that children whose basic material needs are not met have a hard
time acquiring the skills that help them succeed. Oneteachertold me,
“We have kids who have no food. We had two kids we knew were not
getting any food at home. They were only getting the breakfast and

lunch at school. Wecalled [the state] Social Services and they said,

‘Well that’s ok. They are getting two meals a day.’ Can you believethat
they said that? Wegave those kids peanutbutter and bread every week.”

An assistantprincipal in a mostly middle-class schoolin the South gave
this example: “We had little girl who had a toothache—hertooth was

just rotting, andit really hurt. We couldn’t find anyoneto see her because Medicaid doesn’t pay for dental. How could she learn in school?”
Her colleague was moreblunt, “You can’t do without money, can you?”
The investment theory dominates economicsandis usually associated with Gary Becker and his colleagues (Becker 1981; Becker and
‘Tomes 1986). In this theory the relationship between parents’ andchildren’s economic success is the result of biological and other endowments that parents pass on to their children, combined with what parents invest in their children. Endowments include both genetic
endowments, such as a child’s sex andrace,as well as “cultural” endow-

ments, such as the value parents place on their children’s education.
Parentsinvest both time and moneyin their children’s “humancapital,”
especially by investing in their education,butalso by purchasing health
care, good neighbors, and other “inputs” that improve children’s future
well-being.
How much parents invest in their children is determined by their
own values and norms,their ability to finance investments (which is
influenced by their income andtheir access to capital), and the availability of alternative sources of investment, such as governmentprograms. Sincethe return on investments depends onchildren’s biological
endowments,these also influence how muchparentsare willing to invest.
The investmenttheory holds thatchildren raised in affluentfamilies
succeed more often than those raised in poor families, both because
rich parents pass on superior endowments and because they can invest
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more in their children. In theory, income transfers (or other policies
that equalize access to capital) could equalize parents’ investments in
their children. If investments were equal, the remaining differences in
the life chances of children would be due to endowments and “luck.”
Since endowments areall the things parents pass on to their children,

including biological, social, and psychologicalattributes, the remaining
differences might be quite large unless, as somesocialscientists believe,
incometransfers could also equalize parents’ social and psychological
attributes.
As Becker and others have noted, governmenttransfers to parents
might be an inefficient way to increase investments in poor children.
Parents arelikely to spendat least some transfer income on themselves
or on other goods and services that do not increase their children’s
humancapital. Onestudy finds that, on average, households spend only
about 38 percent of their income on children. The remaining 62 percent is spent on the adults (Lazear and Michael 1988). This is partly
because of short-term egalitarianism. In many realmschildren,at least
before adolescence, needless than adults. Theyeat less and their clothes
and entertainmentcost less. Thus if a family tries to ensure that all
members’ needs are metequally, it will spend more on adults than on
children. In addition, parents are not completely altruistic in their expenditure decisions. This same study finds that rich parents allocate a
smaller proportion of their expenditures to children than poorparents.
The fact that poor parents spend a higherfraction of their money on
their children implies that transferring income from rich to poor parents would increase the aggregate amountspent on children. Butit is
not clear that this would result in improved child outcomes.If the additional moneyspent on children wentfor fast food or fancy gym shoes,
the long-term benefits to children might be small.
Evenif the governmentprovidesspecific goods andservices, such as
education, to improve children’s humancapital, parents are likely to
redirect some of what they would have spent on providing these things
to other forms of consumption that do not improvetheir children’s
humancapital. For example,if the governmentprovidesfree health care
for children, parents will switch some of what they would have spent
on health care to other forms of consumption. Thus thoughtransferring incomeor noncash benefits to parents will likely increase investments in low-incomechildren, it will also increase the amount low-
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income parents spend on themselves. The political attractiveness of
transfers depends on one’s willingness to finance poor parent’s expenditures on themselves in order to increase expenditures on children.
This in turn depends on how muchadditional expenditures on children
improve their outcomes.

The Good-Parent Theory
In contrast to the investmenttheory, the good-parent theory holds that
low income reduces parents’ ability to be good parents, not because
poor families have less money to invest in their children, but because
low incomedecreases the quality of nonmonetary investments, such as
parents’ interactions with their children. This in turn hurts children’s

chances for success. Oneteacher I talked to used her own experience
to makethis point. She explained that at one timeshe had beena single
motherwith two children. “Moneyis an issue, I mean it makesa big
difference. I can remember beingin school and what I wasreally thinking about was whether a check was going to bounce. I can remember,

my kids weresick and I knewtheir father was supposedto payfor their
medical things, but I knew he wouldn’t pay unless I paid it first, then
hasseled him to get it back. I worried, was it worth doing that? Do they
really need to see the doctor? Are they sick enough? It was hard. Being
pooris noteasy.”

There are at least two versions of the good-parenttheory: the parental-stress version and the role-model version. The parental-stress
version, which dominates psychology, holds that poverty is stressful and
that stress diminishesparents’ ability to provide “supportive, consistent,
and involved parenting” (McLoyd 1990). Poor parenting, in turn, hurts
the social and emotional development of children, which limits their
educational andsocial opportunities. This theory implies that transferring incometo poorfamilies should alleviate stress, improve parenting,
and thus improvechildren’s outcomes.
Thetransactional theory of child developmentis a closely related
elaboration of thestress theory (Parkeret al. 1988; Sameroff and Chandler 1975; Scarr and McCartney 1983). It holds that children’s characteristics, such as their cognitive ability, temperament, and health,
shape their responses to the environment, and that these responses in
turn transform the environment. A student teacher madethis point. In
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describing why somechildren fail and others succeed, she said, “Well

I know thatit’s not always just the parents. I come from a home, I mean
my parents are always on me about my work, and they expect the same
from my brothersandsisters. But mysister is determined she’s just not
going to do what she’s supposed to. Every night my daddy, he’d say,
‘Let me see your homework,’ and she’d say, ‘Oh we didn’t have any
today.’ He’dcall the teachers. I mean he knew she had to have some
homework. It came to a point where there was nothing he could do.
They wentto counseling. Theytried everything. But they couldn’t take
her hand and makeherdoit. So I knowitisn’t just the parents.”
The example psychologists often use to describe the transactional
theory is a child born prematurely to a poor single mother. The prematurebirth and the prospectof rearing a child alone with little money
depress the mother. Because the child is immature, sheis often passive.
Thechild’s passivity makes the motherfeel inadequate, which deepens
her depression. Because she is depressed, the mother is unresponsive
to the child. The child gets little stimulation from the environment,
and eventually stops seeking it. This further deepens the mother’sfeelings of inadequacy. By the time the child is two or three years old, she
is behind in language and cognitive development(Parkeretal. 1988).
But no onefactor in this scenario is the sole “cause” of the developmental delay—the child’s low birth weight, her mother’s depression,
and the family’s poverty all playa role.
This reasoning hasled to the notion that children’s success depends
on the numberof “risk factors” they face. Risk factors include such
things as a poor home environment, poor health, and poverty. Some
researchers treat poverty as a “marker” for risk factors, that is, as a
correlate but not necessarily a cause of risks such asstress, poor health,
weak social support, and maternal depression (Parkeret al. 1988). Others treat poverty as a cause of such risks (Houston etal. 1994). The
distinction is important. If poverty causes depression, transferring income to parents can alleviate their depression. But if parents who are
depressed are poor because depression makesit hard to earn living,
transferring money to them will not reduce their depression. In this
case we would haveto treat parental depression directly.
Psychologists differ as to the relative importanceof variousrisk factors. Some seem to believe thatall risk factors are equally important.
In the example of the premature child, they view the mother’s poverty
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and the child’s birth weight as equally important, because changing
either would changethe child’s development by the same amount. Had
we transferred money to the mother, she would have beenless anxious
aboutherchild’s birth and, therefore, less depressed and more responsive to the child. Yet a medical intervention that increased the child’s
birth weight would have gotten the sameresult, because the child would
then have been more responsive, leading the mother to be less depressed and moreresponsive in return. Others suggest that becauseall
risk factors are equally important, interventions must address all of
them simultaneously. Advocatesof this approach suggest interventions
that address the material, emotional, and psychological needs of poor
families.

Someresearcherstry to estimate the relative importance of various
risk factors, usually by estimating their additive effect. If risk factors are
additive, each onehas the sameeffect regardless of other characteristics
of parents and their children. Thetransaction theory suggests, however,
that poverty interacts with other factors. Whenrisk factors interact, the
effect of a risk factor depends on other characteristics of parents and
children. For example, an additive model assumes that parental depression has the sameeffect on children regardless of parents’ income.
An interaction model assumesthat parental depression is more(orless)

harmful for children when their parents are poor. No data set has
enoughcases to estimateall the potential interactions implied by such
hypotheses.
The role-model version of the good-parent theory also emphasizes
parents’ interactions with their children, but it does not necessarily
imply that poor parents are stressed. Instead, it usually holds that because oftheir position at the bottom ofthe social hierarchy, low-income
parents develop values, norms, and behaviors that are “dysfunctional”
for success in the dominantculture. This could be because the parents
are unusually stressed, because their deviant values help reducestress,
or for reasonsthat havelittle to do with stress.
A commonvariation of this hypothesisis that behaviors which appear
to be dysfunctional from the point of view of the middle class are in
fact a rational response to poverty. An assistant principal in a schoolin
which nearlyall the students are economically disadvantaged described
it this way: “A lot of time the parents want to have expectations for
their kids. But they think it doesn’t do any good to have expectations
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if you don’t thinkit’s ever going to bein the reach ofthe child. So they
don’t follow through. Lack of hope. That is one of the most profound
things. Simply the lack of hope. You take most of the parents that we
work with and they would like to hopethat their child will go to college,
but they don’t really see a waythatthey are going to make that happen.”
A teacherin an affluent suburb of Chicago whotutored students on
the impoverished west side of the city saw the same thing. “The expectation there wasthat your kid—no matter how bright your kid was—
he was goingto fail. I mean that was the expectation. To be streetwise
was a much better value. Most of them thoughtthat they were going
to live in that part of the city where they had been broughtup for the
rest of their lives. And that was just the way it was. It was almostlike
it was preordained wasthe feeling I got from the parents and thekids.
They had the idea that . . . no matter what they did they were going
to fail.” If parents believe that their children cannot succeed in school,
not valuing education will reducefeelings offailure. Since children tend
to model their own values and behavior on thoseoftheir parents, parents’ ’dysfunctional” values and behaviors are transmittedto their children. As a result, poor parents are “bad” role models for their children.
If generations of irregular employmentand discrimination result in
street skills seeming more valuable than academicskills, parents will be
morelikely to encourage their children to acquire street skills than to
study or stay in school.
This version of the good-parent theory implies that neither increasing parents’ incomesnorproviding parents with the meansto investin
their children’s humancapitalis likely to improve children’s life chances

in the short run. Instead, parents’ values, attitudes, and behavior must

be changed,a processthatis likely to require a permanent changein
the opportunity structure. This version of the role-model hypothesisis
usually called the “culture of poverty” hypothesis and has been politically controversial. Conservatives argue that if parental values and
normsaccountfor both parents’ poverty and thefailures of their children, transferring income to poor parents without changingtheir attitudes and behaviorswill not only fail to help poor children but could
actually hurt the children by reinforcing the parental values thatresult
in poverty. They argue that the values and attitudes of the poor will
change only in responseto the right incentives. Liberals agree that the
incentives should be changed, but by this they usually mean that the
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government must work to changethestructural circumstances that reinforce “dysfunctional” values and behavior, including racism, economic segregation, and segmented labor markets. Once the structural
changescreate a “level playing field,” parents will change (Ogbu 1981;
Wilson 1987).°

The role-model hypothesis applies mainly to families experiencing
long-term poverty. For families experiencing short-term poverty,stress
is likely to be high but changes in basic values are likely to be rare.
Indeed, the role-model hypothesis often assumes that low-incomeparents changetheir values over the long run precisely because this is an
effective way of reducing the stress caused by economicstringency and
deprivation.

All these theories try to describe how income influences children’s
outcomes. But it is possible that the problems associated with poor
children are a result not of low incomebut of parental characteristics
that cause their incometo be low andalso influence their children’s

outcomes.In this view, parents’attitudes, values, and behaviorinfluence

children’s chances for success. One teacher at a school in Georgia was
typical of those with this view. She told me emphatically, “The amount
of money that somebody makes does not determine [how well his or
her child does in school]. It’s what they do with their money and the
time they spend with their children.” She attributed her own success
growing up in a family without much moneyto parents who had high
expectations for her. “They were responsible. They made sure I was
clothed andfed, and then they expected me, when I wentto school,to

do well. They checked up on me to makesure I was doing well. ‘They
were involved in school. They always went to PTA. They kept up with
myreport cards. They expected me to behave. They wanted morefor
me than they had.”
Some folk theories still hold that poverty improves character. A
youngstudentteacher thoughther family’s poverty led her to a college
education. She explained that because of her family’s poverty, “I didn’t
fit in (with other children) style-wise. I’ve never fit in style-wise, I
mean—clothes-wise. So I decidedto fit in with the smart crowd. That’s
why I made good gradesandall. I thoughtif I can’t fit in with a crowd
that is popular and has money, I'll fit in with this other crowd.” Nevertheless, almost no empirical evidence supports the idea that poverty
benefits children.
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Figure 3.1 is a schematic overview of these theories about how parental income affects children’s outcomes. It shows that observed parental characteristics (X) affect both parental income(1) and children’s
outcomes (QO). Many parental characteristics that we cannot measure,

whatI call unobserved parental characteristics (Z), also affect both parental income and children’s outcomes. The investment theory holds
that income affects children’s outcomes by affecting a family’s consumption and investmentsin its children (C). The parental-stress theory holds that incomeaffects parents’ psychological well-being (P),
which in turn affects children’s outcomes.
Children from low-income families score lower on tests of cognitive
skill than children from affluent families, are more likely to have babies
as teenagers or become youngsingle mothers, and are morelikely to
drop out of high school and receive fewer years of education. Young
men raised in low-income families work fewer hours and earn lower
wages than thoseraised in affluent families. Social scientists have developed several hypotheses about why poorchildren fare worse than
affluent children, most of which imply that parental incomeperse affects children’s outcomes.
All the social science theories about the influence of parental income
on children’s outcomes recognize that poor parents differ from rich
X
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parents in many waysbesides their income. In order to determine the
true relationship between parental incomeandchildren’s outcomes, we
would need to compare children whose families have different incomes
but are alike on all the characteristics that affect both parental income
and children’s well-being. The next chapter reviews studies that have
tried to do this using conventional statistical models.

a
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Conventional Estimates of
the Effect of Income

N: one thinks that low incomeis the only cause of poor children’s
problems. Low-incomeparents differ from high-incomeparents
in ways other than income. For example, low-incomeparents haveless
education and fewerskills than high-income parents. Thesefactors influence how much they earn andtheir children’s chances for success.
Whensocial scientists try to estimate what would happen if poorparents’ income increased, they usually try to compare children whose
families differ in their income butare alike on at least some of these
otherfactors.
In the first part of this chapter I review what other researchers have
found when they havetried to estimate the effect of income on children’s outcomescontrolling someparental characteristics. I refer to the
results of these studies as “conventional reduced-form”estimates. A
reduced-form modelis one that does nottry to identify the mechanisms
through which incomeaffects children’s outcomes.It just tries to estimate what would happen if families were simply given additional
money. A reduced-form estimate, therefore, omits living conditionsincluding neighborhood characteristics, parents’ psychological well-being, and other mechanismslinking income to outcomes. By conventional I mean estimates that control some but notall the parental
characteristics that affect both parental income and children’s outcomes
(independentoftheir effect on parental income). I refer to such models
as conventional because they are the ones mostresearchers haveestieS
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mated. Figure 4.1 is a schematic representation of a conventional reduced-form model.
Manyof these studies have found that parental income has an important effect on children’s outcomes, but because they do notcontrol
all the parental characteristics that could influence both parents’ income
and children’s outcomes, they are likely to overstate the true effect of
income. Nonetheless, in the second part of this chapter I use the data
described in Chapter | to produce my own conventional reduced-form
estimates, because these provide an invaluable baseline for assessing
whether my samples are typical or atypical.
What Other Studies Show

For simplicity, I consider only studies that control at least two parental

characteristics thatare likely to affect both incomeandchildren’s outcomes.!

With one exception, recent studies that control parental character-

istics and measure parental incomeoverfive or fewer years show that
a 10 percent increase in parental incomeincreases children’s earnings

by 1.3 to 2 percent, with a medianeffectof 1.8 percent.? The exception,
Behrmanetal.’s (1980) estimate of 6 percent, is considerably larger than
any of the others. The authorsattribute this to the length of time over
which they measure both parental incomeandchildren’s earnings. They
find that a 10 percentincrease in one year of parental incomeincreases
children’s earnings during young adulthood by 1.6 percent. The same
increase in parental income averaged over 10 years increases children’s
earnings averaged over the same numberofyears by 6 percent.
Like others, Shea (1995), using PSID data, finds that a 10 percent

increase in fathers’ incomeincreases sons’ income by 2.2 percent once
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fathers’ education, occupation,race, and whetherthesonslive in city
and in the South are controlled. Then, however, Shea compares sons
whose fathers were members of unions with sons with the same observable characteristics whose fathers were not union members. Heargues that men whobelongto unions receive higher wages than men
with similar characteristics who do not belong to unions. If parental
incomeinfluences children’s income, children of union fathers will have

higher nonunion incomesthan children whose fathers were not union
members, since this “union premium”is mostly due to luck. Shea finds
that once hecontrols fathers’ unionstatus, the effect of fathers’ incomes

on sons’ nonunion incomesdropsto close to zero.
Previous research suggests that a 10 percentincrease in parentalincome averaged overseveral years increases children’s education by between .02 and .11 years.* To give some perspective to this difference in
education, consider that in 1990 the difference in median years of education between blacks and whites was only .30 years, a difference that
appears to have large social and economic consequences.
Parental incomeinfluences educational attainmentbyaffecting both
high school graduation and years of secondary schooling. One study
finds that parental income has hardly any influence on teenagers’
chances of dropping out of high school (Havemanetal. 1995). But
anotherfinds that parental incomehasa large effect on teenagegirls’
chancesof dropping out (Shaw 1982). It found that whenfamily income
doubled from $4,000 to $8,000 (1967 dollars), the chance that white

teenage girls in intact families with mothers who had graduated from
high school will drop out of high school decreased from 13 percent to
8 percent. The same changeresulted in a decrease from 30 percent to
19 percent for black girls. The declines were even greater for girls
whose mothers had not graduated from high school.
The one study I could find that estimates the effect of parental income on teenage childbearing (Havemanetal. forthcomng) finds that
parental incomehashardly any effect on teenage out-of-wedlock childbearing.
Onestudytries to estimate the effect of parental income on children’s cognitive test scores and behavior problems. Blau (1995), using
NLSY mother-child data, finds that a $10,000 (1979 dollars) increase

in parental income measured overthe child’s entire life increases the
child’s PPVT score by 12.8 percent of a standard deviation, the PIAT
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math score by 10.6 percent of a standard deviation, the PIAT readingrecognition score by 14.3 percent of a standard deviation, and reduces
the score on the BPI by 19.8 percent of a standard deviation. Blau uses
several techniques to control unobservedparental characteristics.First,
he comparessiblings whose parents’ income changed.If parental incomeinfluences children’s outcomes, siblings who are raised whenincome is higher ought to score higher. This model controls parental
characteristics that remain the same over time. Second, Blau compares
cousins whose mothers were both in the NLSY sample. He assumes
that this controls unobserved parental characteristics commontosisters. He finds that these techniques for controlling unobservedparental
characteristics usually reduce the apparenteffect of income.
I was unable to find any studies that estimate the effect of parental

income on young children’s cognitive test scores, single motherhood,
or male idleness.’ But several studies estimate theeffect of living in a
family whose incomeis below theofficial poverty threshold.

Poverty or Income?
Manystudies assess the effect of parents’ ’poverty ratio” rather than
the effect of their income on children’s outcomes. The poverty ratio
9 99

(or the income-to-needs ratio, as it is sometimescalled) is a family’s

total incomedivided by the U.S. government’s poverty threshold, which
varies according to a family’s size and the age of its members. A poverty
ratio less than one meansthat a family is officially poor. The adjust-’
ments for age built into the poverty line are quite small, but the adjustmentsfor size are very large. Whenfamilies of three or more double
in size, their income mustincrease by 85 percent to keep their poverty

ratio constant. This adjustment is not based on either a sound theoretical rationale or solid empiricalfindings.°®
Determining how mucha change in household size alters a family’s
income needs requires an equivalence scale that shows how much
moneyfamilies of different sizes need to be equally well off. But no one
adjustment makes families equally well off in all respects. Scales that
try to equalize adults’ subjective well-being require small adjustments
for household size (Rainwater 1974; Vaughn 1984), whereas scales that

try to equalize households’ material well-being or consumption require
larger adjustments (Lazear and Michael 1988; Mayer and Jencks 1989;
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Van der Gaag and Smolensky 1981). Social scientists disagree about
whetherthe adjustments implied by the poverty thresholdsaretoolarge
or too small.
Table 4.1 shows how much moreincomea family would needifits

size doubled from,say, three to six membersfor the children’s outcomes
to remain unchanged.It shows, for example,thatif family size doubles,
family income would have to increase by 205 percent for children’s
PIAT reading scores to remain the same. If we want to adjust income
for household size in a way that equalizes cognitive test scores, teenage
childbearing, dropping out of high school, or male idleness, the size
adjustment implied by the poverty thresholds is too small. In fact, the
equivalence adjustmentsin Table 4.1 imply that for cognitive test scores
Table 4.1

Percentage increase in income required to offset the effect on
children’s outcomes of doubling household size

Children’s outcomes

Percentage increase

U.S. poverty line
Test scores at age six

85

PPVT

154

PIAT math
PIATreading

128
205

BPI

48

Adolescent outcomes
Probability of teenage childbearing
Probability of dropping out of high school

Young-adult outcomes

Years of education
Years of education for high school graduates
Male workers’ hourly wages
Male workers’ annual earnings
Probability of male idleness
Probability of single motherhood

98
95
83
76
9
27
117
85

Sources: Estimates for children’s test scores were computed from NLSY mother-child
files by David Knutson. Estimates for other outcomes were computed from PSID data by
Timothy Veenstra. Size adjustments are the absolute value of b,/b, from the following
model:
O = b, (log)Income + 5, (log)Family Size,
where is a child’s outcome.

For five- to seven-year-olds, income is measured in the year before the child took the

assessment. For adolescents and youngadults, income is measured when children were
fourteen years old.
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and male idleness, family income must more than doubleto offset the
effects of doubling family size. It follows that doubling family size is
more detrimental to these outcomes thanhalving family income.
It is hard to believe that adjustmentsthis large are solely due to the
reduction in economic resources reaching any given child. When a
family doubles in size it does not need to double the space it occupies,
the numberoftelevisionsor cars it owns, or the amountoffoodit buys.
This is why the official poverty thresholds rise less than 100 percent
whenfamily size doubles. The very large income adjustments required
to offset an increase in family size presumably reflect the fact that parents cannotgive children in large families as much time and attention
as they could if the family were small. Offsetting these costs may require

more than a proportional increase in income. If we want the poverty
line to be a proxy for material well-being, the size adjustments of the

poverty thresholds may be aboutright (Mayer and Jencks 1989). Butif

we wantthe poverty line to be a proxy for broaderaspects of children’s
life chances, these adjustments might be too low.
Thefact that the importanceof family size varies so much from one

outcometo another implies that family size and income should not be

concatenated into one measure,suchas a poverty ratio, unless we know

exactly what we want to measure. Substituting the poverty ratio for
parental incomewill exaggerate the importance of incometo children’s
well-being in somecases, becausethe effect will be inflated by the inclusion offamily size. In other cases the opposite will happen. Nonetheless, when researchersestimate the effect of the poverty ratio on
children’s outcomes, they are mostly estimating the effect of income.
This is because family size varies less than family income,at least among
families with children.
Studies estimate that increasing parental income from less than the
poverty line to between oneandtwotimesthe poverty line—an increase
of about 100 percent—is associated with an increase of .15 to .25 years
of completed schooling.’ Havemanetal. (1995) find that the samein-

comeincrease reduces a child’s chances of dropping out of high school
by only onepercentage point.® Theyalso find that parental incomehas
a very small effect on teenage out-of-wedlock childbearing.°
Studies that try to determine the effect of parents’ incomeonchildren’s cognitive test scores highlight more thanothersthedifficulty of
interpreting the effect of income. Children’s cognitive ability is partly
——_— 60
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a result of genetics and partly a result of environment. Parents’ income
is due partly to their own genetic endowment, which they pass on to
their children. Estimating the effect of parents’ income on children’s
cognitive ability without controlling parental ability is therefore likely
to overstate the importance of parents’ income, because the apparent
effect of incomewill be due in part to genesthat parents pass along to
their children. Because there is no agreement about howlarge the genetic componentof cognitive ability is, the size of the bias is unknown.
Studies that control family-background characteristics such as mothers’ education and family structure, but not parents’ cognitive skills,
find that increasing parental income from less than the poverty line to
between one and twotimesthe poverty line raises test scores of children
by about one-third of a standard deviation (4.7 to 6.3 points, depending
on the assessmentand the age at which children are tested).!°
The onestudy that controls mothers’ cognitive test scores produces
a much smaller estimate of the effect of income on children’s scores.
- Korenmanet al (1994) control mothers’ AFQT (Armed Forces Qual-

ification Test) scores, which are highly correlated with measured IQ.
They estimate that the difference between children below the poverty
line and those between 1.85 and 3 times the poverty line is 2.6 points
on the PPVT, 4 points on the PIAT math, and 4 points on the PIAT
reading recognition. Since the mean incomefor parents below the poverty line is less than a quarter of that of parents whose incomeis between 1.85 and 3 times the poverty line, this implies that doubling
incomeresults in an increase of less than 1 point in PPVT scores and
1.3 points in reading and math scores.!!
Mothers’ cognitive ability is likely to account for a considerable part
of the apparent effect of income on children’s cognitive scores. No
study provides data on fathers’ cognitive skills, but they may also account for part of the apparenteffect of income. Scarr and Weinberg
(1978) show that increasing family income by 1 standard deviation increases the IQs of parents’ biological adolescents by .145 standard deviations. But the sameincrease in income appears to decrease adopted
children’s IQs by .027 standard deviations. Thefact that income appears
to affect biological children more than adopted children suggests that
income maybea proxy for parental genes. Even for biologicalchildren,
the effect of incomeis halved once parents’ IQs are controlled. But
controlling adoptive parents’ IQs hardly changes the effect of family
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income on adopted children’s IQs, which is negligible in any case.
These findings should notbe taken tooliterally—the sample was small
and parental incomeis measuredin only oneyear. Theestimatedeffects
of incomeontest scores werenotstatistically significantin their study,
even for biological children. In addition, the socioeconomicstatus of
the families in this study was unusually high. If the effect of incomeis
strongest near the bottom of the incomedistribution, as seemslikely,

this study would not captureits effect.
The onestudy thatestimates the effect of income on behavior problems (Korenmanet al. 1994) showsrelatively small effects.
The disparity in estimates is due to differences in the definition of
income, the period over which income is measured, and which char-

acteristics of parents and families are controlled. Differences can also

depend onthe data set and the way the outcomeis measured.
All the reduced-form estimates ofthe effect of income and the poverty ratio on teenage out-of-wedlock childbearing and dropping outof
high school are very small. But all these estimates are by the same
researchers using one data set. I could find no estimates of the effect

of parental incomeorthe poverty ratio on a girl’s chances of becoming
a single mother or on male idleness.

Reviewsof published research,such as the review in this chapter, might

not provide a representative picture of the results that researchers have

actually obtained. The trueeffect of incomeis the effect controllingall
the parental characteristics that influence both parental income and

children’s outcomes. If true effects are small, researchers will sometimes

get substantial significant effects, often get small statistically insignificant effects, and sometimes get small statistically insignificant effects
with the “wrong”sign. But significant effects with the expected sign
are morelikely to be published than insignificant effects or effects with
the wrong sign. Academic journals are reluctant to publish papers in
whicheffects are notstatistically significant. Such results are considered
weak evidence, because they are consistent with the conclusion that the

true effects are positive, negative, or zero, depending on one’s prior
expectation.

Researchers themselves also tend to have preferences for particular
findings, both because they know whatis easiest to publish and because
they have theoretical and political agendas to promote. Since social
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scientists who write about the effect of income often select this topic
because they believe incomeis important, they are inclined to believe
results showing that income matters and discount results showing the
opposite.
In addition, when true effects are small, estimates will be sensitive

to what researchers control, so published estimateswill vary a lot. Thus
even if the true effect of incomeis small, a review of published papers
is likely to find that though incomeusually has an effect in the expected
direction, the size of the effect varies quite a lot. This is what I have
found in my review of previous research.

Re-estimating the Conventional Model
In this section I estimate the effect of income using the same approach
as mostpreviousresearch. Thatis, I estimate the effect of income controlling observed parental characteristics that are likely to affect both
parental income and children’s outcomes. My conventional estimates
do not controlall the things that influence both parents’ income and
children’s outcomes; therefore, like the other studies I reviewed, they

are likely to overstate the importance of income. Nonetheless, they
provide an importantbaseline for estimating the true effect of income.
Estimatesthat rely on only oneyear of parental incomearelikely to
understate the impact of long-term or “permanent” incomeon children.It is useful to think of annual income as having two components.
Thefirst is a stable or “permanent” component. The secondis an unstable or “transitory” component. Most economists believe that the
transitory component of income haslittle effect on a family’s living
standard, because families will borrow against future income or draw
down savings when incomeis low in order to keep consumingat the
level of their permanent income. Conversely, when incomeis high,

families will pay off their debts or save rather than consuming more.If
all this were true, and if incomeaffected children’s outcomesbyaffecting their living standards, the transitory component of income would
have no effect on children’s outcomes orice we controlled permanent
income. Because a measure of annual incomeincludesthis transitory
component, it will understate the effect of changes in the permanent
component.
Estimatingthe true effect of parental income on children’s outcomes
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is also complicated by ambiguity about whetherother parental characteristics are causes or consequencesofparental income. Somestudies

control factors (such as neighborhoodcharacteristics) thatat least partly
depend on parental income and plausibly affect children’s outcomes.
Yet the bias introduced by controlling these “endogenous”factorsis
often small. Controlling neighborhood composition, for example, does
not appreciably reducetheeffect of parents’ income on children’s earnings or educational attainment.'? In somecases estimates that control
neighborhoodeffects are larger than those that do not. For example,
Brooks-Gunnet al. (1991) control measures of neighborhoodsocial
composition and find that an increase in parental income from below
the poverty line to between oneand twotimesthe poverty lineis as-

sociated with a 2.8 percentage point reduction in teenage out-of-wedlock childbearing. Using the same data set, but not controlling neighborhood composition, Haveman et al. (1995) find that the same
increase in parental incomeis associated with a decrease of less than
one percentage point. When Duncan (1994) controls neighborhood
characteristics, he finds that increasing parental income from below the
poverty line to between one and two timesthe poverty line is associated
with .34 additional years of schooling for white men, .17 years for black
men, .30 years for white women, and .31 years for black women. With
the exception of the estimate for black men, Duncan’s estimates are

larger than anyof the estimates that omit neighborhood characteristics.
This meansthat living in a “bad” neighborhood does not account
for muchofthe effect of parents’ income on these outcomes. It suggests
that some of the reduced-form estimates are low compared with other
estimates.

The characteristics I control include parents’ age at the birth of the
child, family size, whether the child is black, and parents’ education."
WhenI estimate the effect of income on cognitive test scores and behavior problems, I also control whether the mother is Hispanic, her
score on the AFQT, and the child’s sex and age. When I predict the
probability of dropping out of high school and years of education, I
also control the child’s sex. When I estimate young men’s labor force
outcomes,I also control the year in which the child turned twenty and
the county unemploymentrate. Appendix A describes these variables
in moredetail.
It is not entirely obvious that all these factors are causally prior to
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parental incomeand should therefore be controlled. Everyone agrees

that parents’ race is not the result of their income. Mothers’ education,

AFQTscore, and age whenthe child was born might depend on the
grandparents’ income, but they do not depend on the parents’ own
income. Since they could also influence children’s outcomes independent oftheir effects on mothers’ income,I, like many otherresearchers,

controlled them.
Family size is a more ambiguouscase.As we haveseen,it has a strong
effect on many children’s outcomes. After thefirst sibling, children’s
test scores and educational attainment decline and teenagers’ chances
of having a baby increase. A couple’s income can obviously influence
how manychildren they decide to have. If family size depends on income, controlling it will lead to overestimates of the effect of giving
parents more income, because someofthe benefits of extra incomewill
be offset by increasedfertility. Parental incomealso dependspartly on
family size, however, because women with manychildren work fewer
hours and earn lower wages than those with fewer children (Korenman
and Neumark 1992). The numberofchildren is less important to how
much fathers work. The numberofchildrenalso affects the amountof
public assistance a poor family can receive. Most studies that try to
estimate the importance of parental incometherefore control family
size, either explicitly or because they estimate the effect of the poverty
ratio rather than income.I do the same. Fortunately, the relationship
between income and numberofchildrenis relatively weak, so treating
family size as endogenousdoes notgreatly alter any of my findings."*
Unlike many of those whosestudies I reviewed in the previous section, I usually do not control the marital status of parents. Children
from single-parent families appear to fare worse than those from married-parent families on just about every measure of children’s well-being. Previous research suggests thatthis is in large part becausesingleparent families are poorer than married-couple families (McLanahan
and Sandefur 1994). The fact that single-parent families are poorer than
married-parentfamilies has led manyresearchers to assumethat family
income depends on parents’ marital status. If that fact accounted for
the entire correlation between income and marital status, we would

wantto control parents’ marital status when weestimate the effect on
children of giving parents more money. But men and women with low
incomesarealso less likely than those with high incomes to marry when
—e 65
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they have a child, and when low-incomeparents do marry they are more
likely to separate and divorce. Thus parents’ marital status dependsin
part on their income. Consequently, controlling marital status could
produce estimates of the effect of income that are too low.'* Since I do
not control parental marital status, the estimates in this and the following chapters mayslightly overstate the effect of income.

Parents’ beliefs, attitudes, and behavior also affect children’s out-

comes. But in the PSID these are sometimes measured concurrent with
parental income and maywell depend onit. Reverse causationis not a
problem in the NLSY, where parents’ traits are measured before they
enter the labor market, but in the NLSY measuresof parental attitudes
and behaviorare sparse. In the chapters that follow, I estimate the extent

to which omitting such parental characteristics biases the estimated effect of income on children’s well-being.

I usually estimate the effect of income using the natural logarithm

of income as an independentvariable. This transformation treats a 1
percent increase in incomeasif it had the same effect on children’s
well-being regardless of how much incomefamilies start with. In contrast, using untransformed income assumesthat each additional dollar
of parental income improves children’s outcomes by the same amount,
regardless of how much moneythe family starts with. Most people

think that an extra $1,000 helps a family with $10,000 a year more than

a family with $100,000 a year. This is likely to be especially true for
children, becausethefraction of family income earmarkedfor children’s
needs falls as incomerises (Lazear and Michael 1988). ‘Testing the validity of this intuition, however, requires a very large sample—farlarger
than either the NLSY or the PSID. Nonetheless, a nonlinear transfor-

mation of incomeusually explains more variance in an outcome than

the linear form of income (see Appendix B).If this were true even with

everything else controlled and total income remained constant, a more
equal distribution of parental income would improvethe overall wellbeing of children, since poor children would gain morefrom each dollar
their parents received than rich children wouldlose for each dollar their
parents had to give up.
Table 4.2 showstheeffect of raising income from $15,000 to $30,000
(in 1992 dollars) on five-, six-, and seven-year-olds’ cognitive test scores

and behavior problems. In 1992 the poverty threshold for a family of
four was $14,342, so this is roughly equivalent to moving a family of
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Table 4.2

Effect of doubling income from $15,000 to $30,000 onfive- to seven-

year-olds’ test scores and behavior problems

Children’s outcome
income measure

PPVT
Income previous year
Incomepreviousthree years
Incomepreviousfive years
PIAT math
Incomeprevious year
Incomepreviousthree years
Incomepreviousfive years
PIAT reading
Incomeprevious year
Incomepreviousthree years
Incomepreviousfive years
BPI
Income previous year
Incomepreviousthree years
Incomepreviousfive years

Mean

Estimatedvalueat:
$15,000

$30,000

94.8
(16.4)

94.2

95.0

2

1,111

93.8
93.6

95.5
95.5

1.65
1.89

1,154
1,174

100.9
(12.4)

100.3

101.0

18

2,735

99.9
99.9

101.1
101.1

1.14
1.19

2,884
2,941

105.1
(12.2)

104.3

105.4

1.08

2,700

103.9
103.9

105.7
105.8

1.72
1.97

2,842
2,900

107.2

106.4

— .83

2,683

107.7
107.8

106.1
105.9

— 1.64
— 1.96

2,834
2,889

106.6
(14.2)

Difference

Sample

(SD)

size

Source: Estimated from NLSY mother-child files by David Knutson. All income
coefficients are statistically significant at the .01 level, except the coefficient for the PPVT
for one year of income. Sample includes children who werefive to eight years old in 1986,

1988, or 1990. All equationscontrol age and race of child, household size, mother’s ageat

child’s birth, mother’s AFQTscore, and mother’s education, which were setat sample
means whencalculating the expected values in columns two andthree.
Note: Because of rounding, column four is not necessarily equal to the difference between

columnsthree and two.

four from the poverty line to twice the poverty line. Because other
studies suggest that income averaged overseveralyears is more important than incomein any oneyear, Table 4.2 shows estimates using three
different measures of parental income. Thefirst measure for each assessmentis the effect of income measured in the year priorto the assessment. The second measureis the effect of income averaged over
the three years prior to the assessment, and the third measureis the
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effect of income averaged over the five years prior to the assessment.
Thefull regression models used for these estimates are in Appendix B.
Income averaged over three years clearly has a greater effect than
income measured in the year of the assessment, and income averaged
over five years has a greatereffect still. Doubling parental income from
$15,000 to $30,000 in the survey year increases a child’s PPVT score
by .72 points. But the sameincrease in incomeaveraged overfive years
increases the PPVT score by 1.89 points. Readers maynotthink this
is surprising, since doubling incomeoverfive or six years is bound to
have a greater impact on children than doubling incomein only one
year.'* Note that these estimates are similar to the estimates of Duncan

et al. (1994) and Korenmanetal. (1994), which use income measured

over thirteen years.
In 1992 the lowest maximum combined AFDC and Food Stamp
monthly benefit for a family of three in the continental United States

was $412 in Mississippi. The highest combined benefit was $851 in

Vermont. If the results in Table 4.2 are accurate, raising benefits in
Mississippi to the level in Vermont would improve the PPVT score of
AFDCchildren in Mississippi by roughly 1.9 points. If benefit levels
in Mississippi were increased only to the national median ($652), the
test score for Mississippi’s children would increase by about 1 point.
Income would have to quadruple to increase the PPVT score by a quarter of a standard deviation.
Althoughit takes a large percentage increase in parental incometo
raise children’s test scores, it does not take manyactual dollars to do so
for poor families. Some families report annual incomesas low as $1,000.
If such reports are accurate, transferring $5,000 to these families would

increase their incomesby factor of six. This might raise their children’s test scores by enoughto be important, although there are not
enough such children in the NLSYto besure.
It is hard to believe that families living in traditional housingactually
live on aslittle as $1,000 a year worth of goodsandservices. Families
whoreport incomesthis low often receive help from friends or family
members. Sometimesthe help is in the form of noncash gifts such as
food or supplies for children, and sometimesit is unreported cash.
Many mothers whoreceive welfare alsofail to report some income from
work. Edin and Lein (forthcoming) report that 23 percent of the in-
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come received by the welfare recipients they interviewed came from
whatthey call network-based strategies for making ends meet. These
include help from absent fathers or boyfriends, parents, and siblings.
Because this incomeis often irregular and welfare recipients who report
it can have their AFDC benefits reduced,it is unlikely that they report

all this incometo interviewers. In addition, there appears to be a lot of
inadvertent reporting errors among very low incomefamilies (Mayer
and Jencks 1993). When I average income overseveral years, reporting error is reduced. The lowest five-year average income reported
by PSID families is about $4,600 in 1992 dollars. If we could eliminate from the sample individuals whose true income was muchhigher
than their reported income, the effect of a change in income at the
very bottom of the incomedistribution would probably be somewhat
larger than it looks in Table 4.2. The combination of small samples
and reporting error makes it impossible to know exactly what would
happen if the income of the poorest 1 or 2 percent of all families
doubled.
Table 4.3 showsthe effect of doubling parents’ income from $15,000
to $30,000 on teenage childbearing, dropping out of high school, ed-

ucational attainment, male wages, male earnings, male labor-force par-

ticipation, and single motherhoodusing this conventional model. The
full model from which these estimatesare calculated is in Appendix B.
For teenage childbearing, parental income is measured over the five
years before a teenager had a child; for teenagers who did not have a
baby, it is measured when they werethirteen to seventeenyearsold. In
the PSID it is impossible to determine accurately when a child drops
out of high school, so I cannot measure income during the five years
before a child drops out. Once children reach late adolescence, many
begin to move outof their parents’ home. Thus for dropping out and
young adulthood outcomes, I measure income whenchildren werethirteen to seventeenyearsold.
As the reader will by now expect, income averaged overfive years
has a muchgreatereffect on each of these outcomes than income measured in only one year. Income measuredoverten years has a somewhat
greater effect than income measuredin five years. These estimates are
shown in Appendix B.
In the PSID,the moreyears of incomewerequire, the fewer children
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Table 4.3

Effect of doubling parental income from $15,000 to $30,000 on
adolescent and young-adult outcomes

Children’s outcomes
Adolescent outcomes
Probability of teenage
childbearing
Probability of
dropping out of
high school
Young-adult outcomes
Years of education

Mean
SD

Estimatedvalueat:

$30,000

203

385

221

— .164

2,124

173

307

179

— 128

4,003

12.79

11.95

12.50

546

3,275

13.31
(1.66)

12.67

13.06

393

2,586

11.56

8.78

10.59

1.80

954

23,728
(15,048)

17,009

21,410

4,401

954

106

122

.107

— .016

1,355

244

443

265

— 178

1,741

(1.94)

Difference

Sample
size

$15,000

Years of education for

high school
graduates

Male workers’ hourly
wages (1992
dollars)

Male workers’ annual
earnings (1992
dollars)

Probability of male
idleness
Probability of single
motherhood

(6.68)

Source: Estimated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. All incomecoefficients except
those predicting male idlenessare statistically significant at the .05 level. All equations
control householdsize, race, parents’ age at the birth of the child, and parents’ education.
Equations for labor-market outcomescontrol the county unemploymentrate and age of

child in 1989. Education equations controlchild’s sex. All controlvariables were set to their
sample mean whencalculating the expected values in columns two andthree. For teenage
childbearing, income is measured duringthefive years before a teenage birth, or ages
thirteen to seventeen forgirls with no birth before age twenty. For other outcomes, income
is measured when the child was thirteen to seventeen yearsold.
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remain in the sample.!’ Since reliable estimates of the effect of income

depend on both the accuracy of the income measureandthesize ofthe

sample, we wantto use the smallest numberofyears that will accurately
characterize a child’s experiences. This is especially important for outcomes measured after children have grown up, because few PSID respondents were in the sample both when they were two and whenthey
were twenty. Becausethe difference between the effect of income measured in one year andin five years is much greater than the difference
between the effect of income measuredin five years and in ten years,
and the sample size is greater when I measure incomein five rather
than ten years, I use income measured in five years for most of the
analyses in this book.
If the results in Table 4.3 are accurate, doubling parental income
would reduce teenage childbearing, dropping outof high school, and
single motherhood by more than third. It would also increase years
of education by more than a half a year, increase male wages by 20
percent, and reduce male idleness by 13 percent. Butas I will show in
the next two chapters, these estimates almost certainly overstate the
importance of income.
Myresults for educational attainment are similar to those of the
other studies I reviewed earlier. My findings imply that a 10 percent
increase in parentalincomeincreases educationby .08 years. The range
in the studies I reviewed was .020 to .112 years. My findingsalso imply
that a 10 percent increase in parental incomeleads to a 2 percent increase in sons’ wages. The rangein otherstudies was from 1.3 to 6.0
percent. But my estimate ofthe effect of income on teenagechildbearing is greater than theestimatein the only other study that uses income
rather than the poverty ratio (Havemanetal. 1995), even though both
are based on PSID data. Havemanetal. estimate the effect of income
on unwed teenage births, whereas in Table 4.3 I include a// teenage

births. Havemanet al. use untransformed income, whereas I use the

logarithm of income. Theycontrol family structure andI do not. Their
sample is much smaller (873 versus 2,121) because they use only children who were zero to six years old in 1968. These differences help
explain why myestimatesare larger than theirs. Theseresults are, however, similar to Brooks-Gunnet al.’s (1991) results, even though their
study controls neighborhood composition.
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Changesin Parental Income
The permanent-income hypothesis holds that fluctuations in parental
incomewill notaffect children’s well-being because they will not lead
to fluctuations in consumption. This hypothesis depends on families’
being both willing and able to smooth their consumption. Imagine two

identical families, the Smiths and the Joneses, who both receive

$800,000 between their children’s tenth and twenty-sixth birthdays.
Both families have a mean annual income of $50,000. The Smithsreceive $25,000 per year while their child is ten to seventeen years old
and $75,000 per year while the child is eighteen to twenty-five years

old. ‘The Joneses reverse this pattern, averaging $75,000 a yearin the
first period and $25,000 a year in the second. Setting aside the cost of

borrowing, the permanent-income hypothesis suggests that both fam-

ilies are equally well-off. This is because the Smithswill borrow against

future income during thefirst period and live as though they had
$50,000. The Joneses will save $25,000 a yearin the first period,also
consuming as though they had only $50,000. As a result, both families
will live in the same kind of homeand the samekindof neighborhood.
Both families will also make the same investmentsin their children and
have the same expectations for them as adults. Consequently,if all else
is equal, their children will have an equal chance of graduating from
high schooland their teenage daughters will be equally likely to have
a baby.
Most peoplewill find this extreme form of the permanent-income
hypothesis unconvincing. The future is unpredictable, so lenders are
reluctant to use future incomeascollateral. Conversely, families are
often too optimistic or undisciplined to save against the risk of a downturn. Thus the Jones family will almost certainly live better than the
Smith family while the children are ten to seventeen yearsold. People
whobelieve that incomeis importantto children will therefore expect
more of the Jones children to finish high school and fewer of their
teenage daughters to have a baby.
Because the permanent-income hypothesis seems unconvincing,at
least in its extreme form,social scientists have proposed other hypotheses which hold that income changes doaffect children’s well-being.
The remainderofthis section will test these hypotheses.
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Early Childhood Income versus Later Income
Some people think that parental income whena child is young is more
important than parental income whena child is older. Others think the

opposite. A very young child may experience moreill effects than an

older child from poornutrition, accidents, lead poisoning, respiratory
illness, and other problems that accompany poor housing. But teenagers may be moresensitive than young children to the social effects
of low income,andtheir college plans may depend on how muchhelp
they think they can get from their parents.
The idea that income is more important at some agesthanat others
assumesthat parents cannotfully smooth their consumption over time.
If income whenchildren are very youngis more important than income
whentheyare older, children whose parents’ income is high when they
are youngwill fare better than children whose parents have the same
“permanent” income but have less income whenthey are young.‘Io
test this hypothesis we can estimate the effect of the average annual
increase or decrease in income(the “slope”of family income) over some
specified period of time, controlling the parents’ average income.If an
upward income slope improves an outcome with average incomeheld
constant, children whose family incomeis low when they are young
and higher whenthey are older fare better than children whose family
incomeis relatively constant. If an upward slope hurts children’s outcomes, children are betteroff in families whose incomeis higher when
they are young than whentheyareold.
Table 4.4 showsthe effect of both a 10 percent change in average
parental income and a 10 percent annual increase in parental income.
Appendix B explains the details of these estimates. For young children,
average income andtheslope of income are both measured over the
five years before the assessment. For teenage childbearing, average income andthe slope of income are measured over the ten years before
a teenager has a baby, or from ages seven to seventeen for teenagers
who do not have a baby. For other outcomes, incomeandtheslope of
income are measured whenthechild was seven to seventeen yearsold.
Estimates in the first two columns are from the same equation,so the
effect of the slope of incomeis netof the effect of the level of income,
and the effect of the level of incomeis net of the slope of income.
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Table 4.4

Effect of the slope of parental income on children’s outcomes with
mean incomecontrolled

Children’s outcomes
‘Test scores for five- to seven-year-olds
PPVT
PIAT math
PIAT reading
BPI
Adolescent outcomes
Probability of teenage
childbearing
Probability of dropping out of
high school

Young adult outcomes

Years of education
Years of education for high school
graduates
Male workers’ hourly wages
Male workers’ annual earnings
Probability of male idleness

Probability of single motherhood

10% increase

10% annual

increase in
income

Sample
size

277
.170
298
— 341

029
123
— .013
— .104

1,029
2,582
2,551
2,535

— .014

— .048

1,561

— .013

— .014

3,062

111

— .087

2,288

083
255
579
— .003

— .106
—.217
— 1,289
— .001

1,820
578
549
928

in mean
income

—.015

— .060

1,210

Sources: Estimates for test scores were computed from NLSY mother-child files by David
Knutson. Estimates for adolescent and young-adult outcomes were computed from PSID
data by Timothy Veenstra. Mean incomeand the annual change in incomeis measured

overfive years for children’s test scores and over ten years for other outcomes. All

equationscontrol householdsize, race, parents’ age at the birth ofthe child, and parents’

education. Equationsfor labor-market outcomesalso control the county unemployment
rate and ageof child in 1989. Equationsfor test scores also control child’s age and mother’s

AFQTscore. Equations for education andtest scores also control child’s sex. Columns one
and twoare from the same equation. See Appendix B.

‘Table 4.4 suggests that a child whose family experiences a 10 percent
average annual incomeincrease scores no higher on the PPVT orthe
PIAT reading assessment than a child with the same average income
but no upward or downwardtrend in income.Increasing parental in-

come(a positive incomeslope) is, however, associated with a small re-

duction in behavior problems and a small increase in PIAT math scores,
although only the latter is reliably different from zero.!8
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Unlike young children’s test scores and behavior, adolescent and
young-adult outcomesare moresensitive to recent income thanto earlier income.!? WhenI hold average incomeconstant, growth in parental
income appears to reduce teenage childbearing, dropping out of high
school, and single motherhood. This supports the hypothesis that parental income during adolescence is more important for adolescent outcomes than parental income when children are younger. Growth in
parental income appears to reduce years of education and young men’s
wages and earnings, however. This supports the hypothesis that parental income whenchildren are young is more important to adult out-

comes than parental income when children are adolescents. But the

effect of the slope of incomeis small. These results suggest that a child
whose parents average a 10 percent annual incomeincrease receives
about a tenth of a year less schooling than a child whose parents have
the same income but experience no upward or downwardtrendin income.
These results might not represent the effect of parents’ income
growth per se. Whatever causes income to increase or decrease may
also affect children’s behavior. For instance, when parents divorce, fam-

ily income usually drops. The decrease in income mighthurt the children, but so might the mother’s distress or the father’s absence.
The three main causes of family incomefluctuations are changes in
parents’ marital status, wages, and hours worked. Changesin wagesare
unlikely to affect children’s behavior independentof their effect on parents’ income. Changes in both the numberof hours parents work and

their marital status are, however, likely to have direct effects on chil-

dren. WhenI re-estimated the models in Table 4.4 controlling these
factors, however, the results hardly changed.

Table 4.4 thus tells a mixed story about the timing of parental income. For young children, the timing of parental income has a weak
effect on assessmentscores and behavior problems; what mainly matters
is parents’ average income. For teenage childbearing, dropping out of
high school, and single motherhood, incomein adolescence appearsto
be more important than incomein early childhood. For educational
attainment and male labor-force success, income during middle childhood is more important thanparental incomein adolescence (though
the effects are trivial for male idleness and notstatistically significant
for male wages).
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A Drop in Parental Income
Mostresearchers emphasize the harmful effects of chronic low income.
They claim thatit leads to coping strategies and material deprivations
that are detrimental to children’s behavior.In folklore, chronic low in-

come can also lead to thriftiness andefficiency in home production,

which then mutethe effect of low income, but recent research seldom

considers this possibility.
Other researchers (Elder 1974; Elder et al. 1984) emphasize the adverse effects of a loss of income. Anticipated incomefluctuations should
havelittle effect on children’s outcomesif parents who expect income
fluctuations save when their incomeis high and spend whenitis low.
Unanticipated incomelosses may hurt children for two reasons.First,

if parents haveno savingsorif their savings run out, they will be forced
to buy fewer or poorer-quality goods and services for their children.
Second,an unanticipated loss of income maycausestress for both parents and children. Of course, income that drops and does notrise again
is equivalent to a downward incomeslope. But a large income drop
could have an adverse effect even if it was subsequently offset by an

incomerise.

Forty-one percentoffive- to seven-year-olds in the NLSY sample
experienced a drop in incomeof 35 percent or more between two adjacentyears over a five-year period. In the PSID sample abouta third
of the children experienced an income dropofat least 35 percent be-

tween two adjacentyears over a ten-year period. Since the NLSY sample covers five rather than ten years of parental income, the higher
incidenceof drops in the NLSYsuggests that large decreases in income
are more common among youngparents than amongolder parents.?°
‘Table 4.5 shows that children who experience such a drop in income
haveslightly lowertest scores andslightly more behavior problems than
children with the same average income who do notexperience such a
drop. ‘Teenagers who have experienced such a drop are also more likely
to become teenage mothers, and slightly morelikely to drop out of
high school, but neither effect is statistically significant. A large drop
in incomeappears to reduceyears of education. For other young-adult
outcomesthe effect of a large drop in parental income sometimein the
past ten yearsis often positive rather than negative, and in the case of
idleness the improvementis even significant.
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Table 4.5

Changein children’s outcomes due to a 35 percent drop in parental

income with mean incomecontrolled

Children’s outcomes

Change due to

Sample

— .407
— .487

628
1,599

1.264

1,560

income drop

Test scores for five- to seven-year-olds

PPVT
PIAT math

PIAT reading

001

BPI

Adolescent outcomes

Probability of teenage childbearing

Probability of dropping out of high school

Young-adult outcomes

Years of education
Years of education for high school graduates
Male workers’ hourly wages (1992 dollars)
Male workers’ annual wage (1992 dollars)
Probability of male idleness
Probability of single motherhood

.032

size

1,586

1,561

012

3,066

— 256
—.157
159
1,490
— .065
.047

2,291
1,823
559
549
928
1,213

Sources: Estimatesfor five- to seven-year-olds were computed from NLSY mother-child
files by David Knutson. Other estimates were computed from PSID data by Timothy
Veenstra. For children’s test scores, mean incomeand the income drop are measured over

five years. For other outcomes, mean incomeand the income drop are measured over ten
years. All equations control household size, race, parents’ age at the birth of the child,
parents’ education, changein parents’ marital status, and change in parents’ labor-market
hours. Equations for labor-market outcomes control the county unemploymentrate and
age ofchild in 1989. Equations for test scores also control mother’s AFQTscore.

Equations for education andtest scoresalso controlchild’s sex.

At least some of these income drops were probably anticipated by
families. Unanticipated dropsare therefore likely to have larger effects
than this table implies.
Incomefluctuations do not appearto affect children’s well-being. I
estimated a model in which I included both a family’s average income
and the standard deviation of incomeover the same period. This specification assumesthat what mattersis the percentage change in income,
not the absolute dollar change. This corresponds to most people’s intuition, since a $1,000 loss of income is probably more importantto a
family whose income is $20,000 than to a family whose incomeis
$100,000. The standard deviation of family incomedid not have a large
or statistically significant effect on any outcome.
— 7]
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‘Taken together, this evidence showsthat the effect of changes in
parental income depends on the outcome,but parents’ permanentincomeis always more important than the timing of income or income
fluctuations.
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The “True” Effect
of Income

1D espite evidence of the kind presented upto this point, many people believe that parental income does not appreciably affect children’s life chances. They see high parental income as mainly a proxy
for other parental characteristics, such as cognitive skills or a strong
workethic, that influence both children’s behavior and parents’ income.
They do not expect children to benefit appreciablyif, say, their parents
suddenly inherit $50,000 or win the lottery. Nor do they expect children
on welfare to be hurt much if the state legislature decreases welfare
benefits by $100 a month.
Unfortunately, no survey measuresall the parental characteristics
that mightaffect children’s outcomes. The PSID includes no measures
of parenting practices. The NLSY provides better measures of parenting practices and cognitive skills, but it will not provide good information on teenage outcomesfor another decade. Evenif these surveys
had moredetailed data than they do, we would always have reason to
worry about the things they fail to measure. Evidence from conventional models like those in the last chapter will never convince people
whobelieve that money does not matter. In this chapterI try to estimate
the true effect of income on children’s outcomes. Bythe true effect I
mean whatwould happenif we increased parents’ income but changed
nothingelse.
To estimate the true effect of income, we must controlall parental
characteristics that influence both children’s outcomesandparental income. There is no straightforward way to do this. I have tried five
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approaches.First, I use the effect of income from sources other than
earnings and governmenttransfers to measure thetrue effect of extra
income. Second, I compare the apparent effects of parental income
measured before an outcome has occurred with the apparenteffect of
incomeafter the outcome. Third,I try to see whetherthe things parents
buy as their incomeincreases help children succeed. Fourth, I ask
whether trends in parental incomeparallel trends in children’s outcomes. Fifth, I ask whether children in states that pay high AFDC
benefits fare better than children in states that pay low AFDC benefits.
I also review evidence from the Negative Income Tax (NIT) experiments. This chapter discusses the first two strategies, The next three
chapters discuss the others.
Figure 5.1 depicts the modelI try to estimate. It showsthat all the

strategies I use in this chapter estimate the effect of income on children’s outcomescontrolling unobserved parental characteristics, which

I have labeled Z.

The Source of Income

Imagine that the Smith family and the Jones family are both headed by

a single mother with two children. Mrs. Smith gets $10,000 a year in

child support and alimony from her ex-husband. Mrs. Jones gets
$10,000 a yearin welfare. If incomeinfluences children’s outcomes,the
Smith children and the Jones children should fare equally well, assumx

observed

parental

characteristics

I
parental
income
Z

unobserved

parental

characteristics

Figure 5.1 “True” reduced-form model
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ing the families are the samein all other respects. The source of income
should not matter: a dollar from welfare should haveas great an effect
as a dollar from child support or a dollar from winningthelottery.
If instead of welfare Mrs. Jones received the same amount of money
from working, she would have to spend some of that money ontransportation, child care, and other expenses associated with work. Thisis
moneyshe could not spend on better housing, piano lessons, or books.
If such amenities improve children’s outcomes, the Smith children
might fare better than the Jones children. But someresearch finds the
opposite. Whereas income from work appears to improve children’s
outcomes, welfare income appears to reducetheir chancesof graduating
from high school (Haveman and Wolfe 1994; McLanahan 1985), their
eventual years of education (Duncan and Yeung 1994; Hill and Duncan
1987), sons’ earnings and hours of work (Corcoran and Adams 1993a;

Corcoranet al. 1992; Hill and Ponza 1983b), and young children’s test
scores (Hill and O’Neill 1994). Other studies seem to show that among
children in single-parent families, income from child-support payments
improves children’s educational attainment more than income from
welfare or mothers’ work (Graham et al. 1994; Knox and Bane 1994).

The fact that welfare income appears to harm children whereasincome from othersources helps them can be interpreted in three ways.
Oneinterpretation is that incompetent parents are more likely than
competent parents to apply for and receive welfare. Since we do not
have information on competence, welfare income appears to be harmful. A secondinterpretation is that welfare reduces self-esteem and increases alienation, resulting in worse parenting. A third interpretation
is that welfare receipt is a proxy for severe material deprivation. According to this reasoning, parents who receive welfare have fewerresources or a greater need for resources than those whoreport the same
income but do notreceive welfare. Welfare recipients could have fewer
resources because they get less help from their family and friends, or
because they have special needs, such as high medical costs. Whatever
the correct interpretation, these studies raise the suspicion that welfare
recipients differ in important but unmeasured ways from those who do
not receive welfare, and that these differences affect their children’s

outcomes. They also suggest that we can only estimate the true effect
of income if we have a measure of incomethat is not related to unmeasured parental characteristics.
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Although no source of income is completely unrelated to parental
traits, some sources are morestrongly related than others. In the NLSY,
for example, parental education correlates .466 with parents’ earned
income, —.293 with their income from governmenttransfers such as
welfare and unemployment compensation, but only — .005 with their
income from sources other than earnings and governmenttransfers.
Mothers’ AFQTscoresare correlated .308 with earned income, — .322

with transfer income, but only —.083 with “other” income. Income
from sources other than earnings and governmenttransfersis also more
weakly correlated with the mother’s race and age when thechild was
born.!
If what I have referred to as “other” incomeis less strongly related
to observed parental characteristics than either governmenttransfers
or earned income,itis also less likely to be correlated with unobserved
parental traits. Nonetheless, its apparent effect on children’s outcomes
is likely to overstate the effect of money per se. The three largest
sources of “other” incomeare child-support and alimony;interest, dividends, and rents; and inherited income. Both savings and having rich
relatives are likely to be correlated with parental traits that affect children’s outcomesdirectly. Child support and alimony are both proxies
for marital dissolution, which can have an important negative effect on
children’s outcomes. When I estimate the effect of “other” incomeI
control parents’ marital status. As a result, the remaining variation in
child support and alimony paymentsis likely to be a proxy for the absent
parent’s earnings, and is therefore likely to yield an upwardly biased
estimate of the way moneyaffects children. As I have noted, this is what
previous research shows.
By contrast, the effect of “other” income would be biased downward
if it were measured with moreerror than total income. Income from
some sources is better reported on surveys than income from other
sources. For example, studies show that respondents to the Current
Population Survey (CPS) report 99.4 percent of their wages and salaries, 82.8 percent of SSI, 72.8 percent of AFDC, and 46 percent of
workman’s compensation. For sources of “other” income, they report
72.5 percent of net rent and royalties, 55.2 percent of interest, and 52.7
percent of dividends (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1992). If the PSID

and NLSYwerelike the CPS, we would have goodreason to think that
measurementerror in “other” income was a moreserious problem than
——e 82
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measurement error in total income.” I do not know how accurately
incomeis reported in the NLSY, but the PSID appearsto do a better
job than the CPSof getting respondentsto report both transfer income
and “other” income. Depending on the assumptions I make, between
79 and 82 percentof “other” incomeis reported in the PSID, compared

with 95.7 percent of total income.’
I do not know howaccurate reports of alimony and child support
are in either the PSID or the CPS. Butsince studies seem to show that
among single parents, a dollar from alimonyor child support improves
children’s educational attainment morethan a dollar from earnings or
welfare, it is hard to argue that this source of “other” income is measured with moreerror than earnings or welfare.
In the five years over which income is measured, all families in the
PSID had at least some earned income, 86.6 percent had some unearned income, and 44.8 percent received some form of government
cash transfer. In the three years over which incomeis measured for the
younger families in the NLSY, 94.8 percent had some earnings, 60
percent had some governmenttransfers, and 79.6 percent had some
other income.
‘To see if incomesources matter, I first regress each outcomeontotal
income averaged overthe five years prior to an outcome, controlling
household size, race, child’s age, and parents’ age at the birth of the
child, education, and marital status. Equations for labor-market out-

comesalso control the county unemploymentrate; equationsforchildren’s test scores control mother’s AFQT score; and equations for education andtest scoresalso control child’s sex. In order to compare the
effect of a dollar from different sources, these regressions use total incomein dollars, notits logarithm.* The first column in Table 5.1 shows
that increasing total parental income by $15,000 would improveall
outcomes. For example, it would increase children’s PPVT scores by
1.129 points. It would reduce teenage girls’ chances of having a baby
by 8.7 percentage points and teenagers’ chancesof droppingoutofhigh
school by 5.5 percentage points. These changesare notas large as those
for the conventional model reported in the last chapter because the
estimates in Table 5.1 control parents’ marital status and use a linear
form of income.

The second column in Table 5.1 shows the change in each outcome
due to a $15,000 increase in income when replace the coefficient of
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Table 5.1

Effect of increasing total income and “other” income by $15,000 on

children’s outcomes

Effect of

increase in

Effect of

increase in

Sample

1.296
— .053
1.430
— .097

1,183
2,955
2,914
2,904

— .087

— .039

2,124

— .055

— .019

4,003

Years of education
Years of education for high
school graduates
Male workers’ hourly wages
(1992 dollars)

230

228

3,275

192

.209

2,586

72

42

954

earnings (1992 dollars)
Probability of male idleness
Probability of single

1,687
— .008

1,435
.023

954
1,355

— .092

— .038

1,741

Children’s outcomes

total income

“other” income

‘Test scores for five- to seven-year-olds
PPVT
1.129
PIAT math
531
PIAT reading
1.150
BPI
—1.149
Adolescent outcomes
Probability of teenage
childbearing
Probability of dropping out
of high school

Young-adult outcomes

Male workers’ annual

motherhood

size

Sources: Estimates for test scores were computed from NLSY mother-child files by David
Knutson. Estimates for other outcomes were computed from PSID data by Timothy
Veenstra. Estimates in column two were obtained from the following model:

O = byl, + byl, + bil, + bX,
where is a child’s outcome,I, is family income from earnings,I, is other income, I, is
income from governmenttransfers, and _X is a vector of control variables including
householdsize, parents’ age at the birth of the child, marital status, and education, and

child’s race. Equations for labor-market outcomescontrol the county unemploymentrate

and age ofchild in 1989. Education equations control child’s sex. Equations for test scores
also control child’s age and mother’s AFQTscore.

total income with the coefficient of “other” income from a regression
that controls income from governmenttransfers and earnings.’ For
most outcomes,the effect of “other” incomeis smaller than the effect
of total income, and in onecase, idleness, the sign of the coefficient

reverses, suggesting that an increase in parental incomeincreases male
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idleness. The PPVT and the PIAT reading assessment are notable ex-

ceptions, butin neithercaseis the effect of “other” incomesignificantly

different from the effect of total income. Theeffect of “other” income
is about the sameastheeffect oftotal income on educational attainment
and men’s earnings.

This technique for estimating the true effect of income showsthat
conventional methodsoverstate the effect of parental incomeonchildren’s behavior problems, teenagers’ chances of dropping out of high
school, teenagegirls’ chances of having a baby, young women’s chances
of becoming single mothers, and men’s chancesof beingidle. The true
effect of parental income on teenage childbearingis only 44.8 percent
of the effect estimated using total income. Thetrue effect is 41.3 percent of the conventional estimate for single motherhood, 34.5 percent
of the conventional estimate for dropping out, and 58.3 percentof the
conventional estimate for male wages. Furthermore,if the results in
‘Table 5.1 are correct, increasing parental income increases a son’s
chancesof being idle. This technique also shows that conventional estimates of the effect of income on somecognitive test scores and on
years of education are not greatly biased, however.
As noted, this technique will not account forall the bias resulting
from unobservedparentaltraits, because “other” incomeis generally
associated with positive parental characteristics. Nonetheless, this technique suggests that conventional models may overstate the improvement in most children’s outcomes from raising parental income.
Income before and after an Outcome
Under most circumstances, parental income after an outcome hasoc-

curred cannotaffect the outcome.If it appears to have such aneffect,
it is probably because incomeafter the outcomeis a proxy for the parental characteristics that affect income both before andafter the outcome.
Imagine that Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Jones each earn $15,000 per year
while their children are growing up. But when the youngestchild turns
twenty-five, Mrs. Smith inherits a large sum of money. Mrs. Jones’s
income remains the same. If Mrs. Smith did notanticipate the inheritance, she could not have borrowed against it or saved less in anticipation ofit when herchildren were growing up. Norcould her children
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have altered their behavior in anticipation of the additional income.
Consequently, the inheritance could not have influenced her children’s
chances of graduating from high school or having a baby when they
were teenagers.
If instead of an inheritance Mrs. Smith received a large, unexpected
raise in pay when herchild turned twenty-five, it would have no more
influence on her children’s adolescent behavior than the unexpected
inheritance. But if Mrs. Smith got a raise because she was especially
competent, and if parental competence reduces teenagers’ chances of
having a baby and dropping out of high school, the Smith teenagers
would have beenlesslikely than the Jones teenagers to engage in these
behaviors. If we then tried to estimate the effect of parental income

when the children were grown ontheir adolescent behavior, it would
appear that the difference in outcomes was due to Mrs. Smith’s raise,

whenin fact it was due to her being more competent.

A family’s current level of consumption cannotbe influenced by un-

expected future income. But many economists argue that if Mrs. Smith
expected a raise in the future or expected to get an inheritance oneday,

she would borrow moneyor save less when her children are youngin
anticipation of this future income. Thus, even though the Smith family
and the Jones family had the same income when their children were
growing up, the Smith children would have experienced a higherstandard ofliving. According to this argument, parental income once the
children are adults is a proxy for their standard ofliving as children. In
addition, if the Smith children expected their mother to have more
incomein the future, they might change their behavior during adolescence. Even when families anticipate higher future income, however,
they are usually uncertain about whentheywill receive the money and
how muchthey will actually get. This makes borrowing against these
future resources risky. Lenders are also reluctant to lend money in
such circumstances. Therefore, it seems unlikely that families can borrow or save against incomethat theyarelikely to receive in the distant
future.
Some research seems to demonstrate that current consumption is
not responsive even to expected future income (Campbell and Deaton
1989; Carroll 1994; Viard 1993; West 1988). Other research seems to

show the opposite (Altonji and Siow 1987; Bernanke 1984; Hall 1978).
I will discuss these issues more in the next chapter. For now, I assume
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that under most circumstances parental income once children are
grown up cannotinfluence youngchildren’s or teenagers’ outcomes.If
it appears to have such an influence,it is probably because future incomeis correlated with unmeasured parental! characteristics.
As I discussed in Chapter 4, annual incomehasa relatively stable, or
permanent, componentand an unstable, or transitory, component. The
stable componentislikely to be highly correlated with stable parental
characteristics such as skill and motivation. The unstable componentis
by definition uncorrelated with stable parental characteristics. ‘Thus if
the unmeasuredstable parental characteristics that affect income also
have a large direct influence on children’s behavior, the coefficient of
the stable componentof parental income will be considerably larger
than the coefficient of the unstable component.
To determine whetherthe conventional estimates in the last chapter
are biased because they do not control importantstable characteristics
of parents, I constructed two income measures. WhatI call “Time 1
income”is parents’ income during the five years before an outcome
occurs. WhatI call “Time 2 income”is parents’ income during five
years following the outcome. Forall outcomes, parental income during
the first period can affect the outcome. With certain possible exceptions, which I discuss below, incomein the secondperiod cannotinflu-

ence earlier outcomes.
Forthis analysis I measure children’s outcomesin the NLSYin 1986.

Time 1 incomeis, therefore, mean income in 1981 to 1985, whereas

Time 2 income is mean income in 1988 to 1992. For teenagechildbearing, Time | incomeis averaged overthe five years before a teenage
girl has a baby. For example, if a girl has a baby when sheisfifteen,
Time 1 income is measured when she wasten to fourteen years old.
For a girl who reachesthe age of twenty without having a baby, Time
1 income is measured whenshe wasthirteen to seventeen years old.
Time 2 income is the average parental income when the girl was
twenty-three to twenty-seven years old. For all other outcomes, ‘Time
1 income is measured when the child was thirteen to seventeen. For
dropping out, Time 2 incomeis the average parental income when
children were twenty-three to twenty-seven years old. I measure wages
and earnings in 1983 and 1984, so Time 2 incomeis measured in 1985
to 1989.6 Single parenthood, educational attainment, and male idleness
are measured whenchildren are twenty-four years old. For these out-
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comes, Time 2 income is measured when thechild was twenty-five to
twenty-nineyears old.
This approach assumes that income measured before the outcome
is a good gaugeofthe family’s actual resourcesat that time. If Time 1
income were a poor gauge of family resources, either because of reporting errors or because families anticipated future income changes
and decided to smooth their consumption, then incomeafter the outcome mightinfluence children’s outcomesbecauseit served as a proxy
for resources at Time 1. If Time 1 income covered only oneyear,for

example, Time 2 income mightappearto influence an outcome because
it would serve as a partial proxy for incomeprior to Time1. If the

measurementerrorin five-year income averages were a major problem,
income averaged over ten years should predict outcomes substantially

better than income averaged over five years. As we have seen,this is
notthe case.’
If income at Time 2 came from an inheritance that was foreseeable
at Time1, the family might have felt freer to borrow moneyto send a
child to college. One wayto test the hypothesis that income averaged
overthree to five years is a good measureof a family’s actual resources
during the relevant years of a child’s life is to look at direct measures
of the family’s material living conditions, such as expenditures on food
and housing, the numberof roomsthe family has in its home, and the

numberof automobiles it owns. I report these analyses in Chapter 7

and Appendix D. But Time 2 income does not appear to influence a

family’s living conditions during Time1 in any consistent way. Thusif
Time 2 income appearsto influence children’s behavior,it is probably
because it serves as a proxy for stable parental traits that influence both
parental income andchildren’s outcomes, not becauseit is a proxy for
unmeasured monetary resources at Time1.
Thestatistical utility of my approach also depends on there being
substantial changes in income between Time 1 and Time2. If the two
income measures were very highly correlated, observed changes might
be largely noise, making them almost uninterpretable. The actualcorrelations between income at Time | and incomeat Time2 range from
.394 to .725, depending on the sample. These correlationsare large by
social science standards, but they are not large enough to suggest that
incomefluctuationsare all noise. Because the measures of incomeare
five-year averages, they containrelatively little measurementerror.
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Underplausible assumptions, the correlation between Time 1 income and Time 2 incomeroughly estimates the percentageof variance
in the two income averages that could be traceable to stable parental

characteristics. This figure varies from one analysis to another, both
because different analyses cover parents of different ages and because

of random sampling error. For the teenage childbearing sample, the
two income measurescorrelate .626. This implies that 62.6 percent of
the variance in the five-year income averages could be due to stable
parental traits, whereas 37.4 percent is traceable to more transitory
influences. If the apparent effect of parental incomewereentirely attributable to the fact that stable parental traits affected both parents’
incomeandtheir children’s outcomes, parental Time 2 income should
be a perfect substitute for income at Time1. In this case the correlation
between an outcome and Time 1 income would be about the same as
the correlation between the outcome and Time 2 income. If, in con-

trast, unmeasured parental traits had no direct effect on teenagers’ behavior, the correlation between teenage childbearing and subsequent
parental income should be about 62.6 percent of the correlation between teenage childbearing and Time 1 income.* Appendix C describes
this model morefully.
To determine whetherbias resulting from unobservedstable parental
characteristicsis statistically significant, I estimate an equation for each
outcomein which I include incomeat both Time | and Time2, as well

as the measuredcharacteristics in the conventionalestimatesofthelast
chapter. These include parents’ education,child’s race, and family size.
If the coefficient of Time 2 incomeisstatistically significant, the coefficient of Time 1 incomein the conventional modelis significantly
biased by the omission of the stable parental characteristics, for which
Time 2 incomeis a proxy. This is because Time 2 income can only
affect an outcome throughits correlation with parental characteristics
that are omitted from the equation. Thusif the effect of Time 2 income
is significant, the effect of the unobserved stable characteristics must
also be significant. Althoughthis test tells us whether the coefficient of
Time 1 incomeis significantly biased, it does nottell us how large the
bias is.
The coefficient for Time 2 income was notstatistically significant
for the PPVT or the PIAT math assessment. Nor wasitstatistically
significant for teenage childbearing, men’s wages, or male idleness at
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age twenty-four. This does not mean, however, that the effect of Time
1 income on these outcomesis unbiased; it means only that I do not
have enoughcases to determine with confidence whether these coefficients are biased. The effect of parental Time 2 incomewasstatistically significant for the other outcomes.
Although Time 1 incomeis notsignificantly biased for someofthese
outcomes, an estimate that takes into account bias from omitted vari-

ablesis still a better estimate of the true effect of income than estimates
that do nottake this bias into account. Therefore, Table 5.2 estimates

the size of the bias in conventional estimates of the effect of parental
income on youngchildren’s cognitive test scores and behavior problems
shown in Table 4.2.°
The first two rows show thecorrelation of each outcomewith Time

1 and Time 2 income. Thethird row showsthe correlation between
Time 1 income and Time 2 income. Row 4 showsthe standardized
regression coefficient of Time 1 income for each outcome,controlling
parents’ education, family size, mother’s age at the birth of the child,
mother’s AFQTscore, the child’s race, age, and sex. These coefficients

are smaller than the coefficients in row 1 because these observedtraits
account for much of the difference in children’s test scores. Row 5
showsthe standardized coefficient of Time 1 income,controlling both
measured and unmeasuredstable parental characteristics.
Table 5.2 The “true”effect of parental income onfive- to seven-year-old
children’s outcomes
Estimate
(1) Correlation with Time 1 income
(2) Correlation with Time 2 income
(3) Correlation between Time | and
‘Time 2 income
(4) Conventional standardized
coefficient
(5) “True” standardized coefficient
(SE)
(6) Numberof cases

PPVT

BPI

PIAT
math

PIAT
reading

326
.286

—.130
—.129

215
.187

.180
.169

.605

616

615

.607

105
126
(.089)
903

— 135
— 002
(.079)
986

057
073
(.062)
1,005

136
— 012
(.043)
988

Source: Calculated from NLSY mother-childfiles by David Knutson. See the text for a
description of the model and the incomevariables. The equations for the conventional
standardized coefficient control household size, race, mother’s age at the birth of the child,
mother’s AFQT score, mother’s education, and child’s sex.
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The estimates in Table 5.2 are in standardized form.In the case of
the PPVT, for example, the correlation of .326 with income at Time |
meansthata child whose family incomeis one standard deviation below
the mean has a PPVT score .326 standard deviations below the mean.

Whenwecontrol race, household size, mother’s education, and mother’s AFOTscore, the effect falls to .105 standard deviations. When we

control all stable parental characteristics that affect income, it rises
slightly, to .126, a change that, as I noted earlier, is statistically insignificant.
These coefficients suggest that, all else being equal, high parental
income hardly affects children’s behavior problems or PIAT reading
scores. But these estimates are subject to random samplingerror. The
standard errors of these estimates are shown in parentheses. (Appendix
C explains how I estimated the standard errors.) ‘Taking into account
the standard errors suggests that the true effect of parental income on
the PIAT reading-assessment and BPIscores could range from a small
negative effect to a small positive effect.
The estimated true effect of income on the PPVT and PIAT math
scoresis slightly greater than the conventionalestimate. In neither case
is the change large enoughto be of muchpractical importance. In both
cases the effect is clearly small.
Table 5.3 estimates the size of the bias in conventional estimates of
adolescent outcomes, educational attainment, and single motherhood.
Some of the outcomesin Table 5.3 are dichotomous. The methodology
I use in this section is not ideal for such outcomes because it assumes
that extra incomehas the sameeffect on people with, say, high and low
probabilities of dropping outof school. Nonetheless,if the standardized
estimate from a conventional modelis a third greater than the “true”
standardized coefficient, we can assumethat the estimate from a con-

ventionallogistic regression will also be a third greater than the “true”
estimate from a logistic regression. Therefore, I use the correlation
approachto assess the extentof bias, but I use the results from logistic
regressions to determine the point estimates."
Table 5.3 shows that the true effect of income on teenage childbearing is two-thirds the conventional estimate.'! The true effect of
parental income on dropping outof high schoolis only 48.1 percent of
the conventional estimate, and the true effect of parental income on
single motherhood is 47.7 percent of the conventional estimate. Al— Il
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Table 5.3

The “true”effect of parental income on adolescent outcomes, educational

attainment, and single motherhood

Adolescent outcomes

Estimate
(1) Correlation with Time 1
income
(2) Correlation with Time2
income
(3) Correlation between Time 1
and Time 2 income
(4) Conventional standardized
coefficient
(5) “True” standardized

coefficient
(SE)
(6) Sample size

Years of education

Teenage
motherhood

Dropping
out of
school

All

— .294

— .297

364

274

—.310

— 263

—.272

312

202

— 283

126

710

689

671

.685

— .173

—.179

.186

141

— .176

—.114
(.103)
1,221

— .086
(.072)
2,273

.168
(.066)
~=1,853

222
(.058)
1,489

— .084
(.055)
969

High school
Single
graduates motherhood

Source: Calculated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. See the text for a description of the model.
Time | incomeis measured whenchildren were thirteen to seventeen yearsold forall variables except
teenage childbearing. For teenage childbearingit is measured overthe five years before a teenagebirth,
or from ages thirteen to seventeen for those who had no teenage birth. Time 2 income is measured when
children were twenty-three to twenty-seven years old for adolescent outcomes andat ages twenty-five to

twenty-nine for all other outcomes. Estimates for the conventionalstandardized coefficient control
household size, race, parents’ age at the birth of the child, and parents’ education. Education equations
control child’s sex.

though the estimated effect of parental income on years of education
for all twenty-four-year-olds drops dramatically when I control measured background characteristics, it does not drop much more when I
control unmeasuredparental characteristics.!? The true effect of parental income on the educational attainment of high school graduates is
greater than the conventionalestimate.
‘Table 5.4 showsthat the true effect of income on young men’s wages
and earningsis also greater than conventional estimates, though again
these differences are small and the bias in Time 1 incomeis notstatistically significant. These results suggest that the true effect of parental
incomeis to increase male idleness, but the standarderrorsare large
for this estimate.
‘Taken as a whole, Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show that stable but un-

measured parentalcharacteristics correlated with income have a greater
ae D2
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Table 5.4

The “true” effect of parental income on male labor-market outcomes

Estimate

Male

Male

Male

.268
.168

247
154

—.043
—.033

earnings wages idleness

(1) Correlation with Time | income
(2) Correlation with Time 2 income

(3) Correlation between Time | and Time 2 income
(4) Conventional standardized coefficient
(5) “True” standardized coefficient
(SE)
(6) Sample Size

594
.208
246
(.079)
674

594
195
.230
(.085)
674

707
—.039
035
(.087)
835

Source: Computed from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. See the text for a description of
the model. Time | incomeis measured whenchildren were thirteen to seventeen years old.
Time 2 incomeis measured at ages twenty-five to twenty-nine. Estimates for the

conventionalstandardized coefficient control household size, race, parents’ age at the birth
of the child, and parents’ education, the county unemploymentrate, and age of child in
1989.

influence on children’s behavior problems, PIAT readingscores, teenage childbearing, dropping out of high school, single motherhood,and
male idleness than previousresearchersrealized. But these unobserved
traits havelittle effect on educational attainment, men’s wages, or men’s
earnings.

Table 5.5 uses these results to estimate the true effect of increasing

parental income from $15,000 to $30,000 on each outcome. For com-

parison, the first column showsthe value of each outcomefor a child
in a family whose average incomeis $15,000. The second column shows
the standard deviation for continuous outcomes. The third column
showsthe estimated changein each outcomedueto increasing parental
income from $15,000 to $30,000 from a conventional Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) or logistic regression model (from ‘Table 4.2 or 4.3).

The last column showsthe estimated “true” change in each outcome
due to such an income change. Thelast columnis calculated by multiplying the change in column fourby theratio of the “true” coefficient
to the observed coefficient (from Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4).

Doubling parental incomeis likely to raise young children’s PPVT
and PIAT math scores a very small amount.It is unlikely to increase
children’s PIAT reading scores or reduce their behavior problems
much. Theseresults imply that doubling parental income from $15,000
to $30,000 would reduce the percentage of teenage girls who have babies from 38.5 to 27.7, the percentage of teenagers who drop out of
ae 93
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Table 5.5 The “true” effect of increasing parental income from $15,000 to
$30,000 on children’s outcomes
Changedue to income

Children’s outcomes

Estimated
value at
$15,000

increase

Standard
deviation

‘Test scores for five- to seven-year-olds
PPVT
94.0
PIAT math
100.0
PIATreading
104.0
BPI
107.8

Conventional
estimate

‘True
estimate

16.4
12.4
12.2
14.2

1.890
1.190
1.970
— 1.960

2.244
1.472
.007
— .095

385

NA

— .164

— .108

307

NA

— .128

— .063

11.9

1.9

546

493

12.67

1.7

393

619

8.78

6.68

1.80

2.12

17,009

15,048

4,401

5,205

122

NA

— .016

014

443

NA

— .178

— 085

Adolescent outcomes

Probability of teenage
childbearing
Probability of dropping

out of high school

Young-adult outcomes
Years of education
Years of education for

high school graduates
Male workers’ hourly
wages (1992 dollars)
Male workers’ annual
earnings (1992 dollars)

Probability of male
idleness

Probability of single
motherhood

Sources: Estimates for five- to seven-year-olds were computed from NLSY mother-child

files by David Knutson. Estimates for adolescent and young-adult outcomes were computed
from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. The “conventionalestimate”is the estimate from
Table 4.2 or Table 4.3. The “true estimate” for continuous outcomesis calculated as
(b,/b)(C,), where b, is the “true” standardized coefficient shown in Table 5.2, Table 5.3, or
Table 5.4, b, is the observed standardized coefficient also shown in the sametables, and C,
is the change in an outcomeestimated from the conventional OLS model. Whenthe
outcomeis dichotomous, the “true” estimateis (b,/b,)(C,), where C, is the change estimated

from a logistic regression model.
Note: NA = notapplicable.
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high school from 30.7 to 24.4, and the percentage of young women
who becomesingle mothers from 44.3 to 35.8. Doublingparental incomeis unlikely to have a large influence on whether sonsareidle, but
it could increase education and young men’s wages and earnings. For
example, these results imply that doubling parental income could increase the numberofyoung adults who graduate from college by almost
10 percent.

I have already noted somepotential problems with these estimates.
Another potential problem is that the estimates in Table 5.5 might be
too large because they do not take accountof bias in the income coefficient resulting from parental traits that change over time. Suppose,

for example, that Mrs. Smith losesher job, that this leads to both a loss

of income anda loss of self-esteem, and that these changes in turn
reduce her son’s chancesoffinishing high school. Ifwe have no measure

of Mrs. Smith’s self-esteem, we will attribute the entire effect of her

unemploymentto the loss of income. Yet if we soughtto eliminate this
adverse effect by providing unemployment compensation equal to 100
percentofherlost earnings, we might be disappointedto discoverthat
they were not completely offset by generous benefits, because part of
the problem was Mrs. Smith’s self-esteem rather than her income. In
this example the estimated effect of incomeis biased upward,even after
accountingfor bias resulting from unobservedstable characteristics.
Nonetheless, for most outcomestheresults in Table 5.5 are consis-

tent with the results from the estimates using “other” income. Both
techniques for estimating the true effect of income show that conventional methods overstate the effect of parental income on children’s
behavior problems, teenagegirls’ chances of having a baby, teenagers’
chances of dropping out of high school, young men’s chancesof being
idle, and young women’s chances of becoming single mothers. Both
techniques also show that conventionalestimatesofthe effect ofincome
on children’s PPVT scores, years of education, and earnings are not
greatly biased. Theresults for the PIAT reading assessment and young
men’s wagesdiffer depending on the technique.

Siblings
Imagine that the Smith children were born three years apart. In the

year the first child was born, the Smith family’s income was $15,000.
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Eachyear their incomeincreased by $2,000. Overthefirst five years
of the oldest child’s life, family income averaged $19,000 per year. Over
the first five years of the second child’s life, income averaged $25,000.
The second child was raised with more moneythanthefirst. But there
were also more family membersto share the income when the second
child was born.If this income increase was enoughto offset the costs
of an additionalchild, and if income improveschildren’s life chances,
the second child shouldfare better than thefirst. If the additional income is the result of Mrs. Smith’s working more hours in the labor

market, however, this might hurt both children’s life chances.

Few studies have tried to compare the outcomesofsiblings whose

parents’ incomehas changed. Surveys often do notinclude enoughsiblings for such comparisons, and when they do, siblings are often not

different enough in age for their parental income to differ by much.
Whenoutcomesare dichotomous, like dropping out of high school and
teenage childbearing, sibling comparisons are difficult to estimate.
I compared siblings’ test scores and educational attainment(there
are too few siblings to compare their wages or earnings). To dothis I
regressed the difference in the outcomeson parental income, controlling family size, parental education, age for the oldest child, and the
difference in each of these factors between the older and the younger
sibling. I also controlled changes in mothers’ and fathers’ hours of labor-market work and maritalstatus.
These estimates show that changesin income betweensiblings have
a very small and statistically insignificant effect on children’s test scores
and educational attainmentat age twenty-four. For example,if a second
sibling is raised with parental incomethat averages $15,000 more than
it did for the first sibling, the secondsibling’s PLAT math score will be
1.035 points higher than thefirst sibling’s score. The benefit of additional incomeis smaller for other test scores and is close to zero for
educational attainment. This implies that additional income does not
benefit siblings.
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Income and Material

Well-Being

hat I have called the investment theory holds that parentalincomeinfluences children’s outcomesbecause the things parents
purchaseas their incomeincreases help their children succeed.If this
is the case, then children from high-incomefamilies will succeed more
often than children from low-incomefamilies. Figure 6.1 shows the
part of my overall heuristic model that I examine in this chapter. It
showsthat parental income influences children’s outcomesby increasing the goods andservices available to children. Unfortunately, there
is no agreement about what goodsandservices children need to succeed.
Some people believe that serious material hardships can hurt children’s life chances, even though luxuries cannothelp them. They imagine that children who do not get enoughto eat, who do not get needed
medical or dental care, and wholive in crowded or dilapidated housing
are at a disadvantage. But they do notthink that rich children do better
in school or avoid getting pregnant because they eat steak rather than
hamburger, because they have a guest room in their home, or because
their parents have a second car. As one Southern teacherputit, “After
a certain level of comfort, and I mean comfort, the money just doesn’t
matter.” Whenpressed about what she meant by comfort, she described
“a house with basics such as heat that works, enough food, and in the

South, air conditioning.”
A teacher from an affluent neighborhood outside Chicago agreed
that the extras do not help childrenat all, especially when they come
at the price of having parents who worka lot. She putit this way: “They
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Figure 6.1 ‘The mechanism through which income works: material well-being

[the parents] don’t have to do it [work]. They do it for another TV,

another redecorating, that kind of thing. They aren’t there when the

kids get home, andit’s not because they need to work for the money.
And the kid wants someonethere. Theparents say, ‘Well, you wanted
that new big TV,’ but the kid didn’t want it. He wanted a parent. The
message is always “You’re not as important as the money.’” Another
teacher explained that even poorparents can provide thebasicsfor their
children: “We were a lot poorer than my friends. We didn’t have the
fanciest clothes, and the fanciest this, and the fanciest that. You know

. money might be tight, but some parents put the money on the
wrong things.”
Others seem to think that children need whatever goods and services
are considered “normal”in their community. In makingthis point one
teacherrecalled, “I remember myfirstJohn Romain pocketbook.It was
Christmas and, oh,I just cried. Then I fit in with everybody else.”
Anotherteacher, talking about the days whenshe wasraising her children without much money, told me, “I used to argue with my mom.
She’d say, “Why do you buy them Izod shirts?’ I’d say, ‘Mom they were
marked down twice. They haveto have oneor twotofit in.’ ” According
to this view, children need not only warm clothing in the winter, but
clothing that looks like what others are wearing.
Moneycan buy goodsand services, but it can also buy experiences.
Oneteacherputit this way: “Manyof our children cometo schoolwith
a real lack ofdifferent kinds of experiences. Then they have nothingto
draw on whenthey read something. WhenI was young we didn’t have
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much money, but we went to state parks, and we saw monuments and
museums.. . and I had those experiences to draw on.A lot ofourkids
don’t. A lot of kids have never been anywhere.”
Ideally, we would like a single measure of the value of the goods and

services available to children analogous to a measure of income. ‘Then

we couldsay that onechild has “twice as much”as another.‘To construct
such a measure we would need to either measure all the goods and
services that are importantto children or measure a random selection
of such items and weight them by their importance to children. Social
scientists usually assume that incomeis highly correlated with the goods
and services available to children. Since it is much easier to measure
income than to measure goodsandservices directly, they use income
as a proxy for goodsandservices.

How Families Spend Additional Money
Table 6.1 shows how low-income and middle-income households spend
their money. These data cover all households, not just those with children, so they are notideal.' Nonetheless, they are revealing.’ The poorest 20 percent of households report spending twice as much as they
Table 6.1

Wousehold income and expenditures by incomegroup, 1991
Poorest
20 percent

Middle
20 percent

Ratio of
poorest/ middle

$5,981

$26,073

229

Food away from home
Alcoholic beverages
Shelter
Fuel andutilities
Household operations
Apparel

617
127
2,741
1,291
639
813

1,368
306
4,405
1,893
1,288
1,443

451
415
622
682
496
563

Othertransportation
Health care

754
1,041

1,850
1,580

Other

2,044

Expenditures
Income

Food at home

Vehicles

Pensions and insurance

Total expenditure

2,577

.670

670

1,960

342

296

2,224

133

3,851

531

13,464

26,144

515

1,726

408
659

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1993, table 708.
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took in during 1991. This pattern reoccurs throughoutthe 1980s,too.
Low-income families might be able to spend more than their income
because they are only temporarily poor and can borrow or use savings
to maintain their standard ofliving, or they may havea lot of unreported income. In either case, the consumption of high- and low-income households is more equal than their incomes.
Low-income households allocate a higher proportion of their expenditures to food eaten at home, shelter, and health care than middleincome households. Overall, low-income households spend just over
half what middle-income households spend. But the outlays of lowincome households on food eaten at homeare two-thirds those of middle-income households, and the sameis true for health care. Even in
the case of housing, low-income households spend 62 percent of what

middle-income households spend. Because the former devote a larger
share of their resources to “necessities” than thelatter, they often avoid
serious material hardships. If material hardships hurt children’s life
chances but“luxuries” do nothelp,the fact that middle-income house-

holds spend more overall may not mean thattheir children fare much

better.

Income and Material Hardship
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has established food

budgets for families of different sizes and for varying kindsofdiets.Its
lowest budgetis the “thrifty” food budget. In 1993 the thrifty food
budgetfor a family of three was $292 per month. Thefact that a family

spends $292 does not, of course, ensure that the children have a nutri-

tious diet. That depends on how the family spends its money on food
and how it prepares the food it buys. But the thrifty budget can in
principle provide an adequate diet, and malnutrition is in fact quite rare
in the United States. Using Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) data,
I calculated the ratio of food expenditures to the thrifty food budget
for households ofvarious sizes. In 1990 the average low-income household spent 7 percent more thanthe thrifty food budget. The average
middle-income household spent 21 percent more.
The most commonly reported food problem is not an inadequate
weekly food budget, but occasionally running outof food. In a 19831985 survey, Christopher Jencks, Fay Cook, and I found that 18.6 per—_ 100
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cent of Chicago residents reported spendingless than the USDAthrifty
food budget on food (Mayer and Jencks 1989). But 25 percent reported

that there had been a timein the last year when they needed food but
could not afford to buy it. About half of the poorest 20 percent of
households reported not being able to get needed food, compared with
18.3 percent of households with income twice the poverty line. This
implies that lacking needed foodis notthe result of low incomealone.
In 1985, 7 percent of Chicago household heads reported that they or
their children went hungry sometime during the previous twoyears,
compared with about a quarter of the heads of the poorest 20 percent
of households.? But we have no way of knowing whether short-term
food shortages of this sort affect children’s outcomes.*
Table 6.2 shows the distribution of housing problems by income
groups for children in the United States in 1991. It shows that the
poorest 10 percent of children (I refer to these as poor children) are
more likely than middle-income children to experienceall the design
and maintenance problems measured in the American Housing Survey
(AHS). Children in the poorest 10 percent of the incomedistribution
are very economically disadvantaged. Almost 20 percent of children
wereclassified as officially poor in 1991, and about 13 percentof children receive AFDC. Thusit is not surprising that the poorest 10 percent of children experience housing problems. Many middle-income
children experience at least one of these problem,but poor children are
more likely than middle-incomechildrento live in homes with multiple
housing problems, although few have as many as four such problems.
Poor children are also more likely to live in crowded homesand in
neighborhoods that have abandonedbuildingsor thattheir parentssee
as having a crime problem.
Some readers will view the differences between poor and middleincomechildren as large, whereas others will view them as small. ‘Those
whowish to emphasize the differences between the rich and the poor
usually cite the ratio of the proportion of poor children who experience
a problem to the proportion of middle-incomechildren who experience
the same problem. Such a comparisonleads to the conclusion that the
homesof poorchildren are morethantwice aslikely as those of middleincomechildren to lack electrical outlets in a room or to have exposed
wires, almost three timesas likely to have cracks in walls or ceilings,
and nearly four times morelikely to have holesin the floor.
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Table 6.2

Percentage ofchildren living in homes with selected problemsby parental income
groups, 199]
Income decile

Incomequintile

Housing condition

First

Second

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

First—
third

Parental income

$3,918

$10,817

$21,097

$34,548

$51,941

$72,079

—

2.6
32.3

3.3
34.7

2.3
28.1

2.1
21.4

2.4
14.9

2.0
96

0.5
10.9

5.0
5.5

3.2
5.0

3.1
2.4

2.2
2.1

1.2
1.4

1.0
1.0

2.8
3.4

5.0

5.7

2.4

1.3

0.8

0.5

3.7

18.9
10.9
16.1

15.2
10.0
11.6

8.7
8.8
7.8

6.5
6.9
4.1

3.6
6.7
2.3

27
6.5
2.0

124
4.0
12.0

Multiple design or maintenance problems
At least one problem
31.3
26.5
At least two problems
14.1
13.2
Atleast four problems
5.8
5.2

20.9
6.3
2.2

15.8
3.9
1.3

12.6
2.6
0.4

11.2
16
0.4

815.5
10.2
4.5

Neighborhood
Crime problem?
Abandonedbuildings

39.6
12.6

32.4
10.0

26.7
7.1

23.9
4.1

21.4
2.3

19.9
1.2

15.7
8.5

Crowding
More than one person
per room

19.0

20.0

20.0

11.0

6.2

5.3

8.0

Design inadequacies
Incomplete bathroom:
Nocentral heat
Noelectrical outlets in
one or more rooms
Exposed wires
Maintenance problems
Holes in floor
Open cracks in wall or
ceiling
Leaky roof
Signs of rats or mice

Source: Computed from the 1985-1989 AHS by Timothy Veenstra. The unweighted sample size in the
poorest decile is 4,027. The AHS incomedata are for families rather than households.
a. A complete bathroom includes hot and cold water, sink, toilet, and showeror tub for the exclusive

use of household members.
b. Whethercrimeis a problem in the neighborhoodis based on the respondent’s judgment.

Whenthe outcomeis dichotomous, however, as most oftheseare,

the size of this ratio depends on whether oneconsidersthe probability
of having a problem orof lacking it. Those who wanttheratio to sound
large comparethe likelihood of having a problem; those who wantthe
ratio to soundsmall comparethelikelihoodofnot havingthe problem.
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The arithmetic difference between poor and middle-income households does not suffer from this problem. The last column in Table 6.2
uses this difference to compare poor and middle-incomechildren. This
difference ranges from a high of 15.7 percentage points forliving in a
neighborhoodwith a crime problem to a low ofless than 1 percentage
point for incomplete bathrooms. Most of the differences in housing
problems seem modest, given that middle-incomechildren have eight
times as much incomeas poorchildren.
Table 6.3 shows the distribution of housing amenities, consumer
durables, and telephone service in children’s homes. Some of these
amenities, such as dishwashers and second cars, might be considered
“luxuries.” Others, like having a telephone, are often considered ne-

cessities. If parents purchase goods andservices in the order oftheir
importance, families who have dishwashers or a second car are more
likely to have mettheir basic material needs than families who do not.
Middle-income children are morelikely than poor children to live
in homeswith all these amenities. The difference between poorchilTable 6.3

Percentage of children with selected consumer durables and telephone

service by parental income groups
Income decile

Amenity or durable
Housing amenities
Air conditioning?
At least two
bathrooms:
Durables
Motorvehicle
‘Two or more
vehicles?
Clothes washer<
Clothes dryer*
Dishwasher‘

Telephone?

Income quintile

First—
third

First

Second

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

52.3

55.4

61.7

69.8

73.9

76.7.

—17.5

13.9

16.9

24.8

39.6

51.2

73.2.

—25.7

57.3

82.1

97.0

98.0

99.0

—39.7

75.3
84.4
75.2
41.6

86.6
92.8
88.9
58.2

92.9
97.1
94.6
79.7

—58.0
—26.6
—37.7
—25.1

96.5

98.3

99.5

—27.8

17.3
57.8
37.5
16.5

34.3
61.4
38.0
16.0

91.7
|
56.4
78.6
62.0
25.8

68.7

79.7

90.8

|

a. Tabulations from the 1990 AHS by Timothy Veenstra.
b. Tabulations from the 1990 Census by David Knutson.
c. Tabulations from the 1988-1990 CEX by Judith Levine and Scott Winship using
tapes prepared by John Sabelhaus.
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dren and middle-income children is much greater for these amenities
than for the housing conditions in Table 6.2, most of which are widely
seen as necessities. It is hardly surprising that the difference between
poor and middle-incomechildren is greater for luxuries than for necessities. As we have seen, poor families spend a disproportionate
amountof their economic resources on housing.
Table 6.4 showsthe distribution of doctorvisits over parental income
groups for children younger than six years old and seven to eighteen
years old in 1989. Poor children of all ages are less likely than middleincomechildren to havevisited a doctor in the previous year. But the
difference is less than four percentage points for children under seven,
and it almost disappears for older children.
Amongchildren with at least one doctorvisit, the difference in the

numberofdoctorvisits between poor children and middle-incomechil-

dren is very small. Poor children tend to be sicker than affluent chil-

dren, but even with extensive controls for health status poor children
visit the doctor nearly as often as middle-class children (Mayer 1992).
This does not mean that the quality of care is as high for poor children
as for rich children. But when I control children’s health status, poor
children are almostas likely as middle-income children to visit a specialist (usually a pediatrician). Contrary to what manycritics of the U.S.
health care system claim, poor children are no morelikely than middleincomechildren to have their visit in an emergency room oncehealth
status is controlled. Poor children are somewhat morelikely to have
their visit in a clinic, but it is not clear how this affects quality of care
(Mayer 1992).

In summary, poorchildren clearly have worse living conditions than
middle-income children. But serious housing problemsare rare even
among the poor, and poorchildren visit the doctor nearly as often as
middle-incomechildren. Poor families spend considerably less on food,
but on average they still spend more than the USDA minimum food
budget. The fact that few poor children experience serious housing
problems, lack of medical care, or very low food expendituresis probably due to government programs such as Food Stampsand housing
subsidies. A young student teacher told me, “WhenI was aboutten, I
can rememberliving off lima beans for like a whole month.I can remember whenwe wenton Food Stampshaving a mealother than beans
and cornbread—it was tacos—and I rememberthat because I was so
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Table 6.4

Children’s annualdoctorvisits by parental income group, 1989

Age and measure
of access

Incomedecile
First

Second

Income quintile
Second

No doctorvisit previous year (in percentages)
Under seven
13.7.
14.9
13.8
Seven toeighteen 31.2
32.0
31.4

Numberof doctorvisits in a year
Underseven
Seven to eighteen

3.6
2.6

3.7
2.6

3.6
2.1

.
First—

Third

Fourth

Fifth

third

10.4
27.3

7.7
23.9

5.3
17.5

3.38
3.98

4.0
2.3

4.0
2.5

4.7
3.1

0.9
1.1%

Source: Tabulations are by David Knutson using Health Interview Survey (HIS) public-

use data tapes. Unweightedcell sizes range from 987 to 8,072.
a. The difference between the poorestdecile andthethird quintile.
b. The ratio of the poorestdecile to the third quintile.

glad to have that meal.” In the CEX, 60.6 percent of the poorest 20
percent of children’s households report receiving Food Stamps. In the
AHS,36.3 percent of the poorest 10 percent of children’s households
either received housing subsidiesor lived in public housing in 1991. In
the same year, nearly 75 percent of poor children underthe age ofsix
received Medicaid (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 1639).
The findings I have reportedso far all come from surveys that cover
a single domain, such as housing or medical care, and ask about income
and living conditionsin a single year. Families that are poor for only a
year might not experience much material deprivation, because they can
sometimes borrow or spend savings to maintain an adequate standard
of living. In addition, noneof these surveys includes information about
goodsandservices specifically related to children, such as the number
of books children have and whether they visit museums. To assess the
effect of parental income on child-specific goods and services and the
effect of persistent poverty on children’s living conditions, I return to
the PSID and the NLSY.
Between 1968 and 1972, the PSID asked families how much they
spend on food consumed at home, food consumed away from home,
rent, and mortgage payments. It also asked about the number of rooms
in a family’s home, the numberof cars it owned, whether family members had health insurance, and how much the household spent oncigarettes and alcohol. Interviewers indicated whether a respondent’s
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home needed major repairs and whetherit was clean. I will refer to
these measures as “householdliving conditions.”
Because manypeople believe that material deprivations are especially
likely to affect children’s outcomes, I also created four measures ofwhat
I call material hardship: whether the child’s housing was crowded,
whetherthe family lacked a car, whether the family rented its home,
and whether the family spent less on food than the USDA thrifty
budget. I created a “household living conditions index” that weights
living conditions in a way that maximizes the correlation of the index
and parental income. The componentsofthis index include both material living conditions and the hardships just described. Appendix D
explains how this index wascreated.

The NLSYincludes a few measuresof possessions andactivities that
mainly benefit children. The possessions are how many books child
has and whethera child has a tape recorder or CD player. Theactivities
are how often a child goes on an outing and how often a child visits a
museum. I created a “possessions and activities” index by weighting
these four measures in a way that maximizes their correlation with parental income.
NLSYinterviewers were asked to record whethera child’s home was
safe, “dark and perceptually monotonous,” “minimally cluttered,” and
“reasonably clean.” Cheap apartments are presumably morelikely than
expensive apartments to be unsafe, dark, and monotonous. They are
also likely to be small and therefore cluttered. Cleanliness might be a
characteristic of the housing unit as well as its occupants. I created a
“housing environment” index in a way that maximizesits correlation
with income. Appendix D describes how I did this. The NLSYindexes
are only available for four- and five-year-olds, because someof their
components are not asked for older children.
Although these measures omit many potentially important goods
and services, the measures for which I have information are probably
highly correlated with those I omit. The household living conditions
are especially likely to be correlated with whetherfamilies’ basic needs
are met. If households purchase goods andservices in order of their
importance, those who have a car and eat out often are likely to have
met their basic needs for food and shelter. The activities and possessions index is probably correlated with other things parents purchase
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for their children. Parents who do nottake their children on outings
or buy them books are probably unlikely to provide music lessons,
send their children to camp, or expose them to other stimulating activities.

Both incomeandliving conditions change a lot from year to year.
‘Table 6.5 showsaverageliving conditions from 1969 to 1972 by average
parental income group in those same years. Appendix D showsthese
living conditions measured in 1972 by parental income in 1972. The
score on the living conditions index is about a third of a standard deviation lower for children whose families were poorfor five years than
for children whose families were poor in one year. Using annual data
like that available in the national surveys I discussed earlier exaggerates
income differences amongfamilies but understates the material deprivations of those whoare poorfor severalyears.°
Poor children are worse off than middle-income children on all
household living conditions. The standard deviation for the household
living conditions index is .439, so poor children’s living conditions are
more than a standard deviation worse than those of middle-income
children.
‘Table 6.6 shows that poor children have fewer books,visit the museum less often, and go on fewer outings than middle-incomechildren.
Poor children’s homesare alsoless likely than those of middle-income
children to be clean, safe, and uncluttered and morelikely to be dark
and monotonous.
Even whenI control a child’s age and family size and parents’ education, age, and race, the effect of parental income on all household

living conditionsis large andstatistically significant. Table 6.7 shows
that when I control these factors, doubling parental incomeincreases
expenditures on food eaten at home by $1,492 (.599 standard deviations) and expenditures on food eaten away from homeby $472 (.714
standard deviations). Doubling incomeincreases the living conditions
index by nearly a standard deviation.
‘Table 6.8 shows that when I control family background characteristics, doubling parental income from $15,000 to $30,000 increases the

activities and possessions index by .256 standard deviations. Doubling
incomeincreases the housing environmentindex by .271 standard de-

viations.
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Table 6.5

Householdliving conditions by parental income group, 1969-1972

Living conditions
Income (1992 dollars)

Expenditures (1992 dollars)
Food at home
Food away from home
Cigarettes
Alcohol
Value of dwelling
Numberofcars
Number of rooms
Years spendingless than
USDAbudget
Years with health insurance
Years home needsrepairs
Years crowded
Household living conditions
index

Poorest 10
percent

Middle 20
percent

Poorest/
middle

Poorestmiddle

18,723

45,130

41.5

—

4,879
146
101
40

7,059
414
149
117

69.1
35.3
67.8
34.2

—
—
—
—

26,502
75
4.85

55,181
1.51
5.84

48.0
49.7
83.0

——
—

59
2.11
1.66
42.4

33
3.65
1.11
25.5

—
—
—
—

26
— 1.54
55
16.9

9.944

10.569

—

— .625

Source: Computed from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. See Appendix D for a
description ofthe living conditions.

Table 6.6 Activities, possessions, and housing conditions of four- and five-yearolds by parental income group
Living conditions
Numberof books (1 to 10)
Percentage with tape recorder
Numberof annualtrips to the museum
Numberof annualoutings
Activities and possessions index
Percentage with clean home
Percentage with safe home
Percentage with uncluttered home
Percentage with homenot dark and
monotonous
Housing environmentindex

Poorest
10 percent

Middle
20 percent

7.3
54.3
3.2
82.9
9.87
83.1
81.6
78.9

9.5
77.7
3.0
109.7
10.13
93.1
92.5
81.4

—2.]
— 23.4
0.2
— 26.8
— .260
— 10.0
— 10.9
—2.5

77.3
9.97

94.6
10.10

— 17.3
— .130

Source: Computed from the NLSY mother-child files by David Knutson.
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Table 6.7 ‘The effect of doubling parental income from $15,000 to $30,000 on

living conditions

Mean
(SD)

Living conditions in 1969-1972
Household living conditions index
Expenditures (1992 dollars)
Food at home
Food away from home

10.593
(.439)

399

7,125
(2,491)
539

1,492

133
(136)
95
(156)

28

60,521
(39,710)
1.48
(.71)
5.90
(1.24)
3.39
(2.09)
1.13
(.70)
1.43
(.93)
3.44
(1.04)
33
(.35)

26,183

(661)

Cigarettes
Alcohol
Value of dwelling (1992 dollars)
Numberofcars
Numberof rooms
Years owned home
Years home neededrepairs
Years homedirty
Years insured
Years spending less than USDA budget

Effect of incomeincrease

472

31

353
518
.838
— .236
—.011
574
— .187

Source: Calculated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. Estimates in column two
control parents’ education and age,child’s race, and family size.

Higher income leads to spending more on food, eating out, more
roomy houses, and more automobiles. Thus when the government
transfers cash or noncash resources to families, children are likely to
be better housed and better fed. Parental income has a smaller effect
on whetherparents spend moneyon stimulatingplaythings and outings
for their children and whethertheycreate a safe and pleasant environ-

mentfor their children.
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Table 6.8 The effect of doubling parental income from $15,000 to $30,000 on
four- and five-year-olds’ activities, possessions, and housing
environment
Mean
(SD)

Living conditions
Numberof books (1 to 10)
Percentage with tape recorder
Numberof annualtrips to the museum

Numberof annual outings

9.02
(2.56)
76.4
3.44
(5.68)

103.89

Percentage with clean home
Percentage with safe home

(96.70)
10.089
(.273)
93.8
93.7

Housing environment index

10.079

Activities and possessions index

Percentage with uncluttered home
Percentage with dark and monotonous
home

82.4
6.2

(.192)

Effect of income increase
56
7.3
57

2.67
072
3.9
3.8

3.7

—4.6
052

Source: Calculated from the NLSY mother-child files by David Knutson. Estimates in
column two control mother’s education, age, race, AFQTscore, and child’s sex.

Living Conditions and Children’s Outcomes
The investment modelsuggests that the things parents purchaseastheir
incomeincreases actually improve children’s outcomes. Table 6.9 shows
the effect of a one standard deviation improvementin living conditions
on each outcome. Thefirst column controls only parents’ incomeat
the time that living conditions are measured, which is before the out-

comes. The second column controls this same measure of income,but

adds parents’ age, race, and education. In the NLSY I also control the

mother’s AFQTscore. For education outcomesandtest scores, I also
control the child’s sex; and for labor-market outcomes I also control

the county unemploymentrate.
WhenI use the NLSYandcontrol only parents’ income,increasing
the housing environmentindex by a standard deviation increases fourand five-year-olds’ PPVT scores by 2.16 points. Its effect on the other
test scores is smaller. Improvingactivities and possessions by a standard
deviation increases PPVT scores by 6.21 points. This is a large effect—
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Table 6.9 The effect of improving living conditions by one standard deviation

Index
Outcome

Controlling income

Controlling observed parental
traits and income

Housing environmentindex for four- and five-year-olds
PPVT
2.16
PIAT math
1.92
PIAT reading
1.83

BPI

— .976

Activities and possessions index for four- and five-year-olds

PPVT

PIAT math
PIATreading

BPI

(1992 dollars)

motherhood

—.941

6.21

3.44

— 1.98

—2.07

2.90
2.51

Living conditions index for adolescents and young adults
Probability of teenage
childbearing
— .073
Probability of dropping out
of high school
— .050
Years of education
296
Years of education for high
school graduates
.190
Male workers’ hourly wages
Male workers’ annual
earnings (1992 dollars)
Probability of male idleness
Probability of single

1.47
1.48
1.15

1.58
1.32

— .038
:
— .035
214
142

729

291

951
O11

— 135
026

— .087

— .023

Sources: Estimates for children’s test scores were computed from the NLSY mother-child
files by David Knutson. Estimates for other outcomes were computed from the PSID by
Timothy Veenstra.To get the change in the outcome due to a standard deviation change in
living conditions shownin column onefor continuous outcomes, I estimate O = b,L + 5,J,

where O is an outcome,L is the living conditions, and J is income. Then I calculate the

changein an outcomeattributable to a standard deviation changein living conditions as C

= b'(SD,), where b’ is the standardized coefficient ofliving conditions and SD,is the
standard deviation of the outcome. When the dependentvariable is dichotomous,I
estimate SD,(b,) where SD,is the standard deviation of the living condition index and4,is
the partial derivative of coefficient for living conditions in an analogouslogistic regression.
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more than a third of a standard deviation. The second column shows
that controlling observed parental characteristics cuts the apparenteffect of living conditions on PPVT scoresto 3.44 points.
Combining Tables 6.9 and 6.8, we can see that doubling parental
incomeincreases possessions andactivities by .264 standard deviations,
and increasing activities and possessions by a standard deviation increases PPV'T’ scores by 3.44 points. Therefore, doubling income increases activities and possessions enough to increases PPVT scores by
908 points (.264)(3.44). The increase is smaller for other test scores.

For adolescent and young-adult outcomes, I measure income in
1969-1972, the same years in which living conditions are measured.

‘Table 6.9 shows that when I control only parental income, a standard

deviation improvementin the living conditions index reduces teenage
childbearing by 7.3 percentage points, reduces single motherhood by
8.7 percentage points, and increases education by a fifth of a year. Improving living conditions also appears to increase the wages and earnings of males. But controlling family background characteristics reduces
these effects.
Parental incomehasa large effect on the household living conditions
index. Doubling parental incomeincreases the index by .909 standard
deviations. The living conditions index has an importanteffect on years
of education. When wecontrol other family background characteristics, children with a one standard deviation advantage on theliving
conditionsindex receive an extra .214 years of higher education. Therefore, doubling parental income increases household living conditions
enoughto increaseyears of higher education by .195 years(.909)(.2 14).
Theliving conditions index includes home ownership,soit is not surprising thatit influences children’s chances of goingto college. Parents
who owntheir own homescan use the equity they have accumulated
to borrow for their children’s education. Theliving conditions index
has a much smaller effect on other outcomes. For example,these results
suggestthat increasingliving conditions by a standard deviation reduces
teenage childbearing by 3.8 percentage points. Therefore, doubling income improvesliving conditions enoughto reduce teenagechildbearing by 3.45 (.909)(3.8) percentage points.
Observed parental characteristics account for some of the apparent
effect of living conditions on children’s outcomes. Unobservedparental
characteristics might account for even more. I employed a technique
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similar to the one in Chapter 5 that uses Time 2 incometo estimate

the influence of stable parental characteristics on income andliving

conditions. This technique is described in Appendix C.In this case,
however, controlling unobserved characteristics did not change these
results much.
Because theactivities and possessions I measure are inexpensive and

not strongly related to income, they mainly reflect parents’ tastes and
values. Books appear to benefit children because parents who buy lot
of books are likely to read to their children. Parents who do not buy

books for their children are probably notlikely to read to them evenif

the books are free, and parents who donottake their children on outings may beless likely to spend time with them in other ways.
Theactivities, possessions, and housing environments that are impor-

tant to children’s outcomesare only moderately related to parents’ income. Whether children have these amenities depends on parents’
tastes and values. The household living conditions that are strongly
related to parents’ income are only moderately related to children’s
outcomes. This is probably because government programstargeted at
helping poor parents make severe material hardships unusual even
among the poor. Once basic needs are met, additional improvements
in household living conditions do little to help children succeed.
Beyond the basics, therefore, cash plays a relatively modest role in
assuring children’s success. A school counselorputit this way: “Giving
the family money can improvethe standardofliving, but it won’t give
the children the tools they will need for success.” Her colleague added,
“I think it is the parenting values—the parenting style—that matters
more than the money.”I turn to this idea in the next chapter.
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Income, Psychological WellBeing, and Parenting Practices

)*: common explanation for why children from low-income families fare worse than children from moreaffluent families is that
their parents experience morestress. Stress, in turn, is supposed to

interfere with competent parenting. This hypothesis has considerable

intuitive appeal. Worrying about money is commonatall incomelevels,
but one expects it to become more commonas incomefalls. And almost
all parents acknowledge that they are more aptto get angry andtreat
their children badly when they feel especially stressed. This modelis
shown in Figure 7.1.

Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that this model is at odds
with “culture” theories, which imply that the long-term poor develop
values, attitudes, and behaviors that reduce the stress associated with

being poor. If these culture theories were true, we might not observe
any more stress among the long-term poor than among the middle
class. We would, however,still expect those who experience an income
loss to undergo morestress. Yet Chapter 4 showed that incomeloss
hadlittle effect on most children’s outcomesin this book once average
income was held constant.
Income and Parental Stress

The empirical evidence that psychologists cite in support of the parental-stress hypothesis is largely indirect. Low-incomeadults are more
likely than high-incomeadults to suffer from mental health problems.
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parental

children’s
outcomes

income

parenting

behavior

Figure 7.1 The mechanism through which income works: psychological wellbeing

Low-income adults are also more likely to experience stressful events,
such as not being able to pay their bills or getting evicted. They are
also more likely to have experienced a marital break-up,a job loss, the
death ofa relative or friend, or a residential move. And they are more
likely to report that they worry about money. Experiences suchas these
are in turn associated with depression andothersignsofstress.!
Poorparents are also morelikely than otherparents to use “powerassertive” disciplinary techniques, such as physical punishment, rather
than reasoning, morelikely to value obedience, andless likely to be
supportive of their children. Psychologists often attribute these differences to the stress associated with poverty. Again, the link seemsplausible. Parents who are depressed or who experienceother negative emotional states are more likely than other parents to be punitive,
inconsistent, and unresponsive toward their children. Both maternal
depression and other forms of emotional distress are associated with
physical abuse, aversive and coercive discipline, and diminished maternal sensitivity toward children. Because poverty is associated with
symptomsofstress, and because symptomsofstress are associated with
poor parenting practices, many researchersinfer that poverty leads to
bad parenting practices, which then cause worse outcomes amongchildren.
Unfortunately, few studies provide empirical evidence about the
causal links between parents’ income, their psychological well-being,
and parenting practices or aboutthe links between children’s outcomes
and parenting practices. Most of the relevant work assesses children’s
social and emotional outcomesrather than the outcomesofinterest in
this book. Many of these studies use small and unrepresentative sam-
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ples. Some cover only economically disadvantaged families, and others
use samples ofclinically depressed or mentally ill parents. Almostall
these studies emphasize thestatistical significance rather than the magnitude of effects. If parental income has a modest effect on parental
stress, and stress has a modesteffect on children’s outcomes, the net

result will be that income has a tiny effect on children’s outcomes
through its effect on parental stress. Thus the parental-stress hypothesis, though intuitively appealing, is not currently supported by strong
empirical evidence.
Onereason we knowsolittle about the relationship between parental
income, parental stress, and children’s outcomesis that psychologists

do not agree on how they should define or measurestress or distress.
McLoyd’s (1990) review of the literature, for example, includes studies

that variously consider parental aggression, frustration, depression,
anxiety, hostility, dissatisfaction with oneself, and somatic complaints.

Pearlin et al. (1981) argue that stress can arise from either discrete

events, such as incomeloss, or from ongoing problems,such as persistent poverty. Life events andlife strains intensify what they call “role

strains,” that is, one’s ability to fulfill roles such as parent, spouse, or

employee successfully. This in turn leads to diminished self-concept.
Whenparents do not have resources available to mediate the impact
of these “strains,” they experience stress. Pearlin et al. conclude that
stress can, at best, “be recognized as a generic term that subsumes a

variety of manifestations”(p. 341).

Another reason we knowsolittle about the stress-related consequences of low incomeis that while parental stress can be a result of
low income,it can also be a cause of low income. Orotherfactors, such

as marital dissolution or unemployment, can cause both stress and low
income. Different measuresof stress probably have different relationships to income. Bipolar disorder seems morelikely to be a cause of
low income than an effect. Feelings of frustration seem morelikely to
be a result of low incomethana cause.
Corcoranet al. (1985) estimated the effect of changes in economic

status on changes in adults’ feelings of efficacy. Among low-income
white men, changes in earnings were accompanied by changesin reported feelings of efficacy. Among black men, changesin hours worked
and job-related geographical moves were associated with changesin
efficacy. Among white women who headed their own households,
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changes in economic status seldom affected efficacy. Among black
women, improving economicstatus appeared to lowerfeelingsofefficacy.
Brooks-Gunnetal. (1991) find that maternal locus of control has a

very small effect on the IQ and behavior problemsof three-year-olds.
Raising maternal locus of control by one standard deviation reduced
the chancesthat girls ages fourteen to nineteen had an out-of-wedlock
birth by 2.6 percentage points (from a mean of 10.6 percent) and reduced their chances of dropping out of high school by 4.4 percentage
points (from a mean of 10.8 percent). But whereas maternal locus of

control has an important effect on adolescent outcomes, income has
only a modest effect on maternal locus of control. A one standard deviation increase in parents’ poverty ratio increases mothers’ locus of
control by .10 standard deviations. Since the standard deviation of the
poverty ratio is about 2, doubling incomeonly raises mothers’ locus of
control by about .05 standard deviations, which would reduce teenagers’ chances of dropping out by .22 percentage points and teenage
childbearing by .10 points.
In one widely cited study aboutthe relationship between income and
stress, Pearlin et al. (1981) claim that job disruptions, such as being
fired, demoted, or having to leave work becauseofillness, are likely to

result in “economic strain.” They argue that “as people experience an
intensified strain, there is a substantial chance that they will also experience a heightened level of depression” (p. 345). To measure economicstrain, they ask respondents whethertheycanafford a “suitable”
home, whetherthey can afford furniture and household equipmentthat
needsto be replaced, whether they can afford the kindof car they need,

whether they have enough money for the medical care and clothing
they need, how muchdifficulty they have payingtheirbills, and whether
they have some moneyleft over at the end of the month. Of course,
this kind of economicstrain is not necessarily associated with low income. Families’ expectations change as their incomeincreases, so a

middle-income family’s idea of a suitable homeorcaris different from
a poor family’s. Unfortunately, this study does notreport the correlation

between income and economicstrain.

Pearlin et al. find that the correlation between disruptive job events
and increased depression is .34. They argue that the change in income
and the resulting change in economicstrain that follow disruptive job
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events cause the change in depression. But the correlation between a
change in incomeand a changein depressionis only -.064. This does
not suggest that parental incomemainly affects children by influencing
parental depression.
Glen Elder and his colleagues have also argued that income influences children’s outcomes throughits influence on parents’ psychological well-being and behavior.? Once again, however, the relationships
they report are weak. In a recent study, for example, the correlation
between parental income and fathers’ depression was —.15, and the
correlation between fathers’ depression and children’s school performance (a composite of grade point average and getting along with
teachers) was —.18. At most, therefore, increasing parental income by
a standard deviation might reduce a father’s depression enoughto improve a child’s school performance by (—.15)(—.18) .027 standard de-

viations. The effect through mothers’ depression was equally small.
From this we can conclude that if income has an effect on children’s
school performance,it is not mainly through parents’ depression. The
idea that these paths are important comesmainly from focusing on their
statistical significance while ignoring theirsize.
The PSID includesindexes of parents’ aspirations,trust, efficacy, and
anger. Noneofthese indexesis ideal for measuring stress, but each taps
a conceptthat psychologists have used to measure distress. Aspirations
are a measure of a person’s motivation to get ahead. Thetrust index
measures optimism and how mucha persontakes others into account.
Theefficacy index tries to measure how mucha personfeels in control
of events. The anger index subsumes both generalized anger and pessimism. ‘Io minimize randomerror, I average each measure of parents’
psychological well-being over five years. (See Appendix D for details
of the indexes.)?

‘Table 7.1 shows the effect of doubling income onthe parents’ psychological attributes in the PSID controlling parents’ age and education, child’s age and race, and household size. Parental incomeis the
average for the five years when the attribute was measured. Doubling
parental income appearstoraise efficacy by about a third of a standard
deviation, andtrust by abouta fifth of a standard deviation. It appears
to reduce aspirations by a small amount. Incomeappearsto have almost
no effect on parental anger.
Table 7.2 showsthe effect of a one standard deviation improvement
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Table 7.1

The effect of increasing parental income on standardized measures of

parents’ psychologicalattributes, 1968-1972

Psychological

indexes

Aspirations
Efficacy
‘Trust
Anger

Effect of a standard

Effect of

deviation increase

doubling income

in income

—.121
364
189
.008

— .094
284
148
.006

Source: Calculated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. All the psychological indexes
have a standard deviation of 1.00. The effect of incomeisstatistically significantat the .05
level for all parental attributes except anger. Estimates control parents’ age and education,
child’s race and age, and householdsize.

Table 7.2 The effect of improving parental psychological attributes by one
standard deviation on children’s outcomes

Children’s outcomes

Aspirations Efficacy Trust Anger

Probability of teenage childbearing

Probability of dropping out of high school
Years of education

Years of education for high school graduates
Male workers’ hourly wages (1992 dollars)
Male workers’ annual earnings (1992 dollars)
Probability of male idleness
Probability of single motherhood

021

013
— .025

.022
.163
616
.006
022

—.019

—.024 —.001

070
357
918
017
—.029

.073 —.026
=.038
~—.202
—109
143
—.019 —.011
—.040 —.023

—.018 —.020 —.002
135
.168
.000

Source: Calculated by Timothy Veenstra using the PSID.

in these measures of parents’ psychological well-being on children’s
outcomes.* Parental anger hasvery little effect on children’s outcomes.
High parental aspirations appear to increase teenage childbearing,
dropping out of high school, and single motherhood, although these
effects are small. Improving parental trust by a standard deviation reduces teenage childbearing by 2.4 percentage points, dropping out by
2 percentage points, and single motherhoodby 4 percentage points.It
increases years of education by .168 years, but has a small effect on
young men’s labor-market outcomes. Parental efficacy has a greater
effect than parental trust on male wages and earnings.
Combiningtheresults in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, we see that doubling
income only improves parental trust enough to reduce teenage child——m 119
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bearing by (.189)(.024) = .005 percentage points, and increase schooling by (.189)(.168) = .03 years. Incomehasa greater effect on parental
efficacy than it does on parentaltrust. But parentalefficacy has a smaller
effect than parental trust on children’s outcomes. Doubling income
still improves efficacy enough to reduce teenage childbearing by
(.364)(—.019) = —.7 percentage points. Doubling parental income
does not reduce parental aspirations enough to have muchofan effect
on most outcomes.
Nosingle measure capturesall aspects of parents’ psychologicalwellbeing. Income might influence some combination ofthese attributes
more than any oneattribute. But when I add all four measures of pa-

rental psychological well-being to equations predicting children’s outcomes, they never explain more than a fifth of the incomeeffect, and

for most outcomes they explain less than 15 percent of the income
effect. If parents’ psychologicalattributes affect their income aswellas
the other way around, the stress-related effect of raising parental income on children’s outcomeswill be even smaller than these estimates

imply.

Income and Parenting Practices
In the parental-stress model, stress affects children’s outcomesbyaffecting the way parents treat their children. Some studies show, for

instance, that mass unemploymentincreases the incidence of physical
punishmentand child abuse (Elder 1979; Lemperset al. 1989). This

does not necessarily mean that incomelossincreases child abuse. When
parentslose their jobs many things happen at once. They spend more
time with their children, whichcreates the opportunity for abuse. They
may turn to alcoholand drugs, which also increase the chancesof abuse.
If these changes were mainly the result of having moretime rather than
less money, we might find that job loss increased child abuse even if
unemployment compensation replaced 100 percentof lost wages.
Conversely, income could affect parenting practices even if they had
nothing to do with parental stress. If practices that are adaptive for the
poor makeit harder for children to escape poverty, as the culture of
poverty hypothesis implies, low parental income could harm children
even if their parents experienced no morestress than affluent parents.
If poverty makes the poorreluctantto think carefully aboutthe future,
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for example, this could have adverse effects on children that are unre-

lated to measuresofstress.

The NLSYprovides several measures with which we can test the
relationship between income andparentingpractices. It asked mothers
what they would do if their children hit them—would they hit back,
spank the child, send the child to his or her room, give the child a
chore, talk to the child, or ignore the child? I created a “disciplinestyle” index that maximized the relationship between these responses
and parental income. Higher scores on the index correspond to the
responses given by affluent parents. Appendix D describes the index in
detail.
NLSYinterviewers also recorded whether the mother conversed
with her child during the interview; caressed, hugged, or kissed her
child; physically restricted her child; spanked her child; or answered
her child’s questions verbally. I used this information to create a “nurturing” index. My third index, the TV-Readindex,is based on mothers’
estimates of how often they read to their children and how many hours
per day the television is on. Once again, both indexes werescaled to
maximize their correlation with income, and higher scores were associated with the behaviorofaffluent parents.
The PSID also asked parents how much time they spent watching
television and whether any adult had attended a PTA meeting in the
last year. I use these to make a TV-PTA index for PSID respondents.
These measures of parenting practicesare not ideal; they omit many
things that influence the relationship between parents and children.
Norare they necessarily good proxies for unmeasuredaspects of parenting. In the NLSY, a mother’s discipline style is nearly unrelated to
her nurturing (r = .053), and the TV-Readindex is only moderately
related to herdiscipline style (ry = .243) or nurturing (7 = .111).

Table 7.3 shows that when I control family background, doubling
parental income has a small effect on the NLSY measuresof parental
practices, even though all these indexes are weighted so as to maximize
their correlation with income. Doubling income has a somewhat
greater effect on whetherparents watch television and go to PTA meetings in the PSID.
Table 7.4 showsthat all three NLSY measures of parenting practices
have a substantial effect on PPVT scores and a smaller effect on other
scores. The TV-Read index hasthe biggest effect on test scores. Table
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Table 7.3

Theeffect of increasing parental income on standardized indexes of
parenting practices

Psychological
indexes

Effect of a standard

Effect of
doubling income

Discipline
Nurturing
TV-Read

deviation increase
in income

165
152
.130

TV-PTA

159
.146
125

229

.178

Sources: Estimates in the first three rows were computed from the NLSY mother-child

files by David Knutson using a sample of four- and five-year-olds in 1986, 1988, and 1990.
The last row was estimated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. Appendix D describes
the construction of each index.

Table 7.4 The effect of improving parentingpractices by one standard deviation
on four- and five-year-olds’ outcomes

Parenting index

Children’s outcomes

Discipline

Nurture

‘TV-Read

PPVT
PIAT math

2.63
75

2.77
1.77

4.68
1.98

BPI

— .87

— 1.23

— 1.87

PIAT reading

22

1.14

2.05

Source: Computed from the NLSY mother-child files by David Knutson.

Table 7.5 “The effect of reducing parental television watchingandincreasing
P'TA attendance by onestandard deviation on adolescent and young
adult-outcomes
Outcomes

Effect of improvement

Probability of teenage childbearing
Probability of dropping out of high school
Years of education
Years of education for high school graduates
Male workers’ hourly wages (1992 dollars)
Male workers’ annual earnings (1992 dollars)

Probability of male idleness
Probability of single motherhood
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— .023
— .010
207
125
122
717

—.018
— .030
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7.5 shows that PSID children whose parents watch a lot of television

and seldom attend PTA meetings have somewhat worse outcomes than
other children.
Combiningthese tables, we can see that doubling parental income

does not improve any of these parenting practices enough to improve

children’s outcomessubstantially. Thus though a standard deviation improvement in the TV-Read index increases PPVT scores by 4.68
points, doubling parental income improves the TV-Read index byonly
.130 standard deviations. As a result, doubling income improves ‘T'VRead enoughto raise PPVT scores by (.130)(4.68) = .608 points. The
other parenting practices have smaller effects on outcomes. Doubling
income improves the PSID measure of TV-PTAby .229 standard deviations. A standard deviation improvementin T'V-PTAincreases years
of education by .207. Doubling parental income improves T'V-PTA
enoughto increase education by (.229)(.207) = .047 years. Its effect on

other outcomesis also small.
WhenI regress children’s test scores on all the parenting practices,
controlling parents’ income and age, child’s race, age, sex, and family
size, they always have large andstatistically significant effects. Nonetheless, taken as a group, these parenting practices accountfor only 10
to 20 percent of the effect of income. This meansthat although parenting practices are importantfor children’s outcomes, they do not account for muchofthe effect of income.
These correlations do not suggest that parental income influences
children’s outcomes primarily throughits influence on parenting practices. Yet the correlations I report in this chapter are no smaller than
those reported by advocates of this hypothesis. The widely cited study
by Congeret al. (1992) concludes, for example, that economicpressures
were associated with “depression and demoralization for both parents,
which [were] related to marital conflict and disruptionsin skillful par-

enting.” The correlation matrix provided in that study showsthat the
standardized effect of per capita income on male seventh-graders’
school performance through mothers’ disciplinestyle is .063.° Since the
standard deviation of per capita income is about equal to the mean,
these results suggest that doubling incomeper capita from its mean
($5,100 in 1989 dollars) improves school performance by .063 standard
deviations. This does not control other characteristics of families, such

as parental education,that are likely to influence parental income,parame 123
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enting practices, and children’s outcomes. Controlling such factors
would reduce the apparent effect of income on school performance to
less than .063. If one makes similar estimates based on therelationship
of parental incometo mothers’hostility or other measuresof parenting
style, their effect is even smaller in Congeretal.’s data.
Parent-child interactions appear to be importantfor children’s success, but these results providelittle evidence that parents’ income has
a large influence on parentingpractices. Nor do theresults in this chapter suggest that parental incomehas a large effect on parents’ psychological attributes other thantheir feelings of efficacy. And parentalefficacy has only a modest effect on children’s outcomes.

8

OuUuQUAD

More Evidence on the

“True” Effect of Income

n this chapter I try to determine the true effect of income on children’s life chances using two different approaches that depend on

changes in income. First, I compare trends in parental income with

trends in children’s outcomes. Second, I compare the outcomesofchildren wholived in states that paid high AFDC benefits with the outcomesof children wholived in states that paid low AFDC benefits. I
also review the evidence from the Negative Income Tax experiments.
Trends in Parents’ Income and Children’s Outcomes

If parental income has a substantial influence on children’s behavior
relative to other factors, trends in parents’ income ought to produce
parallel trends in children’s behavior,at least if other major influences
stay moreorless the same.
The Median Child
Table 8.1 shows trends in the real household income of children (in

1992 dollars) between 1959 and 1989 using data from the two main
sources of governmentstatistics on income, the decennial Census and
the CPS. I show Census data between 1959 and 1989 and CPS data
between 1969 and 1989. The mean of the third quintile is approximately the median for all children, so both the Census and the CPS
show that the median child’s household incomeincreased during the
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Table 8.1

Mean income in 1992 dollars for children’s households, 1959-1989,

by incomedecile or quintile and year

Data set

Year

Decile

Second

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

3,844
6,021
5,330
4,619

=—-:10,752
15,662
14,527
13,467

17,995
24,939
25,244
24,367

25,071
34696
37,812
37,902

33,112
45,834
51,155
53,826

58,608
77,087
85,535
93,912

Percentage change
1959-69
56.6
1969-79
—11.5
1979-89
— 13.3
1969-89
— 23.3

45.7
— 7.3
—7.3
— 14.0

38.6
1.2
— 3.5
— 2.3

38.4
9.0
0.2
9.2

38.4
11.6
5.2
17.4

31.5
11.0
9.8
21.8

CPS
1969
1979
1989

16,871
14,800
13,049

25,338
24,941
23,490

34,668
37,252
37,320

45,262
50,286
53,414

74,449
81,047
~—-91,292

Household income
Census
1959
1969
1979
1989

First

Quintile

8,085
6,321
5,217

Percentage change
1969-79

—17.5
— 35.5

—11.8
—22.7

— 12.3

— 1.6

— 5.8
—7.3

0.2
7.6

7.5

11.1

6.2
18.0

12.6
22.6

781
1,353
1,402
1,247

2,166
3,326
3,606
3,428

3,689
5,268
6,043
5,961

5,215
7,217
8,718
8,988

6,860
9,408
11,571
12,664

11,869
15,365
18,596
21,468

Percentage change
1959-69
73.2
1969-79
3.6
1979-89
—11.1
1969-89
~7.9

53.6
8.4
—4.9
3.1

42.8
14.7
—1.4
13.2

38.4
20.8
3.1
24.5

37.1
23.0
9.4
34.6

29.5
21.0
15.4
39.7

CPS
1969
1979
1989

1,864
1,663
1,433

3,648
3,679
3,335

5,354
6,026
5,778

7,392
8,711
9,062

9,402
11,491
12,666

16,238
17,399
21,006

Percentage change
1969-79
— 10.8
1979-89
— 13.8
1969-89
—23.1

0.9
— 9.3
— 8.6

12.6
—4.1
7.9

17.8
4.0
22.6

22.2
10.2
34.7

7.2
20.7
29.4

1979-89
1969-89
Per capita income
Census
1959
1969
1979
1989

—21.8

8.9

Source: ‘Tabulations by David Knutson. Meansfor the top quintile are biased downward

due to top-coding.
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1970s and hardly changed during the 1980s. The Census also shows
that the median child’s household incomeincreased very rapidly during
the 1960s.
Theaveragesize of children’s households declined from 4.25 to 3.39
members between 1960 and 1990, so the typical family neededless
income in 1990 than in 1960. The estimates in the top half of ‘Table
8.1 make no adjustmentfor such changesin household size. ‘This strategy assumes that from a child’s viewpoint the benefits of additional
household members (who mightbesiblings, a second parent, a grandparent, a live-in boyfriend, or a roomer) exactly equal the costs. ‘This
is unlikely. The bottom half ofTable 8.1 estimates the per capita income
of children’s households. This measure assumesthat there are no economies ofscale in larger households. Per capita income and unadjusted
incomeset the upper and lower boundsof the “true” equivalencescale,
which is somewhere between these extremes. In both the Census and
the CPS, median per capita incomeincreased substantially in the 1970s
andless in the 1980s. Census data show that median per capita income
increased very rapidly in the 1960s. In both the Census and the CPS,

the increase in median per capita incomewasgreater than the increase

in median unadjusted incomein both the 1970s and the 1980s. Much
of the improvementin real per capita incomeis thustraceable to declining household size rather than rising income.
Regardless of how I adjust for household size, the trend in median
household incomeis the same: the median child’s real household incomegrewfastest during the 1960s, slower during the 1970s, and hardly
at all during the 1980s. The trend in median household incomeis,
however, sensitive to the way we adjust income for changesin prices.
Different price indexes used by the federal governmentyield changes
in the incomeof the median child’s family that range from close to no
changeto an increase of 15.3 percent between 1969 and 1989.!

Inequality
If we compare 1989 with 1969 and do notadjust for householdsize,
incomerose for children in the top half of the incomedistribution and
fell for those in the bottom half. Per capita income rose for the top
four-fifths of the incomedistribution andfell for the bottom fifth.
Because income grew moreatthe top ofthe distribution than in the

More EVIDENCE ON THE ““TRUE”? EFFECT OF INCOME

middle, the relative position of those in the middle deteriorated even
though their absolute position improved.It is unclear whether the net
result would be to make children in the middle better or worse off.
That depends on whetherrelative or absolute economicwell-being affects children more.’ This is important because the gap between the
middle and the top quintile grew by 40 to 80 percent between 1969
and 1989, whereasthe absolute incomeof the middle quintile rose only
8 to 10 percent. Between 1959 and 1969, in contrast, parental income
increased rapidly, whereas inequality declined slightly. Predictions
about how these trends should affect the median child’s outcomes
clearly depend on whetherrelative or absolute incomeis more important.
For the poorest 20 percent of children, in contrast, the predictions

are unequivocal. ‘Their incomerose both absolutely andrelatively from

1959 to 1969, then fell both relatively and absolutely between 1969 and

1989.
Theories aboutthe effect of parental income on children’s outcomes
are seldom explicit about whetherrelative or absolutelevels of parental
income matter for children. A discussion I had with twoteachersillustrates this point. One argued that being poor was worsefor whitechildren than for black children because “the gap is so much bigger between the white that has and the white that doesn’t.” The other argued
that being poor was worsefor blacks because their absolute poverty was
worse.
Children’s Outcomes

Mostchildren’s outcomes are measured at a particular age. To assess
trends in teenage childbearing, for instance, we must compare cohorts
of twenty-year-olds, since we cannottell whether a womanwill become
a teenage motheruntil she has had her twentieth birthday. Women who
reach the age of twenty in a given year will not necessarily have had
the same average family incomeas the average child under twenty in
earlier years. Thus we cannot automatically assume that repeatedcrosssections ofparental income, such as those shownin Table8.1, represent

the experiences of cohorts of children. Nonetheless, because median
incomehasincreased over the entire period since 1959, we can assume
that, on average, recent cohorts of children had higher real incomes
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during their childhood than earlier cohorts. Thus children’s outcomes

ought to have improvedas well. Ifwe track children born between 1940

and 1975, we might also expect to see more improvementin earlier

cohorts than in more recent cohorts because incomerose faster between 1940 and 1970 than after 1970.

Nationaltrenddataare available for some of the outcomesI consider
in this book. ‘Table 8.2 shows trends in teenage childbearingrates, high
school dropoutrates, educational attainment, labor-market outcomes,

and single parenthood.If real parental income affects children’s outcomes andall else had remained the same, these outcomes ought to
have improvedbecause the incomeofeach successive cohort ofchildren
has risen. High school dropoutrates andyears of education did improve
Table 8.2.

Trends in children’s outcomes

Year outcomeis measured

Change Change

Children’s outcomes

1970 1976 1980 1985

1990

1970-—
1980

19801990

Births per 1,000 women
ages fifteen—nineteen

68.3

53.5

53.0

51.0

59.6

—-15.3

6.6

Percentage of fourteen- to
twenty-four-year-olds
not graduated from high
school and not enrolled 12.2

11.8

12.00

106

106

—-02

-—14

12.4

12.9

12.8

12.8

12.9

0.4

0.1

41.5

40.8

41.7

41.4

41.0

0.2

-—0.7

—.96

—1.36

Outcomesat age twenty-

four

Meanyears of
education
Hours male worked
last week
Male hourly wages(in
1992 dollars)

Percentage of males

whoareidle
Percentage of women
whoaresingle
mothers

12.58 11.51 11.62 10.35 10.26
6.5

134

114

13.7

11.6

4.9

0.2

NA

11.2)

10.2

14.1

16.5

NA

6.3

Sources: Information aboutbirths to teenagegirls is from the Statistical Abstract of the

United States 1993, table 93. All other estimates were tabulated by David Knutson using
March CPSdata.
Note: NA = notavailable.
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between 1970 and 1990. Births to teenage girls declined between 1970
and 1980, but they had increased again by 1990, even though the average family income of teenagers born in 1970 was higher than the
average incomeof teenagers born in 1960. Educational attainment improved from 1970 to 1990, and improved more between 1970 and 1980
than between 1980 and 1990, when income growth slowed. Thepercentage of twenty-four-year-old men who wereidle increased, young
men’s wages declined, and the percentage of twenty-four-year-old
women who were single mothers increased between 1970 and 1990.
Thus the overall pattern is mixed: some outcomes improved as income
rose, but others did not.
Beginning in the early 1970s, income amongpoorfamilies declined

relative to the income of the median family. It declined even more
relative to the incomeofaffluent families. Thus the incomeof children

near the bottom ofthe incomedistribution was worsein relative terms
during the 1970s and 1980s than it was during the 1950s and 1960s.

Absolute incomealso declined at the bottom of the incomedistribution
during the 1970s and 1980s. Thus if income affects children’s life

chances, low-incomechildren oughtto have fared better in the 1970s
than in the 1980s. Conversely, the outcomesof affluent children ought
to have improvedoverthis period, because their income improved both
absolutely and relative to the mean.
We cannot use the Census or the CPSto estimate the distribution
of children’s outcomesovertheir parents’ income groups. Forthis we
need longitudinal data. I use the PSID to showthedistribution ofoutcomesfor children classified by their parents’ income whenthey were
fourteen years old. NLSY data on children’s cognitive skills and behavior problemsare not available until 1986, so we cannot use these
data to assess the effect of incometrends.
For comparison with the CPS and Censusdata, Table 8.3 uses PSID
data to show trends in parents’ median income and income for the
poorest 20 percent and the richest 40 percent of fourteen-year-olds.
Because the PSID oversamples low-income households, the number of
unweighted cases in the richest 20 percent of the sample is sometimes
too small to provide reliable estimates. Consequently, I show trendsfor
the richest 40 percent of children. The PSID has too few cases to assess
trends year by year, so I aggregate over four-year periods. Children
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Table 8.3

‘Trends in parental income in the PSID

Years income is measured
(years children turned twenty)

Median
income

Poorest
20%

Richest
40%

1968-71 (1974-77)

$41,956

$16,390

1972-75 (1978-81)

46,434

18,587

77,646

1976-79 (1982-85)

47,912

16,322

84,396

1980-83 (1986-89)

43,029

14,653

$72,641

80,405

Source: Tabulated by Timothy Veenstra using PSID data. Income is measured when

children were fourteen yearsold.

who were twenty years old between 1974 and 1977 were fourteen in
1968-1971, the first four years of the PSID. Children who were twentyfour years old between 1978 and 1981 were fourteen in 1968-1971.

After 1975, each successive cohort of PSID children experienced

greater income inequality during adolescence than the previous cohort.
Parental income among the poorest 20 percent of fourteen-year-olds
fell from 40.0 percent of the median incomein 1972-1975 to only 34.1
percent in 1980-1983. As in the Census and the CPS, the growth in
inequality in the PSID results from both a decline in incomenearthe
bottom and an increase near the top.> Thus if income during adolescence affects children’s well-being, success should have been redistributed from the poorto the rich over theseyears.
‘To see if the observed changes in children’s outcomes correspondto
the changes we would expect based on the changesin parental income,
I used the “conventional” models in Chapter 4 to determine the expected effect of a 10 percent change in parental income on each outcome. The first column in Table 8.4 showsthis estimate. Using this
estimate, the second column showsthe change in each outcome we
would expect based on how the incomeof the poorest 20 percent of
children actually changed over the 1970s and early 1980s. Becauseincome fell for low-income children, we expect their outcomes to have
worsened. The third column shows the expected change among the
richest 40 percent of children. Because their income rose, we expect
their outcomes to have improved.
The fourth and fifth columns show the observed changesover the
sameperiod. ‘Two points are obvious from this table. First, the expected
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Table 8.4

Expected change in each outcomefor cohorts who turned twenty or
twenty-four in 1978-1981 and 1986-1989
Predicted Expected change Observed change
changefor

Children’s outcomes

10% income Poorest Richest Poorest
increase
20%
40%
20%

Adolescent outcomes (in percentages)
Girls who become teenage
mothers
— 1.70
Teens who drop out of
school
— 1.30
Outcomesat age twenty-four
Years of education
Al
Years of education for high
school graduates
.08
Male workers’ hourly wages
(1992 dollars)
13

Male workers’ annual

earnings (1992 dollars)
Percentage of males who
are idle
Percentage of women who
are single mothers

Richest
40%

3.60

—-.60 —-110

—9.60

2.80

-—.50 —5.60

—2.80

— .24

04

—.002

.003

—.17

03

—.28

15

— .28

05

—-.10

—2.36

355

— 753

128

473

—2,401

— .28

60

—.10 —4.20

— 8.60

— 2.20

4.70

—.79

4.70

— .20

Source: Computed by Timothy Veenstra using PSID data. In the poorest quintile, income
decreased by 21.2 percent between 1972-1975 and 1980-1983. Incomeincreased by 3.6

percentin the top 40 percentof the incomedistribution over the same period. Estimates of
the effect of income are from equations in which outcomeis regressed on (log)income
whenchildren are fourteen years old.

changes in these outcomesarerelatively small. This is partly because
the effect of incomeis modestand partly because the changein income,
thoughhistorically large, is also modest. Second, the observed changes
in the outcomesare almost unrelated to the changes we would predict
on the basis of incomedata.
Taken together, these results imply that neither the trends in the
overall level of children’s outcomesnorthe trendsin their distribution
parallel trends in parental income. Nonetheless, this does not prove
that income had noeffectat all. Changes in parental income may have
been too small to produce large changes in children’s outcomes, and
the small changes that incomedid produce may be obscuredby other,
more powerful trends.
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State Welfare Benefits and Children’s Outcomes

In 1992 the maximum AFDCbenefit for a family of three in the continental United States varied from a high of $680 in Connecticut to a
low of $120 in Mississippi. If incomeperse helps children, then allelse
being equal, children should fare better in Connecticut than in Mississippi. Thepolitical debate over welfare has seldom focusedon the potential benefits to children of increasing or reducingtheir families’ incomes. Rather, it has focused on whether AFDC discourages parents
from working, marrying, and controllingtheir fertility.
Political conservatives often claim that high welfare benefits actually
hurt children by discouraging parental work and marriage. They also
argue that high welfare benefits provide an incentive for teenagers
themselves to becomesingle parents, ruining their chances for subsequent success. Political liberals, in contrast, have usually argued that
the additional income provided by AFDCallows parents to purchase
the goods andservices their children need to succeed and to have the
peace of mindthat allows them to be goodparents.
As I discussed in Chapter 4, a family’s income from welfare often
appears to have a negative effect on children’s outcomes. But this does
not tell us that high welfare benefits hurt children. The amount of
welfare income a family receives depends on manyfactors besides the
state’s benefit level, including how muchtimeit spends on welfare, how
much otherincomeit has,its size, and other unmeasuredparentaltraits.

Unless we can controlall the factors associated with both families’ wel-

fare incomeand children’s outcomes, estimates of the effect of welfare

incomecan bebiased. The state benefit level does not depend on these
characteristics, at least not in any obvious way. Thusits effect on children’s outcomesis notbiased byourinability to control someparental
characteristics.
Previous Research

Mostsocial scientists who studytheeffect of welfare benefit levels look
at adult outcomes,such as the likelihood of parents’ marrying or working. In many cases, moreover,researchers controlvariables that depend
to some extent on benefit levels, so their estimates do nottell us the

likely effect of an actual change in benefits. When Plotnick (1990) es—= 133
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timated the effect of state AFDC and Food Stamp benefits on teenage
girls’ chances of having an out-of-wedlockbirth, for example, he found
that higher benefits were associated with higher rates of out-ofwedlock teenage childbearing among white and Hispanicgirls, though
not amongblack girls. But Plotnick controlled total family income and
welfare income whenthegirls were fourteen years old. Both these
variables partly depend onthestate’s benefit level, so controlling them
could mean that he underestimated the overall effect of state benefit
levels.* By contrast, Plotnick’s estimatesfail to take into account many
characteristics of states that are correlated with benefit levels and are
likely to influence out-of-wedlock births, such as the availability of
abortions, cultural attitudes toward illegitimacy, and so on. Omitting

these characteristic of states could produce estimates that are too
high.
Haveman and Wolfe (1994) also estimated the effect of state AFDC
benefit levels when teenage girls weresix to fifteen years old on their
chances of having a baby. They foundthatthe effect of the benefitlevel
was close to zero, but their estimates are subject to many of the same

biases as Plotnick’s.
Nostudy that I know oftries to estimate the effect of the welfare
benefit level when girls were growing up on their chances of becoming
single mothers after the age of twenty, thoughseveral studies havetried
to estimate the effect of welfare benefit levels on adult women’s chances
of being married if they have children. Althoughpolitical conservatives
claim that high welfare benefits increase single motherhoodandtherefore hurt children, most research finds that welfare benefit levels have

a surprisingly small effect on mothers’ chances of marrying.’

Corcoran and Adams (1995) find that the combinedstate welfare

and Food Stampbenefit level when boys were fourto sixteen years old
had a very small andstatistically insignificant effect on their hourly
wages when they were young adults. But Corcoran and Adamsalso
controlled family income from welfare. Since welfare incomeis a product of the time a family spends on welfare and the monthly benefit
levels, their estimate of the effect of state AFDC benefits is too low.

Whenthis bias is corrected, their results suggest that higher benefits
lower both black and white men’s earnings. Higher benefits also appear
to lower hourly wagesfor whites, butslightly increase them for blacks.°
Corcoran and Adamscontrol neighborhood characteristics, the house-
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hold head’s average annual hours of work, and the percentage of time
the child spent in a household headed by a female. Because these factors
are likely to be influencedby state benefit levels, controlling them could
bias the estimated effect of state benefit levels, though the direction of
that bias is unpredictable.
Hill and O’Neill (1994) estimated that a 50 percent increase in the

combined AFDC and Food Stampbenefitlevel raised the PPVT scores
of children who hadreceived welfare for at least two years by less than
one half of one percentile point. This estimate is notreliably different
from zero. But Hill and O’Neill also found that higher benefits were
associated with higher PPVT scoresfor children in families that never
received welfare. From this they concludedthatstates that provide high
benefits must also provide “positive educational and cultural environments” that enhance children’s vocabulary. Since no such benefit was
apparent for children on welfare, one could infer that higher benefits
could lower PPVT scores, although Hill and O’Neill do nottest this
hypothesis explicitly.
Butler (1990) estimated the effect of state benefit levels on the ed-

ucational attainment of PSID children whose parents divorced, separated, or became widowed and whose income while married was no

more than four timestheofficial poverty threshold. She controlled parental education and incomepriorto the marital break-up, the county
unemploymentrate, the median county income, thestate high school
graduation rate, and the state college graduation rate. The last two
variables were controlled to take account of state differences in the
educational environment.
Butler found that a $100 increase (in 1988 dollars) in monthly AFDC

benefits was associated with an additional .096 years of education for
these children. The mean benefit level was $645, so her results imply
that increasing the mean benefit by 10 percent would increase education by .059 years. This is consistent with conventionalestimatesof the
effect of parental incomeon children’s education. Mostoftheeffect of
welfare benefit levels was on years of completed post-secondary education. Welfare benefit levels had a small andstatistically insignificant
effect on completion of grades ten through twelve,butlarge and significant effects on completion of grades thirteen throughsixteen. Welfare benefit levels had almostno effect on children whoseparents stayed
married.
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Estimating the “True” Effect ofAFDC Benefits
These studies underline the importance of selecting appropriate comparison groups whenestimating the impactof welfare benefit levels on
children. High welfare benefits are unlikely to have a detectable effect
on mean outcomesforall children in a state, because only about one
child in ten receives welfare. But we cannotjust estimate the effect of
benefit levels for families that receive welfare, because single mothers
with higherskills and better marriage prospects are morelikely to rely
on welfare in high-benefit states than in low-benefit states. Since we
cannotcontrolall the characteristics of mothers that are correlated with

both the state benefit level and the children’s outcomes, estimates of

how benefit levels affect children will be too large if they are based only
on data for recipients.
Anotherproblem is how to controlall the state characteristics that
are correlated with the welfare benefit level and children’s outcomes.
Forinstance, states with high welfare benefit levels might also spend a
lot on schools, child care, or other amenities that help children. High-

benefit states also tend to have a highercost of living than low-benefit
states. Ignoring such state-to-state differences could yield misleading
estimates of the importance of welfare.
Since welfare mostly serves single-parent families, welfare benefit
levels will mainly affect children living with one parent. Of course,
benefit levels will also induce some parents not to marry, but research
suggests that these effects are quite small, so this is notlikely to be a
serious problem. If higher parental income improves children’s outcomes,andall else is equal, childrenliving in single-parentfamilies will
have better outcomes in states with high benefits than in states with

low benefits. Of course, all else is not equal across states. States with

high benefit levels tend to spend more on education,have highertaxes,
and so on. Thus we would expect children raised in these states to do
better even if they grew up in two-parentfamilies and never received
welfare. But if these state-to-state differences influenceall children in
a state, whereas welfare mainly influences children raised in singleparent families, high welfare benefits should reduce the gap between
children raised in one-parent and two-parentfamilies.
The NLSY does not identify the state in which a childlives, so I
cannot estimate the effect of state benefit levels on young children.
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Instead I use PSID data to estimate the effect of the maximum AFDC
benefit for a family of four on the gap in outcomes betweenchildren
in single-parent families and children in married-couple families. The
model I use for these estimates is explained in Appendix E. I average
state benefit levels over the years when children were thirteen to seventeen years old. I do not include the value of Food Stamps. A family’s
Food Stamp benefit dependsonits size and its income. As AFDC benefits increased, Food Stamp benefits decreased. Since Food Stamp benefits depended on AFDC benefits (and are therefore endogenous), I omit
them from these estimates.
Thefirst column in Table 8.5 showsthat for children raised in married-couple families, all outcomesare better in states with high benefits
than in states with low benefits. The second column showsthat, with
two exceptions, the sameis true for children in single-parent families.

The exceptions are that more young men are idle and more young
women becomesingle mothers in high-benefit states than in low-benefit states. But though almostall outcomesare better in high-benefit
states, outcomesfor children in single-parent families are less sensitive
to benefit levels than outcomesfor children in married-couple families.
The gap between children in married-couple andsingle-parentfamilies
therefore increases as AFDC benefits increase (see column3).

As I have noted, high welfare benefits are correlated with manyother
attributes of states that can influence children in both married-couple
and single-parent families. But welfare mainly influences children in
single-parent families. The apparenteffect of high welfare benefits on
children in married-couple families must therefore be largely attributable to these other factors. The effect of the welfare benefit levelis
measured by the changein the gap. The gap increasesfor teenage childbearing, dropping out of school, single motherhood, and male wages,
earnings, and idleness. The increase is small for most outcomes, how-

ever, andit is reliably different from zero only for dropping out and
single motherhood. (See Appendix E for the full model with standard
errors.)

By estimating a confidenceinterval for each outcome, we can determine how likely it is that the true effect of welfare benefits will fall
within a particular range. We can befairly confidentthat higher benefits
do not reduce the gap between children in one- and two-parentfamilies
with respect to high school dropoutrates, male idleness, or single moth——e 137
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Table 8.5 The effect of doubling state AFDC benefit levels on outcomesof
children in married-couple and single-parent families

Children in

Children’s outcomes
Probability of teenage
childbearing
Probability of dropping
out of school
Years of education
Years of education for
high school graduates
Male hourly wages (1992
dollars)
Male annual earnings

(1992 dollars)
Probability of male

idleness
Probability of single
motherhood

Children in

Change in

advantage of

married-couple
families

single-parent
families

children with
married parents

— .069

— .044

025

— .088
495

— .031
316

057
179

257

158

099

1.73

57

1.16

2,073

1,019

1,054

— .034

079

113

— .065

015

.080

Source: Estimates from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra.

erhood. We can also be fairly confident that higher benefits do not
reduce the gap in young men’s wages. Forthe other outcomestheeffect
of higher benefits is uncertain.
Because the PSID samplesarerelatively small, I also used the 1990
decennial Censusto estimatetheeffect of state welfare benefits on the
probability that fourteen- to twenty-four-year-olds who lived at home
had dropped out of high school. There are many morecases in the
Census sample that I used than in the PSID (110,331 cases versus
4,015). I controlled state characteristics using the same model I used
with the PSID data. Doubling state AFDC benefit levels widens the
dropout gap between children in single-parent and married-couple
families by 1.2 percentage points. This estimateis statistically significant and consistent with the estimate in Table 8.5. I also used Census
data to estimate the effect of state welfare benefit levels on the chances
that fifteen- to nineteen-year-old women wholived with their parents
had a baby. There were 35,323 cases for this estimate. Doublingstate
benefit levels increased the gap by about one percentage point.
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This estimate wasstatistically significant, and it too is consistent with
the results in Table 8.5.
Censusdata are notideal for these estimates because manyteenagers
who drop out of high school and many who havebabiesleave their
parents’ home. The fact that higher welfare benefits result in more
young single mothers’ setting up their own households (Ellwood and
Bane 1985) implies that these Census estimates are somewhat downwardly biased. Nonetheless, the results using Census data are similar
to the results using the PSID.
The overall impression from theseresults is that increasing welfare
benefits is unlikely to improve children’s outcomes appreciably unless
states also changeotherpolicies that affect children. But these results,
like the others I report in this book, have some potential sources of
bias.
As theseresults show,characteristics of states that are correlated with

state welfare benefits influence children’s outcomes. Welfare benefits
vary in part becausethecostofliving varies acrossstates. In fact, some
people have argued that the purchasing power of AFDC and Food
Stamps hardly varied at all once differences in the cost of living were
accountedfor. If this were the case, using the variation in state benefit
levels to estimate the effect of changing the benefit level would be a
mistake, because real benefits, adjusted for the cost of living, would
hardly vary. I know of no gooddata on state-to-state differences in the
cost ofliving, but housing costs are by far the most important source
of state-to-state variationin the costofliving (Citro and Michael 1995),
sO we can get some idea of how muchreal benefits vary by looking at
their relationship to rent. When I regress the maximum state AFDC
benefit level for a family of four on the average annual housing costs
of renters with children in the 1990 Census, I find that for each dollar

increase in housingcosts, benefit levels increase by $1.19.’
Low-incometenants’ rent may, however, vary less than the average
rent of tenants.? When I regress the state AFDC benefit level on the
average rent paid by tenants with children in the poorest fifth of the
state’s incomedistribution,I find that AFDC benefits increase by $1.34
for each dollar increase in rents.° Put another way, each additional dollar in AFDC benefits is associated with a $.45 increase in rent. Food
Stamp benefits decline by about $.30 for every dollar increase in AFDC
benefits. If we take into accountboth the decrease in Food Stamps and
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the increase in rents, AFDC recipients in high-benefit states were only
slightly better off than AFDCrecipients in low-benefit states. Doubling
AFDCbenefits increased “disposable” income (AFDC benefits plus
Food Stampsless rent) for single mothers receiving public assistance
by only about 30 percent.'° Consequently, we would not expectchildren
to fare much better or worse in states with high benefits than in states
with low benefits.

WhatSocial Experiments Show
During the 1970s, the Office of Economic Opportunity conducted a
series of NIT experiments to see whetherincometransfers discouraged

work. There were four experiments: one in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, one in rural Iowa and North Carolina, one in Seattle and Denver,

and one in Gary,Indiana. In each location somefamilies received considerably more money than other.
The NIT experiments guaranteed participants a minimum income
that ranged from 50 to 250 percent of the poverty line. A family’s
monthly check was then reduced bya set percentage (the “tax”) as its
income from other sources increased. After a family’s income reached
the so-called break-even point, that family received no NIT benefits.
The tax on non-NIT income varied depending on the program. In
some locations there was also a control group that received no NIT
benefits. Members of the control group could, however, get benefits

from other federal and state programs such as AFDC,for which they
qualified.Initially, families were randomly assignedto either the control
or the treatment group. Then they were randomlyassigned to particular tax-and-transfer packages within the treatment group. Not surprisingly, membersof the control group were much morelikely to leave
the experiment than membersofthe treatment group."!
In Gary, the incomeof NIT participants was about 50 percent higher
than the incomeofthe control group families. The difference in income
between experimentals and controls was greater in Iowa and North
Carolina, but I was unable to find out how muchgreater.’ By comparing children in the NIT families with children in the control families, we can see if the additional income (or other factors associated

with participating in the experiment) improved children’s outcomes.
Studies that have tried to estimate the difference in standardized
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reading test scores between children in the NIT and children in the
control groups have found different results in different locations. In
rural North Carolina, elementary school children in the NIT group
scored 8.4 percentile points higher than children in the control group.
In rural Iowa, NIT elementary school children scored 7.7 percentile
points lower than the controls. In neither case were theeffects reliably
different from zero. In the Gary NIT, children in grades four through
six scored 22.3 percentile points higher in reading than control children, but children in grades seven thoughten scored lower.
‘Two studies found that NIT children wereless likely than control
group children to drop out of high school, but the magnitude of the
difference varied. Mallar (1977) found that among New Jersey teenagers living with both parents, those whose parents participated in the
experiment were between 20 and 90 percent morelikely to finish high
school than the controls, depending on the parameters of the NITplan.
These same children also completed between .3 and 1.5 more years of
school than the control group. Participants in the New Jersey plan that
provided a guaranteed income equal to the poverty line with a 50 percent tax on other income were 25 percent morelikely than controls to
finish high school. Perversely, cutting the guarantee to 75 percent of
the poverty line appearedto increase the advantage of participants over
controls from 25 to 62 percent. With a 70 percent tax rate, a higher
guarantee level also appears to reduce the advantage of NIT children
over controls. The samepattern held for years of education. This study
appears to show that low benefits help more than generousbenefits,
but that result is neither plausible norstatistically reliable. Indeed, none
of these differences may be attributable to changesin parental income,
since by year three of the New Jersey experiment, participants’ weekly
family income averaged only about 5 percent more than that of the
control group (Watts, Poirier, and Mallar 1977).
Thelargest NIT study covered families in Seattle and Denver. There
adolescents whose families received the NIT were only 11 percent
morelikely than controls to finish high school (Venti 1984). Unlike the
New Jersey NIT, the Seattle and Denver samples included single-parent families and a greater numberof black and Hispanic families, so
the Seattle-Denver sample was more representative of low-income families than the New Jerseysite.
Mallar (1977), Venti and Wise (1984), and others have shown that
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teenagers and youngadults from NIT families wereless likely to work
at all and worked fewer hours than children in control families. But
because these same children were more likely to be in school, NIT
children were less likely than control children to be idle.'? Because
participants knew that generous incomebenefits were available only for
a short time, they had a strong incentive to go to school during that
time in order to improvetheir prospects once the benefits ended.
We can draw nofirm conclusions aboutthe effect ofincometransfers
on children’s cognitive test scores from the NIT experiments. For
school enrollment, the NIT experiments suggest that generous shortterm incometransfers combined with high taxes on earnings could encourage enrollment in the short run, because they provide a strong
incentive to go to school rather than work.
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Helping Poor Children

mericans have not made muchprogressoverthelast two hundred
years in thinking about how to address the needs ofpoorchildren.
‘Today’s debatesare not very different from those conducted in the early

nineteenth century. In Chapter 2 I argued that this was because westill

do not agree on how important parental incomeis relative to other
parental characteristics in shaping children’s prospects. I have thusfar
tried to presentthe best evidenceI could find that bears onthis debate.
In this chapter I summarize whatI think the evidence showsanddiscuss
its implications for helping poorchildren.

Raising Parental Income
Myreview of the evidence suggests three major conclusions. First,
thoughthe effect of parental income is nowhere nearas large as many
political liberals imagine, neither is it zero, as many political conservatives seem to believe. Second, though the effect of parental income
on any one outcomeappearsto be fairly small, higher income has some
effect on most outcomes,so its cumulative impact across all outcomes
maybe substantial. Third, one reason that parental incomeis not more
important to children’s outcomesis probably that governmentpolicies
have donea lot to ensure that poor children get basic necessities most
of the time. Each of these conclusions calls for some elaboration.

Modest Effects
If the results in this book are correct, young children’s test scores are
likely to improve by one or two points when their parents’ income
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doubles. Both teenage childbearing and high school dropout rates
might decline, but the magnitude of the expected decline is uncertain
(between one-tenth and one quarter for teenage childbearing, and
about half that much for dropping out). Doubling parental income
probably raises a child’s eventual years of education by about a fifth of
a year. It might also improve male workers’ wages and earnings, butit
could increase men’s chances of being idle. Doubling parents’ income
seems to reduce young single motherhood by between8 and 20 percent.
Increasing welfare benefits does not appear to improve children’s outcomes.
To put these results in perspective, it is helpful to estimate what
would happento children’s outcomesif we could double the household
incomeofthe poorest 20 percent of children through incometransfers,

tax credits, higher wages, guaranteed work, or someotherstrategy. The

1989 CPS suggests that this would require increasing the average in-

comeof the poorest quintile from about $10,000 to about $20,000 (in

1992 dollars). By historical standards, this would be a huge increase.

The purchasing powerof the poorest 20 percent ofAmericanshas never
been near $20,000. In absolute terms, such an increase would move

almostall children above the poverty line and would move mostof them
above 125 percent of the poverty line, which was $14,228 for a family
of four in 1992. For simplicity, I assume that we can accomplishthis
change by doubling incomefromall sources andthat this leaves parents’
choices about work, welfare, and fertility unchanged. This assumption
is obviously not realistic, because all strategies for increasing income
create incentives that alter people’s choices. But this is still a useful
mental experiment.
Amongthe poorest 20 percent of American teenage girls, about 40

percent have babies before they turn twenty years old. ‘Thelargestestimate of the true effect of income suggests that doubling parents’ income would reduce teenage childbearing by about 10 percentage
points, from 40 to 30 percent. Given this change, the overall teenage
childbearing rate in the United States would fall from 20 to 18 percent.
Onereason the overall teenage childbearing rate wouldfall so little
is that 60 percent of teenage births are to girls whose families are not
low income. Raising the incomeof low-incomefamilies will not reduce
teenage births to these families (and could actually increase them if
redistributing income to low-incomefamilies required reducingthe inee 144
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come of more affluent families). Doubling everyone’s income should,
of course, have a much greater effect on the teenage childbearing
rate. But we do not know howto dothat, and if what really mattersis
relative income, doubling everyone’s income might not have anyeffect
anyway.
Using these same assumptions, wecan calculate that doubling lowincome families’ income would reducetheoverall high school dropout
rate from 17.3 to 16.1 percent, and increase the meanyears of education
from 12.80 years to 12.83 years. Male idleness would increase, and the
percentage of young women whobecomesingle mothers would hardly
change. From this we can concludethatanyrealistic incomeredistributionstrategy is likely to have a relatively small impact ontheoverall
incidenceof social problems. For example, the EITC increases family
income by at most about 10 percent. Nonetheless, the overall benefit
to children from extra income couldstill be greater than the benefits
of any otherpolicy that costs the same.

Diverse Effects
In its 1964 annual report, the Council of Economic Advisors wrote,
“[Poverty’s] ugly by-products include ignorance, disease, delinquency,

crime, irresponsibility, immorality, and indifference. None of these so-

cial evils and hazards will, of course, wholly disappear with the elimination of poverty. But their severity will be markedly reduced” (Economic Report ofthe President, 1964). As this list suggests, income-support
policies are supposedto solve manysocial problemsat once by changing
one thing that seems commonto them all. Incomeis the ultimate “multipurpose”policy instrument.
In contrast, what I call “targeted” solutions try to solve a narrowly

defined problem, such as hunger, with one solution, such as Food

Stamps. All noncash transfer programsare targeted policies. Another
approach, which was characteristic of welfare policies at the local level
until the 1960s andis still often used by state and local governments,
is what I call “micro intervention.” By this I mean one-on-oneservices
for individuals or families. These services can include education, med-

ical care, family therapy, homemakerservices, school counseling programs, drug and alcohol treatment, and so on. Psychologists, who see
problemsin individual terms, tend to favor such programs. Most other
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social scientists dislike them because they are expensive, often paternalistic, and frequently create incentives for abuse.
Multipurpose solutions assume that one cause has many different
effects. Changing that cause can thus solve many problemsat once.
Raising incomeis not the only candidate for this role. Just as many
liberals believe that low incomecauses most of the problemsthat are
correlated with poverty, many conservatives believe that single parenthood causes most of the problems correlated with it. Conservatives
therefore expect that getting parents to marry and stay married will
solve the problemsthatliberals propose to cure with higher wages or
more generouspublic assistance. Racism andracial discrimination often
play a similar role in discussions of minority children’s problems.

Multipurposepolicies will only work if three conditions are met: a
single cause mustreally affect many outcomes; we mustcorrectly identify this cause; and we must beable to changeit. Yet even when multipurpose policies meet all these conditions, they often fail politically
because they are impossible to evaluate.
The biggest obstacle to evaluating multipurpose policies is that we
cannot measureall their effects. I have estimated the effect of raising
parental income on twelve outcomesfor children, but I have omitted
many other potentially important outcomes such as delinquency and
suicide, and I have not considered any parental behaviors. After social
scientists estimate the effect of multipurpose policies, we can always
think of other outcomesthat they neglected.
Whenadvocates defend a policy, moreover, they often expand the
effects it is supposed to have. Welfare-to-work policies illustrate this
process. Work requirements for welfare recipients were originally intended to reduce the tax dollars required to support single mothers. In
the late 1970s socialcritics began suggesting that work would not only
reduce the welfare rolls but also improve the values and attitudes of
recipients. As it becameclear that getting welfare mothers to work was
more expensive than transferring money, some people began to argue
that requiring welfare mothers to work would improvethelife chances
of their children, because working mothers would become moresocially
integrated and be better role models for their children. HeadStartis
another example. It wasinitially supposedto raise children’s test scores,
and nowit is supposed to have a dozen benefits.
A second obstacle to evaluating multipurpose policies is that when
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interventionsaffect multiple outcomes the outcomes tend to have many

other causes. It follows that their effect on any one outcomeis usually

relatively small. Children’s educational attainment, for example,is influenced by the children’s own abilities, parental values and expectations, characteristics of schools, the availability of financial aid for college, and manyotherthings.It is not surprising that even large change
in parental incomedoes notgreatly improve children’s chancesofgraduating from college.
A third problem is that social scientists have relatively crude tools
for measuringthe effects of policies. When they have to rely on “nat-

ural experiments,” as I have in this book, their estimates are subject
to bias from mismeasurement, omitted variables, and other factors.

Social scientists are rarely able to run social experiments. When they
do, sample sizes are often small, and the experiments only approximate a true experimental design. So whenthe trueeffect of a policy
is fairly small, we end up with conflicting andstatistically unreliable
estimates.

Evenif it were possible to measureall the effects of multipurpose
policies accurately, we would seldom agree on whatweights to place on
these effects. This is crucial if the effects go in opposite directions.
Indeed, much ofthe political debate over welfare has been a debate
over whether to give the small improvementin children’s outcomes
more weight than the small deterioration in parents’ likelihood of marrying and working. This lack of consensuson therelative importance
of outcomesis one reason multipurposepolicies are attractive.It is hard
to agree on targeted programsforall the problems we want government
to solve because policy makers cannot agree on which problemsare
most important. Policies that do not require such a consensusare,

therefore, more feasible.

Whensocial scientists measure only a few of the potential effects of
multipurpose policies, we musttry to generalize from what they did
measure to what they ignored. Because the effects for any one outcome
are likely to be small, this approach often convinces us that the total
effect of the policy is also small. Different constituencies then argue
that these evaluations have not measured importantpotentialeffects of
the program, andlegislators assign their preferred ad hoc weights to
these effects. No wonderthere is much uncertainty about whether such
policies “work.”
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How MuchIs Enough?
I have argued that one reason income does nothave large effect on
any one outcomeis that programs such as Food Stamps, housing subsidies, and Medicaid have helped most American families meet their

basic material needs. Oncebasic material needs are met, factors other

than income becomeincreasingly important to how children fare. But
I have nottried to estimate how much moneyis enough to meetthese
needs.
It is not easy to decide how muchis enough. The more resources
families have, the less likely they are to face serious material hardships.

But no one has found a breakpoint in the incomedistribution below

which material hardship becomes much worse; nor are any of the material hardships for which I have data completely absentin the top half
of the income distribution. This is because incomeis notthe only determinant of material hardship. A family’s income needs dependonits
size, the health of its members, the efficiency with which it consumes
goods andservices, and the local cost of living. Tastes also vary from
family to family.
Imagine again the twoidentical families headed by Mrs. Smith and
Mrs. Jones. Mrs. Smith hasall the attributes of an average middle-class
American, but has fallen on hard times. When wegive her $600 a
month plus Food Stamps, she can find a way to shelter and feed her
family. Mrs. Jones suffers from serious depression. She lacks the energy
to search for cheap housing or travel to a cheap grocery store. Her
depression may also have isolated her from friends and family who
could help. The same resources do not buy as muchfor her children
as for Mrs. Smith’s children.
Whenthe poor have the samevaluesandskills as everyone else but
cannotafford to buy food, housing, and other basic necessities, either

incometransfers or transfers of basic necessities can help their children
substantially. But when the poorare considerably less competent than
the middle class, income transfers may not help as much. Consequently,
the important question for policy makers is not how muchis enough,
but rather whatis the right kind of help. This depends on the social
context of poverty.
If poverty occurred randomly, parentaltraits would by definition be
unrelated to poverty. At least in the short run, the poor would bejust
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like the middle class except that they would have less money. In the
long run, however, poverty itself could alter parentaltraits.
But poverty is never completely random, even though it can sometimes be caused by moreorless random events. When large numbers

of fathers were killed in the Civil War, for example, poverty among

their widows and children was not strongly associated with undesirable
parental characteristics. Some Civil War widows escaped destitution
because their husbandsleft them money, because they could work, or
because theylived with relatives. Still, widowhooddid plunge mothers
from very different backgroundsinto poverty. In the Great Depression,
when unemploymentwasas high as 50 percent in somecities, poverty
again struckall kinds of families. It was not completely random, butit
was common enough for most people to think it could happen to them
or to membersoftheir family. Under such circumstancesthe poor were
morelike everyoneelse than they are today.
As countries get richer, they often implementpolicies that reduce
poverty among families hit by random catastrophes such as the death
of a spouse,protracted illness, or job loss. When countries dothis,
poverty declines. But those who remain pooralso becomelesslike everyone else. Whenbarriers to work are lowered, as they have been for
both womenandracial minorities in this century, those who remain
jobless are more exceptional than they were whenthesebarriers were
higher. Whenalmost all employers discriminated against blacks, it was
notsurprising that blacks were morelikely than whites to be poor. The
fact that most blacks now escape long-term poverty leads to the suspicion that those blacks who remain poortodayaredifferent from those
who do better.
A talented child born to bright, diligent, well-meaning parents who
are too poorto feed the family might have trouble in school. When the
government makesit possible for most parents to feed their children,
other investments become more important in determining who succeeds and who does not. When poorchildren can get enoughtoeat
but often cannotafford to goto school, variations in access to schooling
rather than a nutritiousdiet will predict success. If the government then
requires everyoneto attend free public school up to agesixteen,variations in schooling after age sixteen will predict success. Thusif the
state equalizes most important material and pedagogic investmentsin
children, social and psychological differences betweenparents will ex—_ 149
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plain a larger percentage of the variation in the success of their children. The marginal returns to additional market resources will also
fall.

What Kind ofHelp?
Even in the United States today, however, millions ofAmerican families

are poor for short periods of time. Students are often relatively poor
while they are in college. Divorced mothersandtheir children are often
poor for a short time when a marriage breaks up, and many families
fall into poverty when a wage-earnerloseshis or herjob. In the PSID,

20 percent of children were poor for at least one year between their

ninth and fourteen birthdays. Only 5 percent were poorforall five
years. Notsurprisingly, those who were poorfor only a year look a lot
morelike the nonpoor than those who werepoorforall five years.
Mostfamilies that become poor are headed by competentparents
who can care for their children quite adequately during normaltimes.
Whentheyfall on hard times due to unemployment, a changein family
composition,orillness, they need short-term cashassistance just as they
wouldif their homes were destroyed by a flood or an earthquake. Most
of them will never need any other kind of help, so writing a government
check on behalfof their children is quicker, cheaper, and moreeffective
than any other form of help. Short-term cash help does not appear to
create serious incentives for adults to behave in ways that hurt their
children.
Unlike the short-term poor, the long-term poor tend to be quite
different from the nonpoor. Whenfamilies fall on hard timesandstay
there for years, this means they cannotorwill not find a way to support
themselves. The children in such families often need outside help that
goes beyond economic support. This does not mean thatthe persistently poorareall lazy, ignorant, uncaring, or neglectful—they arenot.
Someare chronically ill or have children whoare chronically ill. Some
are depressed or disturbed. Some have very low cognitive abilities. As
one sympathetic teacher in an impoverished school put it, “We should
not confuse families’ inability to do with their desire to do. Thatalways bothers me. It makes me uncomfortable talking about these
problems. It makes me feel like we are saying that folks don’t care.
One of the most astounding things to mesince I’ve been here is how
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few parents there are—in fact I could only think of one or twoif I
thought real hard—that don’t seem to care. Folks care. They want for
their kids.”
Some of the chronically poor are drug addicts and alcoholics. An
assistant principal in an economically mixed elementary school in the
South told this story:
Drugsare a really big problem here. I had little girl, a toughlittle girl
whoalways had her guard up. Onedayshejustlet it all down and began
to cry. When I asked her why she wascrying, she said she just wanted

everythingto be like it had been in the third grade. I asked what it had
been like in the third grade. She said she hadgotten a certificate for good
attendance and some other award and her mom had hung them up on
the refrigerator. She said her mom had been so happy. That was before
the crack. “Since the crack my mommydoesn’t care any more,”she cried.
This mom was not a bad mom.Shecared, and she had been good, but

she just got into trouble and thereis no help for her—noplace for her
to turn, and nowthislittle girl is miserable.

It is hard to imagine that giving this girl’s mother more moneywill
help much.It is also hard to imagine that providing additional programs
for this little girl will help her much unless wealsofind a way to help
her mother.
Some persistently poor parents are shiftless and neglectful. The
homesin which theyraise their children attain neither the moral nor
the material standards that most Americansbelieve children require.
Political pressure to improve the behavior of these parents is an inevitable and appropriate response. Nonetheless, it seems clear that one
thing we should not do is refuse to provide any help atall. That solution would give the most troubled parents less money to buy basic
necessities for their children. It would also remove the most disorganized and incompetent families from the supervision of agencies that
could potentially help the family follow community norms about how
parents should raise their children. If the most vulnerable and inadequate families are deprived of any legal source of economic support,
at least some will turn to illegitimate sources, such as prostitution,selling drugs, or other crimes, to make ends meet. Absent anystate support, some womenandchildren will be more likely to remain in abume 151
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sive and destructive relationships with men. Otherswill turn to “social
prostitution,” serial relationships with men willing to help pay their
bills.! Thus the fact that increases in parental income cannot be expected to improve any one outcomegreatly does not meanthatif we
reduce cash or noncashtransfers children will not suffer as a consequence.
Just as poverty alone is not synonymouswith incompetence, a change
in the numberof poor does not necessarily imply a change in parental
competence.In fact, my argument implies that as the poverty rate rises
the average poor person becomes morelike the average middle-class
person than whenpoverty rates are low. This need notbe the case, of
course. If an epidemic of drug use were to drive up the poverty rate,
the increase in poverty would be associated with an increase in incom-

petence.

Changing Parents’ Noneconomic Characteristics
I have argued that the stable parental characteristics that affect children’s outcomesare often the same characteristics that employers value.
Based on mydata, I can only guess what these might be. Indeed, even
the use of the term “stable” may be misleading. These parental characteristics are only stable in the context of a particular person’s life.
They maybepartly innate, but even then their expression depends on
parents’ own childhood experiences and their adult attitudes, values,
goals, and predispositions, which are in turn influenced bysocial structure andinstitutions. The fact that a trait is relatively stable certainly
does not mean wecannotchangeit. Heightis stable in adulthood, but
changing children’s diets can change their adult height. Occupations
are also quite stable, but they can still be changed.
With the exception of family size, I largely ignore parents’ noneconomic characteristics, except insofar as controlling these characteristics
allows me to estimate the effect of parental income moreaccurately.
Yet if we want to improve children’s outcomes we need to study the
effect of these noneconomic characteristics as carefully as we study the
effect of income. Parents’ education, age whentheir children are born,
and race account for up to half of the observed correlation between
children’s outcomesandparental income. Understanding each of these
relationships would require careful study.
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Parents’ Education

Weknowthat each additional year of parental educationis associated

with better outcomes for children. But, as with income, views about

whyparental education predicts children’s outcomesfall on a spectrum.
Liberals tend to believe that individuals learn skills in school that make
them better workers and better parents. The extremeversion ofthis
“skills” model holds that if mothers whocurrently have, say, ten years
of schooling had spent two additional years in school, their children’s
outcomes would be like those of children whose mothers had a high
school diploma.?
Manyconservatives believe that character and competenceare primarily inherited from parents. They therefore see parental educational
attainment mainly as a proxy for genetic propensities or effective upbringing. Parents pass these advantages onto their children. Children
with these advantagesget higher test scores, find school more rewarding, andstay in school longer than those with fewer advantages.? From
this perspective, getting high school dropouts to stay in school longer
will not appreciably improve either their job prospects or their children’s outcomes. Almost no one believes the extreme version of this
argument, but manybelieve that the benefits of schooling are considerably smaller than simple comparisons between dropouts and graduates imply. Empirical estimatesalso suggest that parental education has
some important effects on children’s outcomes even when manyparental characteristics are controlled.*

Young Mothers
Children born to very young mothers have worse outcomesthan children born to older mothers. Teenage mothers receive less education
and earn less money than mothers whodelay childbearing until they
are at least twenty. Manypeoplethink thatif we could getall teenage
mothers to delay childbearing,their education and earnings would improve, which would help their children. Yet the best available evidence,
based on comparisons between pregnant teenagers who have babies and
those who have spontaneousmiscarriages, suggests that delaying motherhood does not actually lead to much more maternal education or
earnings (Hotz et al. 1995). Once again, the unobservedcharacteristics
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that cause teenagers to become pregnantalso influence their education
and wages. These samecharacteristics presumably influence children’s
outcomes,too.
Race

Black children fare worse than white children on all outcomes. But
whenI controlparents’ income,black children areless likely than white
children to drop out of high school. Black children also receive more
post-secondary education than whites with the same family income.
Parental incomealso appears to account for some of the otherdifferences between black and white children’s outcomes, but the difference

in PPVT scores, single motherhood, men’s wages, and male idleness
remainslarge.°
If low incomeis mainly a proxy for unmeasured parentalcharacteristics that reduce parental income and hurt children, increasing the
income of black parents through incometransfers, child tax credits,
child-support payments, or increased earnings would notby itself improve their children’s life chances very much. The fact that incomeis
lower amongblack parents implies that the unobserved parental characteristics that employers value and that affect such outcomesas children’s test scores and teenage childbearing are more prevalent among
white parents. These parental characteristics dependpartly on parents’
own childhood experiences. They also depend ontheattitudes,values,
and goals that parents acquire in the course of dealing with a predominantly white society. It should therefore comeas no surprise that more
black families than white families in the United States end up at a competitive disadvantage, both in the race for good jobs and in preparing
their children for that race.
Values andattitudesare like habits: the longer one adheres to them,
the harder they are to change. Whenthe stakes are high enough, people
can break many habits and acquire new ones. But because most governmentinterventions are small compared with all the other things that
influence parental behavior, policy makers who want to change adults’
attitudes about work and family by changing the economic incentives
built into government programsare usually disappointed. This is especially true if the attitudes they want to change are constantly reinforced by parents’ relatives and friends.
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Single Parenthood
Americans have always thoughtthat growing up with only one parent
is bad for children. The rapid spread ofsingle-parentfamilies over the
past generation does not seem to have altered this consensus much.
Manypeople see eliminating single parenthood as a panacea for children’s problems.
I do not usually control parents’ marital status in my estimatesof the
effect of income. Some evidence suggests that economic deprivation
makes divorce more commonand marriage less common among parents. Io the extent that marital status really depends on prior income,
controlling marital status would have led me to underestimate income’s
effect on children’s outcomes. In practice, however, controlling marital
status hardly changedthe estimated effect of income.®
Estimating the effect of single motherhood with incomecontrolled
is even more problematic than estimating the effect of income with
single parenthood controlled. Everyone agrees that whenparents live
apart their children are poorer. Once we hold incomeconstant, moreover, the adverse effect of growing up in a single-parent family drops
by roughly half (McLanahan and Sandefur 1994). This does not mean
that we should control income when weestimate the effect of living
arrangements. Low incomeis a direct consequenceofsingle parenthood, so if we want to know the effect of single parenthood, we want
to include the incomeeffect. But the key role of incomein accounting
for the effect of single parenthoodonchildren does imply that we could
sharply reduce the adverse effect of single parenthood on children if
we wereto transfer large sums of moneyto custodial parents(orif we
could devise a way of making absent parents do this).
As we have seen, however,it is risky to take calculations ofthis sort

at face value. If income predicts children’s later success because it is a
proxy for other unmeasured parental characteristics, transferring
money to single mothers will not help children as much as standard
statistical models imply. Both low incomeand single parenthood may
in fact be correlated with poor outcomesfor children because they are
proxies for unmeasured parental characteristics. This suspicion is bolstered by the well-established finding that whensingle parenthoodis a
by-product of death rather than divorce or failure to marry, children
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do aboutas well as children living with two parents who have compa-

rable incomes (McLanahan and Sandefur 1994).

Wherethe Trouble Begins
Tryingto figure out what the governmentcando to help poorchildren
is not a task to be taken lightly. The results in this book suggest that
althoughchildren’s opportunities are unequal, income inequality is not
the primary reason. Despite the fact that liberals have worked hard to
reduce the influence of family incomeonchildren, they are unlikely to
believe the claim that they have largely succeeded, muchless greet the

claim with a sense of accomplishment. Liberals worked hard for the

cash and noncash transfers that have helped reduce the most serious
material deprivations. These programs appear to have narrowed the
gap betweenrich and poorchildren’s material living conditions. Liberals also lobbied for Head Start, compensatory education, and guaranteed student loans for college in order to narrow the gap in educational opportunities. These programs appear to have reduced the
impactof parental income on children’s life chances; eliminating them
could increase the effect of parental income on children’s outcomes.
But if advantage comes from having parents whose depression is
treated rather than left untreated, from having parents who speak English rather than another language, from having parents who love to read

or do math, or parents wholove rather than tolerate their children,it

will be much harder to equalize opportunity. As a teacher who had
taught in both the affluent north shore and the poverty-ridden west
side of Chicago putit, “Moneycan easethepath, but it doesn’t hit deep
down wherethe trouble begins.”
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Description of the

Samples and Variables

This appendix provides a description of the samples used throughout
this book, followed by a description of the main variables used. Tables
A.1 and A.2 show the meansandstandard deviationsofthese variables.

Samples
The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). The PSID is an ongoing
longitudinal survey of U.S. households begun in 1968 by the Survey
Research Center at the University of Michigan. Originally, the PSID
was a stratified random sample of 5000 families, which included an
over-sample of low-incomefamilies. The PSID follows the children of
all the original families once they leave their parents’ household. I use
the 1989 wave of the PSID. For most analyses, I use a sample ofchildren who have incomedata for the years when they were agesthirteen
to seventeen and whoremained in the sample until the outcomes were
measured.
Given the duration of this longitudinal survey, it is not surprising
that many of the original participants have dropped out. Attrition is not

random, but the PSID tries to correct for differential attrition with

sampling weights. Several studies of this attrition have been done. Becketti et al. (1988) and Duncan and Hill (1989) have compared PSID data

with CPS data. PSID data are similar to CPS data on major demographic categories except that the PSID has fewer white families and
fewer families that report very low incomes. Haveman and Wolfe
(1994)also assess the representativeness of PSID samples. These studae 159
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Table A.1

Means(standard deviations)for variables used in model predicting
five- to seven-year-olds’ test scores and behavior problems

Variable
‘Test score
Log family income
over five years
Age of child
Child is black
Child is Hispanic
Log family size

Mother's highest
grade completed
Mother's age at
child’s birth
Mother’s AFOT

score

Sample sizes

PPVT

BPI

PIAT
math

PIAT
reading

94.629
(16.235)

106.622
(14.306)

100.670
(12.376)

105.060
(12.185)

9.981
(.633)
5.775
(.785)
212
.081

10.045
(.653)
5.687
(.708)
.186
.078

10.045
(.652)
5.692
(.708)
189
.078

10.041
(.652)
5.707
(.711)
189
.079

(.282)

(.268)

(.269)

(.270)

1.390

1.381

1.383

1.382

11.755
(1.749)

12.033
(1.791)

12.034
(1.770)

12.016
(1.765)

20.233,

21.435

21.440

21.401

37.570
(25.856)
1,175

38.839
(25.821)
2,890

38.841
(25.873)
2,942

38.694
(25.715)
2,901

(2.268)

(2.634)

(2.621)

(2.622)

Source: Estimated from NLSY mother-child files by David Knutson.

ies suggest thatattrition has not caused the PSID to becomeseriously
unrepresentative of the black and white nonimmigrant population of
the United States. (See also Duncan etal. 1984.)

The PSID has developed weights to compensate both for oversampling low-income households and for sample attrition. I use the
1989 person weight in all analyses, but sampling errors are estimated
using the unweighted numberof cases. In Appendix B I show that the
results are not sensitive to whether I use weighted or unweighted
data.
The National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY), mother-child files.
The NLSYis a multistage stratified random sample of 11,406 individuals who were aged fourteen to twenty-one in 1979. The sample includes an over-sample of black, Hispanic, and low-incomeyouth. These
youths have been interviewed since 1979.
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Beginning in 1986, womenin the original NLSY sample who had

become motherswere given the mother-child supplementto the NLSY,

and their children were given cognitive and other assessments.In 1986,

3,053 women had 5,236 children. (See Chase-Lansdale et al., 1991, for
an excellent description of this data set.) I use data from interviews in
1986, 1988, and 1990.

For mostanalyses, I use a sample of children who were agedfive to
seven in 1986, 1988, or 1990 or aged fourorfive in these sameyears.
Children who were five to seven years old in 1986 had mothers who
were fifteen to twenty-three years old at the time of their birth. Consequently, these children were born to rather young mothers. Children
whowerefive to seven years old in 1990 had mothers who were four
years older. With each additional cohort, the children become more
representative ofall children.
I weightthe data by the Child Sampling Weights, which are intended
to compensate for over-sampling. The weights are paired yearly with
test scores, so when predicttest scores in 1986,I use the 1986 weight.
Appendix B showsthatthe results are not very sensitive to whether I
use weighted or unweighteddata.
Definition of PSID Variables
Parental income. | convertall income amounts to 1992 dollars using the
CPI-U-X1 price adjustment. Total family income includes all taxable
and transfer income of the household head, spouse, and others. For
mostanalyses, I count the face value of Food Stamps as income. The
PSID contains no negative or zero values for income. Respondents
report incomefor the year prior to the interview, so income reported
in 1989 is for 1988.
Between 1968 and 1980, the PSID top-coded incomeat $99,000 (in
nominal dollars). After 1980 it top-coded incomeat $9.9 million. For
consistency, I top-code incomein all years to $189,172, which is the

value of $99,000 in 1972 converted to 1992 dollars.
Forfive-year incomeaverages, a child must haveat least three years
of income data. Eighty-seven percent of children hadall five years of
data, 7 percent had four years, and another 6 percent had only three
years. In Appendix B I test the sensitivity of my results to the number
of years over which incomeis measured.
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Table A.2_ Means(standard deviations) for variables predicting adolescent and

young-adult outcomes

Variable

Teenage

Dropping

Years of

Years of education

for high school

school

education

173

12.793

13.320

10.671

10.687

10.687

10.761

Log family size

1.623

1.611

1.647

1.630

Parentis black

157

.140

141

Dependentvariable
Log family income

Parent’s age when

childbearing

out of

.203

(.399)
(.596)
(.333)
(.361)

(.380)
(.588)
(.331)
(.349)

(1.940)
(.572)
(.331)
(.347)

graduates

(1.663)
(.565)
(.336)
123

(.336)

child is fourteen

39.884

39.769

40.127

40.200

Parent’s education

12.613

12.747

12.590

12.966

2,121

4.003

3,275

2,586

Child is a boy
Sample sizes

(6.364)
(2.671)
—

(6.221)
(2.648)
493
(.502)

(6.163)
(2.722)
481
(.498)

(6.211)
(2.636)
475
(.512)

I usually use the logarithm of parental income. Appendix B provides
tests of the best functional form of income.
Teenage childbearing. To construct the teenage childbearing variable,
I subtract the date of birth of each female child’s oldest child from her
own birth date. If the result is less than twenty, the mother is counted

as a teenage motherand thevariable is coded as one. If a womanhas

reported no birth or was twenty or olderat the birth ofherfirst child,

teenage childbearing is coded zero. If data on either birth history or

mother’s birth date is missing, this variable is coded as missing. ‘There
were twenty-twocases with missing data for teenage childbearing.
Dropping out ofhigh school. If a child has completed fewer than twelve
years of schooling andis not enrolled in school at age twenty, he or she
is counted as having dropped out of high school. If information on
education or studentstatus is not available when the child was twenty,
I use information when the child was twenty-oneor up to age twentyfive. If information on education is still missing, dropping out is
counted as missing. There were 158 children with missing data on
dropping out.
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Table A.2

(continued)

Variable

Male hourly
wages

Dependentvariable

11.557

Log family income

10.682

Log family size
Parentis black
Parent’s age when

child is fourteen

Parent’s education

Child’s age in 1989
County
unemployment rate
Numberof cases

Male

earnings

Male

idleness

23,728

(6.684)

(15,084)

(.559)
1.665
(.340)
.086
(.287)

(.559)
1.665
(.340)
.086
(.287)

.103

(.309)

Single

motherhood
237

(.419)

10.682

10.682

10.679

40.005
(6.031)

40.005
(6.031)

40.113
(6.013)

40.290
(6.312)

(2.690)
31.602
(3.198)

(2.690)
31.603
(3.199)

(2.790)

(2.731)

5.447
954

12.547

(2.048)

12.547

(.702)
1.639
(.338)
117
(.326)

12.744

(.572)
1.656
(.328)
158
(.360)

12.447

—

—

—

—

—

954

1,355

1,741

Source: Estimated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra.

Most children whoreceived a GED are counted as having graduated
from high school. After 1984, heads of households and spouses were
asked whether they had a GED. Unfortunately, a quarter of the sample
of children who turned twenty were not householdheadsor spousesof
heads, so I have no way of knowing whether they have a GED.
Years of education. The number of years of completed schoolingin
the year a child turned twenty-four. Until recently, the PSID top-coded
years of education at seventeen. For consistency, I top-code years of
education to seventeenin all years. Forty-six children had missing education data.
Male earnings. ‘The average annual hours of labor-market work times
hourly wages in 1983 and 1984 for males who were notenrolled in
school and who wereatleast twenty years old. This is calculated only
for males whoreport at least one hour of work. Earningsare converted
to 1992 dollars using the CPI-U-X1.
Male hourly wages. Total annual earnings divided by total annual
hours worked and averaged over 1983 and 1984 for males whoreported
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at least one hour of work and who werenotenrolled in school. The
top 1 percent and the bottom 1 percent of wages were trimmed. Wages
are converted to 1992 dollars using the CPI-U-X1. There were 207
men with missing data on earnings and wages.
Because 1983 and 1984 wererecession years and the effect of parental income on young men’s labor-market outcomes could depend on
the business cycle, I experimented with measures of male earnings and
wages in different years. But the results were very similar to thosereported in this book. Because I wanted to measure parental income for
at least five years after the labor-market outcomes were measured,I
show results for wages and earnings in 1983 and 1984.
Male idleness. A male who wasnotin school, notin the military, and
whoreported working fewer than 100 hours for the entire year when
he was twenty-fouryearsold is counted as idle. There were 207 males
with missing idleness data.
Single motherhood. A womanis counted as a single motherif she had
a baby and was not married any time before she turned twenty-five.If
a womandid not have a baby or was married whenshe had a baby, she
is counted as not having been a single mother. Seventeen women had
missing data on single motherhood.
Parent’s age. Age of the youngest parent when the child was fourteen
yearsold.
Parent’s education. The highest grade of school completed by thefather or mother, whichever is greatest, reported when the child was

fourteen yearsold.
County unemploymentrate. Averagedover the yearsthe child wasthirteen to seventeen yearsold.
Child is a boy. Equal to oneif the child’s sex is male, zero otherwise.
Child’s age in 1989. The child’s age on December 31, 1989, constructed by taking the modal response to the birth date question in
survey years 1983-1989.

Household size. Mean numberofpersonsliving in the child’s household. The years over which household size is measured depend onthe
dependentvariable and the specific estimation model. Household size
is usually measured in the sameyears as income.Forinstance, for dropping out of high school, household size is usually averaged when the
child was thirteen to seventeen yearsold. In all analyses I use the logarithm of householdsize.
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Black. Equal to oneif the head of the child’s household is black, zero
otherwise.
NLSYVariables

The NLSY Child Handbook by Baker and Mott (1989) provides extensive
information onthereliability and validity of test scores. Chase-Lansdale et al. (1991) describe manyaspects of the NLSY mother-childfiles.
Parental income. Total family income adjusted to 1992 prices using

the CPI-U-X1. It is top-coded at $121,610 for reported incomes
greater than $105,649.It includes cash incomefrom all sources and the
face value of Food Stamps.
WhenI measure incomeover five years, I require a valid measure
of parental income for three of the five years. About 56 percent of
NLSYchildren had a reportedpositive value forall five years. Another
30 percent had four years of data. When replicate these estimates
requiring all five years of income data, the samplesize falls and the
income coefficient increases somewhat. Table B.3 shows the changein
each test score. The second column shows the same change for the
smaller sample with all five years.
Incomeis usually averaged over five years. Whenthis is the case,
income must be nonmissing forat least three of the five years. When
possible, I include income from opposite-sex partners. I usually use the
logarithm of income. Appendix B providesa test of the best functional
form.
PPVT (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test Revised). A test of receptive
vocabulary. I use the nationally standardized score. The PPVT was
normed on a sample of 4,200 children in 1979 to have a mean of 100
and a standard deviation of 15. The NLSYeliminatesscores less than
forty. The PPVT was given once to each child atthefirst interview in
which the child waseligible.
Behavior problems. The Behavior Problems Index (BPI) was developed for children aged four to seventeen.It includes twenty-eightitems
reported by mothers. It was normed on a same-sex sample in 1981 to
have a mean of 100 anda standard deviation of 15.
PIAT math. An achievementtest of math skills normed more than
twenty years ago to have a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15.
I use age-normedscores.
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PIAT reading. A test of reading recognition. It was normed more
than twenty years ago to have a mean of 100 and standard deviation
of 15. I use age-normedscores.
Ageofchild. The child’s age at the time ofthe assessment.
Black. Equalto oneif the motheris reported as black, and zero otherwise.

Hispanic. A variable equalto one if the motheris reported as Hispanic

in the 1979 interview, zero otherwise.

Family size. The numberof related people in the household. For
most analyses, unrelated opposite-sex partners are treated like spouses.
The length of time over which family size is measured usually corresponds to the length of time over which income is measured. In all
models I use the logarithm of family size.
Mother’s education. The mother’s highest grade completedas reported
up to and including the year in which the child’s outcome is measured.
Mother’s age at child’s birth. The mother’s reported ageless the child’s
age. Since both mother’s age and child’s age are sometimes not consistently reported overtime, this is the average of several years of data.
Mother’s AFQTscore. The mother’s percentile score on the 1980
Armed Forces Qualification Test. The percentile is based on participants in the NLSY Profiles assessment. The overall mean percentile
for women in the NLSY(including those without children) is 40.37.

This is lower than the national mean of 50 percent. The mean for
mothers is only slightly lower than the mean for all NLSY women.
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Conventional Estimates of

the Effect of Income

The Measurement of Income

The functional form of income. In order to test the assumption that the
effect of income on children’s outcomesis linear, Table B.1 compares
the predictive poweroffour different income measures. In all equations
incomeis in constant 1992 dollars. The first equation uses family incomein dollars. If this linear form of income providesthe best fit to
the data, then when wetransfer moneyfrom therich to the poor, the

improvement in poor children’s outcomeswill exactly equal the deterioration in rich children’s outcomes, leaving no overall change in the
mean of the outcome. The next three models assumethat parental income has a nonlinear effect and that a dollar of income makes more
difference to the poor thanto the rich. Thefirst nonlinear model uses
the cube root of income, which is a compromise betweenthelinear and
the logarithmic specifications. The next nonlinear modeluses the logarithm of income. The last nonlinear model includes both the logarithm of income and four dichotomousvariables. Thefirst is equal to
one if a family’s incomefalls in the poorest income decile, the second
is equal to oneif incomefalls in the second poorestdecile, the third is
equal to oneif incomefalls in the secondto the richest incomedecile,
and the fourth is equal to one if incomefalls in the richest income
decile. This model tells us whether the logarithmic specification over
or underestimates the importance of income at the extremes of the
incomedistribution.
‘Table B.1 shows how well each form of income “fits” the observed
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Table B.1

Comparison of goodness-of-fit statistics for various functional forms
of income predicting children’s outcomes

Children’s outcomes

Linear

Cube root

Log

Log and

Number

decile

of cases

Adjusted R?
‘Test scores for five- to seven-year-olds

PPVT
PIAT math

359
146

358
147

357
147

356
148

1,112
2,736

BPI

.046

.047

045

047

2,874

PIATreading

145

147

147

149

2,701

Chi squared
Adolescent outcomes
Probability of

teenage
childbearing
Probability of
dropping out of
school

1771.0

1773.9

1780.8

1766.1

2,121

3164.9

3143.8

3143.3

3115.5

4,003

Adjusted R?
Young-adult outcomes
Years of education

Years of education
for high school

graduates
Male hourly wages
Male annual

earnings

.268

.268

265

267

3,268

.199
195

.193
199

.188
.199

199
195

2,586
954

223

228

.228

225

954

Chi squared
Probability of

male idleness

Probability of
single
motherhood

898.7

898.8

897.9

875.8

1,355

1510.8

1510.9

1515.0

1505.4

1,741

Sources: Estimates for children’s test scores were computed from NI.SY mother-child
files by David Knutson. Estimates for other outcomes were computefrom PSID data by

Timothy Veenstra. Incomeis averaged overfive years. All equations control householdsize,
race, parent’s age at the birth of the child, and parent’s education. Equationsfor labor-

market outcomesalso control the county unemploymentrate and age of child. Education
equationsalso control child’s sex. Equations for assessmentscoresalso control mother’s

AFQTscore.
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data. For continuous outcomessuch astest scores, the goodness-of-fit
Statistic is R’. For dichotomous outcomessuch as teenagechildbearing,
the goodness-of-fit statistic is X’. These two measures have opposite
interpretations; a higher R? implies a better fit, whereas a lower X?
implies a betterfit.
The most obvious conclusion from this table is that these samples
are not large enough to distinguish amongthese functional forms. In
mostcases the goodness-of-fit statistics are nearly the sameforall specifications, but a nonlinear form usually provides a better fit than the
linear form. These data suggest that different nonlinear transformations may be appropriate for different outcomes, but we would need
muchlarger samplesto be sureof this. Throughoutthis book I use the
logarithm of income mainly becauseit is easy to interpret.
The numberofyears over which incomeis measured. Table 4.2 shows the
effect of doubling income on five- to seven-year-old children’s test

scores for samples of children with one, three, or five years of income

data. In that table, sample size varies depending on the income measures. WhenI estimate all models for the sample ofchildren with five

years of incomedata, the results are similar, but the incomeeffectis

generally somewhatsmaller. For example, using the smaller sample the
change in PPVT scores when family income doubles from $15,000 to
$30,000 in one year is .62 compared with .72 when I use the larger
sample of children with one year of incomedata.
‘Table 4.3 showsthe effect of doubling parents’ income from $15,000
to $30,000 on adolescent and young-adult outcomes for a sample of
children with complete incomedata for five years during adolescence.
‘Table B.2 shows the sameestimates for a sample of children who have
incomedata forten years. These equationscontrol family size measured
during the same years as income, race, parents’ education, and the
youngest parent’s age when the child was fourteen. In addition, the
equations for labor-force outcomes control the county unemployment
rate measuredin the sameyearsas income, andthe education equations
control the child’s sex.
The estimated effect of income measuredin a single yearis smaller
than the effect of income averagedovera longer period. Doubling incomeat age fourteen appearsto reduce a teenager's chances ofdropping
out of high school by 18.1 percent. Doubling income over ten years
reduces dropping out by 46.3 percent. For most outcomesthe bias from
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Table B.2_

Effect of doubling parental incomein one year and in ten years from
$15,000 to $30,000 on adolescent and young-adult outcomes

Children’s outcomes

Mean

Adolescent outcomes
Probability of teenage childbearing
Incomeat age fourteen
191
‘Ten-year income
91
Probability of dropping out of school
Incomeat age fourteen
170
‘Ten year income
.170

$15,000 $30,000 Difference

266
381

185
212

—.081
—.170

1,561
1,561

182
339

159
182

—.033
—.157

3,066
3,066

12.72

193

2,291

12.43

595

2,291

13.27

103

1,823

13.00

549

1,823

Young-adult outcomes
Years of education
Income at age fourteen

12.81
12.52
(1.91)
Ten-year income
12.81
11.68
(1.91)
Years of education for high school graduates
Income at age fourteen
13.33
13.16
(1.65)
‘len-year income
13.33
12.45
(1.65)
Male earnings (in 1992 dollars)
Incomeat age fourteen
‘Ten-year income

Sample
size

19,614

17,065

18,660

1,595

549

19,614

13,800

17,682

3,882

549

8.57

9.45

.88

549

7.33

9.09

1.77

549

(11,474)

(11,474)
Male hourly wages(in 1992) dollars
Income at age fourteen
9.98
(5.59)
‘Ten-year income
9.98
(5.59)
Probability of male idleness
Incomeat age fourteen
11
‘Ten-year income
11
Probability of single motherhood
Incomeat age fourteen
233
Ten-year income
233

123
145

112
118

— .011
— 027

928
928

329
407

232
254

—.096
—.152

1,213
1,213

Source: Estimated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra. All equations control household
size, race, parent’s age at the birth of the child, and parent’s education. Equations for labormarket outcomes also control the county unemploymentrate and ageof child in 1989.
Education equations control child’s sex. Time-dependentvariables are averaged over the
same period as income.
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using only one yearof incomeis quite large. Using incomefor ten years
rather than five years makesfarless difference.
WhenI estimated this same model for the larger sample with income

at age fourteen,theresults weresimilar to those in Table B.2, suggesting
that the differences in the effect of income are mainly attributable to

the differences in the income measure, not differences in the sample.
As in the NLSY, when I computea five-year income average in the
PSID, I require a valid incomereport for only three offive years. A
large proportion of children have parental incomeforall five years, so
requiringfive years of income hardly changestheresults. This is shown
in Table B.3.
The effect ofweighting data. Theresults reported in the text use sampling weights. I re-estimated the conventional models using unTable B.3

Effect of doubling parental income averaged overfive years for
weighted and unweighted data

Requiring three
Children’s outcomes

offive years
(weighted)

‘Test scores for five- to seven-year-olds

PPVT
PIAT math
PIAT reading
BPI

Adolescent outcomes
Probability of teenage

childbearing
Probability of dropping out
of school

Young-adult outcomes
Years of education
Years of education for high
school graduates

Male hourly wages (1992

dollars)
Male annual earnings (1992
dollars)

Probability of male idleness
Probability of single

motherhood

1.89
1.19
1.97
— 1.96

Requiringall five years
Weighted

Unweighted

1.98
1.49
2.91
— 2.33

2.07
1.59
2.88
— 2.06

—.164

—.153

—.123

—.128

—.122

—.147

546

559

494

.393

414

313

1.80
3,310

1.26
3,033

1.32
3,473

— .016

—.015

— .007

—.178

—.157

—.127
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weighted data. For most outcomes, weighting the data makeslittle difference to the results. The last column in Table B.3 showstheeffect of
doubling income using unweighted data in both the NLSYand the
PSID.
Tables B.4, B.5, and B.6 show the full regression models used to
generate the estimates in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Income Change Models
I estimate three models of the effect of income changes on children’s
outcomes. In each model I include average incomeplus a measure of
income change. I control the standard set of exogenousvariables plus
an indicator of changesin parents’ marital status and changesin parents’
Table B.4 Unstandardized OLSregression coefficients (standard errors) for
equationspredicting five- to seven-year-olds’ test scores

PIAT

Variable

PPVT

BPI

PIAT math

reading

Intercept

67.067

145.743

75.210

97.465

2.721
(.746)
1.130
(.506)
— 11.397
(1.141)

— 2.822
(.489)
395
(.381)
— 1.187
(.797)

1.723
(.397)
1.019
(.308)
— 2.309
(.642)

2.845
(.391)
— 1.092
(.301)
2.782
(.634)

(1.485)

(1.019)

(.830)

Log family income
(five years)
Child’s age
Motheris black
Motheris Hispanic
Log family size

Mother’s highest grade
completed
Mother's ageat child’s

birth

Mother’s AFQOTscore

Sample size

R

(8.117)

— 8.663

— 6.737

(5.378)

— 1.666
1.045

(4.382)

— 2.699
— 3.758

— 821

(.815)

— 5.117

(1.437)

(1.023)

.875
(.277)

— 344
(.186)

507
(.152)

554
(.150)

— .526
(.189)

—.414
(.113)

—.107
(.091)

—.702
(.090)

(.021)

(.014)

(.011)

(.011)

178

1,174

350

— .028

2,890

044

(.823)

(4.269)

113

2,942

147

Source: Estimated from NLSY mother-child files by David Knutson.
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Table B.5 Logistic regression coefficients (standard errors) andpartial
derivatives for variables predicting adolescent and young-adult

outcomes

Variable

Intercept
Log family income (5
years)
Log family size (5 years)

Parentis black
Parent’s age when child
was fourteen

Parent’s highest grade
completed

Respondentis a boy
Numberof cases

Chi squared

‘Teenage
childbearing

Dropping
out of
school

Male
idleness

Single
motherhood

12.093
(1.278)

11.255
(.966)

— 1.106
(1.939)

11.187
(1.465)

— 1.139
(.129)
—.152

— 1.025
(.097)
—.116

— .224
(.195)
— .020

— 1.139
(.147)
— .176

(181)

(.139)

(.267)

(.199)

1.034

.138
015
(.153)
014
— .039

832

.094
— 362
(.125)
— .037
— .017

(.009)
— .005

(.007)
— .002

— .140

— 232

(.029)
~—.019
—

2,124

1,780.8

(.021)
— .026
222

(0.091)
.025
4,003

3,143.3

.184

.016
927
(.245)
.109
012

1.090

.169
933
(.160)
172
— .034

(.015)
.001

(.010)
— .005

.033

— .084

(.040)
.003
—

1,355

897.9

(.029)
— .013
—

1,741

1,515.0

Source: Estimated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra.

hours of labor-market work because each of these presumably affects
income changesaswell as children’s outcomes. Consequently, the number of cases for these analyses is smaller than the numberof cases shown
in ‘lables 4.2 and 4.3. The indicator of changes in marital status is the
numberof times marital status changedin the period over whichincomeis measured. ‘The measureof labor-force hours differs depending
on the measure of income changes.
In the first model, the income-changevariable is the slope ofincome.
It is calculated by the typical formula for the slope ofa line, namely:
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Table B.6 Unstandardized OLSregression coefficients (standard errors) for
variables predicting education and male wages and earnings
Outcomes

Years of education

High school

Variable

All

Intercept

1.651

4.955

— 44.566

— 99,956

.184

567

2.603

6,219

Log family income

graduates

Male workers’

(.652)
(.065)

(.652)
(.065)

Wages
(4.861)
(.435)

Earnings
(10,743)
(961)

Log family size

—.714

— .507

— .683

— 3,049

Parentis black

257

142

— 1.150

— 4,168

Parent’s age when child
was fourteen
Parent’s years of
education
Child is a boy
County unemployment
rate
Age in 1989

Numberof cases

R

(.091)

(091)
.023

(.005)
235

(.010)

(.095)
019

(.005)
178

(.013)

(.014)

(.059)

(.058)

—
—

— .032

3,275

265

(.603)

(.729)
049

(.033)
126

(1,332)

(1,603)
64

(73)
153

(.088)

(195)

—

255
(.101)

122
(.222)

—

(.066)

188

199

025

2,586

—

.780

954

—

1,821

(145)
954

228

Source: Estimated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra.

N (Zxy) — (2x)Qy)

N&x — (Sx),

where N is the numberof years of income data, x is the age at which
incomeis measured,andy is the logarithm of income.Forthe adolescent and young-adult outcomesin the PSID, a child musthave at least
seven out of ten years of parental income data to have a nonmissing
value for the incomeslope. In this model, changes in labor-force hours
are calculated as “work effort” by summinghead and spouselabor-force
hours and dividing by 4,000 if there are two parents or dividing by
2,000 if there is only one parent. I then estimate a slope for this measure
of workeffort.
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I exclude families with an opposite-sex partner because I have no

data on their work hours. I also exclude the top and bottom 1 percent

of reported slopes, because of an apparent problem with outliers.
In the second model of income change,I assess the effect of a drop
in income. I count children as having experienced an incomedropif
their parents’ incomefell by at least 35 percent in any two consecutive
years over the five or ten years in which income is measured. The
sample size for this estimate is smaller than for the slope modelin the
NLSYbecauseI require all years of incomedata since I cannotinterpolate an incomedrop.I calculated a second income-dropvariable that
counted children as having experienced an incomedropif their parents’
incomefell by at least 50 percent in any two consecutive years.I estimate similar variables for a drop in parental workeffort.
In the third model I estimate the standard deviation ofthe logarithm
of income and workeffort. The standard deviation of incomeis:

s(x-Xy
N

3

where X is income in a year and N is the numberofyears. I requireall
five years of income data in the NLSYand exclude families with opposite-sex partners. In the PSID I require seven of ten years of income
data.
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The “True” Effect of Income

This appendix describes the method used in Chapter5 to estimate the
“true” effect of parental income on children’s outcomes. The text of
Chapter 5 describes the intuition behind the method. To renderthis
intuition more precisely, consider an outcomesuch as dropping out (O)
that occurs between the first income observation (X,) and the second
(X,). Assume that incomein both periods depends on a vectorofstable

unmeasured variables, Z. The path diagram depicting this modelis
shown in Figure C.1.
If we convertall variables to means of zero and standard deviations

e,

X;

parental

Z
unobserved

income
Time1

children’s
outcomes

parental

characteristics

X;

parental
income

Figure C.1 The path model

O
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of one, we have:
xX, =aZ + @,

(1)

wherea is the correlation between income and its unmeasured determinants. Likewise,

X, = aZ + e@;.

(2)

‘To estimate this model I assumethat the error terms are uncorrelated:

Ee,e,) = 0;
E(e,e;) = 0;

E(e,e;) = 0.

E(e,e,) = 0 by definition,sinceall factors contributingto the correlation
between X, and X,, including nonrandomerror, are subsumedin Z.

I also assume that 2, = a), an assumption I relax later. Multiplying

equation 1 by equation 2, dropping terms with an expected value of

zero, and recalling that the correlation between two variables is equal
to the productof their standardized values,
Tes = 42.

(3)

The outcome, O, depends on Z and X, but not X,, so:

O = bX, + cZ + @;,

(4)

whereb and are standardized regression coefficients. The correlation
of O with_X,is then:

Tox, = b+ or,,, =b + ac,

(5)

whereasthe correlation of O with is:
Yoz = ab +e.

(6)

Since X, does notaffect O, the correlation of X, with O is simply:
Tox, = 4(ab + o) adb + ac.

(7)

Subtracting equation 7 from equation5 yields:
Tox, — Tox, 01-4’).

(8)

Substituting from equation 3 and rearranging weget:
b= (Tox, — Tox)/ (L — Tx, x)
e177
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Clearly, when 79x, = Tox, 9 = 0, which meansthat the entire effect
of income is spurious. Likewise, if c is zero, making the observed coefficient of income unbiased, equations 3, 5, and 7 tell us that
Tox. = Tx, xox:

The estimated true effect of incomein Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 as-

sumes that parental characteristics have the same effect on Time | income and Time2 income.Since the variance of income increases over

time, this may not be the case. To test this assumption, I assumethat
the standardized effect of unobserved stable parental characteristics
changes over time in the same way as the standardized effect of observed stable characteristics. To measure this change, I regress each
income measure on the parental characteristics controlled in Tables5.2,
5.3, or 5.4, using the appropriate sample for each outcome.If the mul-

tiple Rs in these two equations are the same, I assume that these observed characteristics have the same effect on income at Time | and
Time2. If the multiple Rs differ, I adjust the true effect to reflect this
difference. The adjustmentis:
b* = Tox: ~ Toxk
~

1

~

’

(7x, xR)

where R = rzy,/ 1zx;.
Estimates of the “true” standardized regression coefficient making
this correction are:
PIAT reading: b* = -.067 (.156)

BPI: b* = .363 (.313)
Teenage childbearing: b* = -.204 (.098)
Dropping out of high school: b* = -.078 (.204)
Years of education: b* = .072 (.228)
Single motherhood: b* = .021 (.069).

Reliability of the income measures. | average income overfive years.
This average is morereliable than income measured in only oneyear.
I experimented with LISREL models that provided differentreliabilities for Time 1 and Time 2 income. Butreliabilities as low as .95 produced results very similar to those shownin thetext.
Standard errors. To estimate standard errors, I randomly assign the
cases in each sample to ten nonoverlapping subsamples. I follow the
procedure outlined aboveto estimate the true effect of incomefor each
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subsample. I calculate the standard deviation of these estimates and use
this to calculate the sampling error of the estimates in the full sample
on the assumption that increasing the sample size by a factor of ten
lowers the samplingerror of a given parameterby a factorofthe square

root of ten (3.15).

To check the robustness of these sampling errors, I repeated this
procedure ten times for each outcome,each timeusing a different random procedure for assigning cases to samples. The standard errors
shown in Chapter 5 are usually in the middle of the standard errors
that are generated using different random assignments.
Additionalestimation issues. An important assumption of my approach
to testing the extent of bias due to unmeasured parental characteristics
is that stable parental traits do notaffect the transitory component of
income. If they do, we cannot assume that future incomeis a proxy
only for unmeasuredstable characteristics, since stable parental characteristics could affect the transitory componentof incomebyaffecting
either the variance of incomeorits trend. Imagine twoparents. Parent
A goes to graduate school. Her annual incomeis $10,000 for the five
years she is in graduate school and $40,000 forthe five years after she
graduates. Her average incomeoverthe entire period is thus $25,000
per year. Parent B does notgo to graduate school. She averages $20,000
in the first five years and $30,000 in the secondfive years, so she, too,
has an average income of $25,000 per year. The difference between the
incometrend for Parent A and Parent B caneasily be causedbya stable
underlying trait, such as the value each parent places on education.
More generally, if we observe a consistent upward or downward trend
in income, we have reason to suspect thatit reflects somestable attribute of the recipient.
Wecan test the hypothesis that the trend (or slope) in incomeis

affected by stable parental traits by regressing the difference between
Time 2 income and Time 1 income on observed parentaltraits. If the
observed traits explain a substantial proportion of this difference, we
must concludethatstable traits affect the slope of income. In fact, observed parentalcharacteristics explain about 2 percent of the variance
in the slope of income. Thefact that observedtraits explain solittle of
the variancein the individual incometrendsis strong, though not conclusive, evidence that stable unobserved characteristics do not greatly
affect the trend either. Furthermore,if parental traits did have a large
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effect on both the trend of income and children’s outcomes, we would

expect the incometrend to have a large effect on children’s outcomes
in models that omit these parental traits. But evidence presented in
Chapter 5 showedthat the slope of parental income measured before

an outcomeoccurshas a small effect on children’s outcomes. ‘Thusthere

is little evidence that parental traits affect the transitory componentof
income.
The procedure I use to estimate the effect of incomeis similar but
not identical to estimating a fixed-effect model in which we estimate
the effect of the unstable component of X, on an outcome.
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Index Construction

Procedures for Calculating the Household
Living Conditions Index
There are at least two conceptually distinct ways to weightindividual
living conditionsto create an overall index ofliving conditions. Oneis
to weight the components by their importanceto children’s outcomes.
The other is to weight them according to their responsiveness to parental income. Because I want to maximize the effect of income on
living conditions, I choose the second option.
‘To create a measure of overall living conditions that maximizes the
correlation between incomeandliving conditions,I:
1. regress the logarithm of parental income averaged over 19681972 on the measuresof living conditions measured in the same
years;
2. use the unstandardized regression coefficient of each living condition as a weightto estimate each child’s living conditionscore.
The resulting weights are shown in Table D.1. The index computed
from these weights has a mean of 10.593 and a standard deviation of
439,

I used NLSY mother-child data to create the activities and possessions index and the housing environmentindex in the same way. The
equationsusedto get the weights for these indexes are shown in Tables
D.2 and D.3.
I also created indexes that maximized the correlation of household
living conditions, activities and possessions, or the housing environment with children’s outcomes. To do this, I regressed each outcome
on the componentsofthe index and used the unstandardized regression
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Table D.1

Unstandardized OLSregression coefficient for living conditionsin
1968-1972 predicting log parental income in 1968-1972

Living conditions in 1968-1972

Coefficient

Intercept
Food expenditures (in $1,000s)
Expenditures for eating out (in $1,000s)
Logcigarette expenditures
Log alcohol expenditures
Years insured
Years house neededrepairs
Numberof rooms
Numberofcars
Years spent less than USDA food standard
Years owned home
Value of dwelling (in $100,000s)
Sample size
Adjusted R?

Table D.2

9.171
052
129
— .002
015
104
— .048
.025
159
— .036
010
347
3,609
684

Standard error
.033
.003
.009
.002
.002
.005
.007
.006
.008
.013
.003
019
—
—

Effect of activities and possessions on log five-year average parental
income

Variable
Intercept
Numberof books
No books
Number of museum visits
No museumvisits

Numberof outings
Less than two outings
Hasa tape recorder
R
Sample size

Coefficient

Standard error

9.049
.090
332
— .002
— .071

059
.006
.108
002
028

270
173
2,583

028
—
—

001
—.022

.000
048

coefficients as weights. The composite created using parental income
correlates highly (.80 or better) with composites developed by weighting the components according to their effect on children’s outcomes.
Choosing a different index does not to lead to different conclusions.
Both the weighting scheme and,as discussed in the text, the com-

ponents ofthe index are controversial. I tried many different weighting
schemesand various combinations of components. Nonethat I could
find yielded substantially different conclusions from those in thetext.
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Table D.3_

Effect of housing environmentvariables on log five-year average
parental income

Variable

Coefficient

Intercept

Homeis dark
Homeis safe
Homeis cluttered

Homeis clean
R
Sample size

Standard error

9.642

— 397
238
— 012

284
.083
2,519

059

049
049
035

055
—
—

Source: Estimated from NLSY mother-child files by David Knutson.

Nonetheless, better data and better theory about the relationship between parental income and families’ material resources could yielddifferent conclusions.
OneYear versus Five Years of Income

Table D.4 showsliving conditionsin children’s homesin 1972 by parents’ income in that same year. Like more recent national cross-sectional data, the PSID data show that poor children experience more
material hardships than middle-incomechildren. But the data also show
that poor children fare better than we would expect from their parents’
income. Although incomefor poorchildren is only 45.1 percent of the
income of middle-incomechildren, poor children’s families spend 76.5
percent as much as middle-incomefamilies on food eaten at home, and
the value of their dwellings is 54.3 percent of the value of middleincomechildren’s dwellings.
Average incomeis more equally distributed than oneyear of income:
the difference in income between poor and middle-incomechildrenis
smaller for five years of income than for one year of income. But the
difference in expendituresis greater. Using one year of income, wefind
that poor families spend 76 percent as much as middle-incomefamilies
on food eaten at home. Usingfive years of income, wefind that poor
families spend 69.1 percent as much on food eaten at home. Families
whose incomeis low for a long time experience more material deprivations than those who have low income for only single year.
Families whose average incomeis low spend less on eating out and
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Table D.4

Household living conditions by parental income, 1972

Living conditions in
1972

First

Second

Third
income
quintile

Income (1992 dollars)

16,359

24,395

36,282

45.1

4.651

5,024

6,076

76.5

246
125
59
33,221
92
5.15

279
126
77
40,310
1.14
5.64

530
163
123
61,128
1.6
6.01

46.4
76.7
48.0
54.3
57.5
85.7

65.5

60.3

29.3

—

—

— 10.7

38.5
37.8

22.4
31.9

7.1
25.1

—

31.4
12.7

42.3

51.6

79.3

—

— 37.0

10.093

10.224

10.580

—

— 487

Expenditures (1992 dollars)
Food at home
Food away from home
Cigarettes
Alcohol
Value of dwelling
Numberofcars
Numberof rooms
Percentage spendingless
than USDAfood
budget

Percentage insured
Percentage needing

homerepairs
Percentage crowded
Percentage who own
homes

Living conditions index
score

Incomedecile

88.5

91.9

99.2

First /
third

Firstthird
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
36.2

Source: Calculated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra.

more on eating at home than those whose incomeis low in any one
year.

The Effect of Future Income on Living Conditions
In Chapter 5 I argued that parental incomeafter a child’s outcome had
occurred was a proxy for stable parental characteristics. But standard
economic theory holds that when families experience fluctuations
aroundtheir “permanent” income, they borrow andsave in such a way
that they keep consumingat the level of their permanent income.If
this theory were correct, Time 2 income would affect living standards
at Time 1.
Mostpeople believe that savingis virtuous. Yet parents whosave for
their own retirement whentheir children are young almostcertainly
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lowertheir children’s consumption. If consumption improveschildren’s
chances for success, saving may hurt rather than help children. Even
parents whosave fortheir children’s college education may be making

the children worse off if consumption during childhood is important

and financialaidis available to college students.
‘To test the hypothesis that future incomeaffects currentliving conditions, I regressed the living conditions on three measures of income:
income measuredat the same timeas the living conditions (1969-1972),
income measured soonafter the living conditions are measured (19731976), and income measured almost a decade later (1978-1981). If pa-

rental incomeafterliving conditions are measured had a largeeffect on
those living conditions, this would be evidence that parents anticipate
future income and smooth it so that living conditions match their average incomeoverthe long run.In this case there would be no way to
disentangle the effect of long-term parental income from theeffect of
stable parental characteristics correlated with income. If this stable
componentof incomepartly represents the purchasing poweroffuture
income, the “true” effect of income estimated in Chapter 5 will be too
small, because whatI attribute to stable parental characteristics will be
partly due to parents’ income. By contrast, if future incomehas a very
small effect on current living conditions, we can concludethatthe stable
componentof incomeis mainly a proxy for stable parentaltraits.
The second column in Table D.5 showstheeffect of parental income
in 1973-1976 (Time 2 income) on living conditions in the PSID controlling income in 1968-1972. The last column in Table D.6 shows the
effect of income in 1988-1992 (Time 2 income)controlling incomein
1981-1985 on the possessions, activities, and housing environment of

NLSYchildren. The effect of Time 2 incomeis usually notstatistically
significant, but even whenitis, its effect is much smaller than the effect

ofTime 1 income. Oneexceptionis that future incomeappearsto affect
whether families have a homethat interviewers consider dirty. This
effect is nearly as large as current income, thoughtheeffect of income
in both periods is small. Future income appears to decrease current
expenditures on cigarettes. The likely explanation for these exceptions
is that a clean home and not smoking serve as proxies for parental
characteristics that improve future job prospects.
If families anticipate incomein the near future but not the distant
future, the correlation betweenliving conditions and future incomewill
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Table D.5

Effect of doubling parental income on householdliving conditions
Year income is measured

Living conditions in 1969-1972
Living conditions index
Expenditures (1992 dollars)
Food at home
Food away from home
Cigarettes
Alcohol
Value of dwelling
Numberofcars
Numberof rooms
Years owned home
Years home neededrepairs
Years homedirty

Years insured
Years spending less than USDA
food budget

1969-1972

1973-1976

1978-1981

399

O11

019

1,492
472
28
31
26,183
353
518
838
— 236
—.011

—51
55
— 18.8
— 5.9
1,745
— .027
— .004
— .124
— .093
— .008

86
31
— 12.3
4.2
1,648
.003
— .025
202
— .048
— .010

—.187

013

— 013

574

.109

112

Source: Calculated from PSID data from Timothy Veenstra. Coefficients in column one
control parents’ education and age, child’s race, and family size. Coefficients in column two
also control Time 1 income. Coefficients in columnthree control Time | incomebut not
Time2 income. Standarderrors are in parentheses.

decline as income is measured further in the future. The last column

in Table D.5 showsthe effect of income in 1978-1981 (Time 3 income)

on the living conditions in the PSID. The effect of Time 3 incomeis
always much smaller than the effect of Time 1 income. The effect of
Time 3 income is sometimesless than the effect of Time 2 income and
sometimesgreater, thoughthe difference is usually small.
Theseresults imply that living conditions are mainly influenced by
current and past income,not by the purchasing powerof incomein the
future. Thus if Time 2 income appearsto influence children’s behavior,
this is probably because it serves as a proxy for stable parentaltraits
that influence both parental income and children’s outcomes, not because it is a proxy for unmeasured monetary resourcesat ‘Time 1.
Economists who write about the permanent-incomehypothesis note
that predicting future incomerequires“intelligent, forward-looking behavior” (Hall 1978, p. 973). If this is the case, then families with high

incomes should be able to act on their permanent incomebetter than
families with low incomes, since both cognitive ability and “forward——— 186
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Table D.6

Effect of doubling parental income on four- andfive-year-olds’
activities, possessions, and housing environment

Index components
Numberof books (1 to 10)

Mean
(SD)
8.816

Ownstape recorder

(2.557)
.661

Annual outings

(5.574)
94.518

Annualtrips to the museum

Activities and possessions index
Homeis clean
Homeis safe
Homeis cluttered
Homeis dark and monotonous
Housing environment index

2.846

(96.695)
10.033
(.293)
913
902
797
.092
10.057
(.199)

Incomein
1981-1985

Incomein
1988-1992

563

217

072

.018

.944

758

073

022

.030
.060
.039
— .038
050

— .006
.005
.003
.010
.005

449

145

Source: Calculated from the NLSY mother-childfiles by David Knutson. Coefficients in

column twocontrol mother’s education, age, race, AFQTscore, and child’s sex.
Coefficients in column threealso control income in 1981-1985.

looking” behaviorare positively correlated with income.ButI find that
the patterns for high-income families are similar to those for low-incomefamilies.

Measuresof Parents’ Psychological Well-Being
All the measures of parental psychological well-being are constructed
variables in the PSID. Their means and standard deviations are shown
in Table D.7.
Efficacy index. ‘This index is scored from zero to seven. It is constructed from responses to questionsthat ask respondents whether they
usually feel pretty sure that theirlives will work out the way they want
them to, whetherthey are the kind of people that plan theirlives ahead,
whether when they plan ahead they usually get to carry out their plans
as expected, whetherthey nearly alwaysfinish thingstheystart, whether
they would rather spend their money and enjoy life or save more for
the future, and whetherthey think a lot about things that might happen
in the future.

APPENDIX D

Trust index. This index is scored between zero and five. It is constructed from responses to questions that ask respondents whetherit
matters to them whatothers think, whether they trust most people,
whether they think thelife of the average person is getting better, and
whetherthey think there are a lot of people who have goodthings they
don’t deserve.
Aspirations index. his index is scored from zero to nine.It is constructed from respondents’ answers to questions about whether they
plan to get a specific kind of new job, whether they might quit their
jobs because they are not challenging, whether they prefer a job with
a chance for more moneyevenif they dislike the job, whether they are

more often satisfied or dissatisfied with themselves, and whether they
spend a lot of time figuring out ways to get more money.

Anger index. ‘Vhis index measures the response to the question, Do
you get angry fairly easily, or doesit take a lot to get you angry? The
responsesare scored from zeroto five.

Creating Parenting Practices Indexes
Discipline-style index. To create the discipline-style index, I use data from
the HOME (HomeObservation for Measurementof the Environment)

assessmentin the NLSY mother-childfiles. I use the mother’s response
to a question about what she would do if her child hit her. She could

list as many of the following as she wished: hit back, spank the child,
send the child to his or her room, give the child a chore, talk to the
child, or ignore the child. I constructed dummy variables for every
combination of responses given by mothers. For instance, I created a
variable equal to one if a mother said she would doall of these, and
another if she said she would hit back and spank the child but not
Table D.7 Means and standard deviations for psychological indexes
Psychological indexes

Mean

Standard deviation

Aspirations
Efficacy
‘Trust
Anger

2.879
3.612
2.505
10.588

1.178
1.292
982
1.279

Source: Calculated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra.
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do any of the other things. Mothers gave forty-four different combinationsof responses.I regressed the logarithm of incomeaveraged over
the five years before the assessmentforall four- and five-years-olds in
1986, 1988, and 1990 onthese forty-four categories. I used the unstandardized regression coefficients as weights for creating the disciplinestyle index.
Nurturing index. I used the same procedure to create the nurturing
index. Interviewers recorded which of the following things the mother
did during the interview: conversed with the child; caressed, kissed, and

huggedthe child; physically restricted the child; spanked the child; or
answeredthe child’s questions verbally. I created a dummyvariable for
each combination of responses. Mothers gave twenty-seven combinations. I regressed these on the logarithm of parental income averaged
over five years and used the unstandardized coefficients as weights in
constructing the index.
TV-Readindex. This index is constructed in the same wayas the other

indexes. The weights for the variables are .001 for each day the mother
readsto her child in a year, -.377 if she reports not readingatall, -.029
for each hourthetelevision is on per day, and -.034 if she reports no
television.
IV-PTA index. ‘This indexis also constructed in the same wayas the
others. The weights for the variables are .432 for each PTA meeting
the respondentor spouse attendedin thelast year, and -.108 for each
hour the household head watches television on an average weekday.
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More Evidence on the
“True” Effect of Income

I use the following model to estimate the effect of increasing state
AFDCbenefits on adolescent and young-adult outcomes:
O, = b,F, + b,F.B, + b, B, + b,R; + 6,A,,
whereO is an outcome,F, is a dummyvariable equalto oneif the family
is headed by single female, B, is the state benefit level, R; is the child’s

race, and A,is the child’s age in 1989. I count a child as living in a
single-parent family if he or she was ever in such a family overa fiveyear period. For adolescent outcomes, this period is the five years prior
to the event. For young-adult outcomes, it is when children were thirteen to seventeen years old. Thus this comparison implicitly takes into
account any incentives provided by AFDCfor parents to divorce or
never marry. The AFDCbenefitlevel is averaged over these sameyears.
Benefits vary both by year and by state. The child’s age in 1989
controls trends in outcomes not accounted for by changes in state
AFDC benefits. Therefore, benefit levels mainly reflect state differences. Because the benefit level is unique to a state for a cohort, this
modelis similar to using state dummyvariables to estimate a state fixedeffects model. In fact, estimates from such a modelare very close to the
estimates from the model shown above.

In this model, b, is the effect of the state benefit level on children in

married-couple families. Since I assume that AFDC benefit levels
mainly influence children in married-couple families, this effect is spurious—it is attributable to other characteristics of states that are correlated with benefit levels and affect children’s outcomes. In this model,
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b, is the effect of the benefit level on the gap between children in married-couple and single-parentfamilies. Thus b, + , is the effect of the
benefit level on children in single-parent families. Tables E.1 and E.2
show the estimates from this model.
This model for assessing the effect of AFDC benefit levels on children’s outcomes depends on higher AFDC benefits increasingthe incomeofsingle-parentfamilies relative to the income of married-couple
families. If a 1 percent rise in median incomeleads to a 1 percentrise
in the combined value of Food Stamps, AFDC,and Medicaid,the in-

come gap between one- and two-parent families will be constant in
percentage termsand increase in dollar terms as AFDC benefitsrise.
In this case, higher AFDCbenefits would not narrow the gapin children’s outcomes. But, in fact, higher AFDC benefits do narrow the
incomegap. I regressed the ratio of income for single-parent families
lable E.1

Logistic regression coefficients for the effect of AFDC benefit levels
on the probability of adolescent and young-adult outcomes
Coefficient (standard error) and partial derivative

Variable
Log AFDCbenefit

AFDC x singleparent family

Single-parent family

Child’s age in 1989
Black
Intercept
Sample size

Teenage
childbearing
— .619

(.165)
— .099
226

(.276)
.036

—.705

(1.775)
—.101
042
(.012)
.006
.700
(.142)
127
1.118
(1.047)
2,022

Dropping
out of
school
—.914

(.119)
—.125
601

Male
idleness
.048

(.272)
.005
—.161

(.213)
.082

(.474)
—- .016

(1.367)
— .264
.043
(.009)
.006
299
(.115)
044
2.838
(.739)
3,922

(3.103)
277
043
(.026)
.004
628
(.233)
.073
— 3.989
(1.894)
3,229

— 3.106

Source: Estimated from PSID data by Timothy Veenstra.
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1.882

Single
motherhood
— .540

(.181)
— .094
654

(.324)
114

— 3.608

(2.108)
— 381
.010
(.016)
.002
1.433
(.152)
.303
1.596
(1.241)
2,552
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Table E.2_Unstandardized OLSregression coefficients for the effect of AFDC
benefit levels on years of education, male wages, and male earnings
Years of education

High school
graduates

Variable

All

Log AFDCbenefit

.707
(.098)

Log AFDC singleparent family
Single-parent family
Child’s age in 1989
Black

Intercept
R

Sample size

367
(.095)

Male wages Male earnings

2.469
(.551)

—.255

— .142

— 1.657

1.167

689

9.549

(.209)

(1.364)

(.210)

(1.382)

(8.864)

(.008)

(.063)

— .019

— 012

— .530

—.511

(.009)

(.102)
8.943
(.667)
.045
3,229

(1.349)

(.101)
11.408
(.645)
.024
2,552

646

—2.171

(.715)
— 24.596
(3.856)
155
938

2960.10
(1225.53)
— 1506.91

(2996.92)
6909.59

(19690.60)
1629.97

(141.96)

— 7314.23

(1589.10)
— 45995 .00
(8565.00)
175
938

to the income of married-couple families on the combined AFDC and
Food Stampbenefit level for each state using 1990 Census data merged
with data on state benefit levels. I find that for every 1 percent increase
in benefit levels, the ratio declines by 1.35 percent, meaningthatsingleparent families have higher incomesrelative to married-couple families
in high-benefitstates.
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Notes

2. America’s Response to Poverty
. This chapter is a very brief summary of someaspects of the history of
social welfare policy in the United States. Many other books provide more
detailed histories. Among those I have consulted are Abbott 1941; Bell
1965; Berkowitz 1991; Folks 1902; Gordon 1994; Katz 1986b and 1989;
Lynn and Whitman1981; Patterson 1986; Piven and Cloward 1971; Skoc-

pol 1992; and Trattner 1989, as well as specifically cited materials.
. In the aftermath of the Civil War, Americabriefly institutedits first national social welfare program. Americans were willing to help widows of
the war and families of wounded soldiers because their poverty wasa result
of the war effort. But these policies were short-lived. One of the best
accounts of of them is in Skocpol (1992).

. In 1900, orphanages housed about 100,000 children nationwide. There
are no comparable estimatesfor children in foster care, but between 1853
and 1890 the New York Children’s Aid Society alone removed more than
92,000 children from the slums of New York to family farms in the Midwest (Lindsey 1994, p. 13).

. In 1959 Florida purgedits welfare roles of more than 7,000 families with

over 30,000 children, almost all black, because one or moreofthe children

wereillegitimate or because a social worker had reported that the mother’s
pastor present sex life was unacceptable. Louisiana followed suit by purging its rolls of 20,000 children, again mostly black, because they lived in
“unsuitable homes” (Piven and Cloward 1971, p. 149).
. Opinions about whether a mother should work often depended on her
race. Southern legislators argued that even low benefits would undermine
the agricultural economy of the South and increase its tax burden. After
the Social Security Act of 1935, most Southern states enactedrules that
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allowed local authorities to deny benefits to “employable” mothers during
periods of low unemployment. This meantthat during the summer, when
workers were needed in the fields, welfare offices routinely terminated
benefits for black mothers, forcing them to accept the low wages paid to
field hands. When the crops needed picking, Southern welfare officials
assumed that black women, but not white women, were employable. In

the 1960s, “employable-mother”rules, like suitable-home rules, were

barred by the courts because they had been used to deny black mothers
welfare.
. For example, the 1988 Children’s Defense Fund Budget recommended that
the federal governmentrequire all states to provide combined AFDC and
Food Stampbenefits equal to 75 percent (and eventually 100 percent) of
the poverty line. But the main emphasis of the recommendations was “to
reward parents who try to work.” The recommendationsincludedan increase in the minimum wage,creation of federal jobs, more moneyfor

training and education of welfare mothers, special incentives for teenage
mothersto stay in school, a child care allowance for AFDC mothers who
are in training or education programs, changesin child-support enforcement, and changes in the EITC andchild care tax deductions (Children’s

Defense Fund 1988, pp. 108-110). It also recommended increasing government expendituresfor child care, fully funding HeadStart, increasing

Chapter 1 funding, and increasing funding for school desegregation and
community learning centers.
In its 1990 “steps toward reducing poverty and its damaging effects on
youngchildren,” the National Center for Children in Poverty at Columbia
University recommendeduniversal health care coverage, increased child
care subsidies, improving the quality and availability of child care, expanding Head Start, reforming unemploymentinsurance, a higher minimum wage, expansion of the EITC,creation of a child-support assurance
system, and community-based services to help poor parents cope with
“personal problems and parental responsibilities.” It did not mention incomesupportfor families.
. Head Start has always had some Republican support, especially from conservatives, wholiked its emphasis on parental involvement. But in thepast
Republicans repeatedly voted to limit Head Start’s appropriations. Conservatives attacked Head Start for being poorly run, excessively expensive,
and, in its early days, for being a forum for registering black voters (Patterson 1986, p. 145).

. In 1971 Nixon vetoed a bill to subsidize and regulate child care. But both
Republicans and Democrats supported the child care provision of the 1988
Family Support Act, and in 1989 Orrin Hatch,a conservative senator from
Utah, introduced another bill to provide funds for child care services.
Hatch later switched to supporting a Democratic bill first proposed by a
consortium ofliberal child advocates (Hofferth 1993).
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9. The expenditures in Table 2.1 reflect expenditures on poorchildren and

their families. They do not include, for example, expenditures on Medicaid

or Food Stamps that go to the elderly or to families whose incomeis
greater than theofficial poverty line.

10. AFDCexpenditures are from House Ways and Means Committee (1993),
p. 679. Published AFDC expenditures prior to 1980 include foster care

maintenance payments. Data on federal expenditures for foster care maintenance payments before 1981 are not available, but in 1980 federal expenditures for maintenance payments were $278.4 million, or 4 percent
of the combined expenditure for AFDC and maintenance payments. Althoughlegislation in 1980 madesignificant changes to the foster care program, these probably had little effect on maintenance payments in 1981.
Therefore, I estimate that 4 percent of the 1980 benefit payments were
for foster care maintenance, and I reduce the published AFDC expenditures for 1980 by this amount. Between 1970 and 1980 the foster care
population grew from | percent of the AFDC population to 1.5 percent
(House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 880), an increase of50 percent. If the increase had been spread evenly over the decade, the proportion of AFDC childrenin foster care in 1975 would have been 25 percent
greater than in 1970. If expendituresfor foster care maintenance payments
are proportional to the number ofchildren served, 2.5 percent of the
AFDCbenefits in 1975 would have been for such payments.I therefore
reduce the 1975 published AFDCexpenditures by this amount.
11. This somewhat understates the growth in the numberofrecipients, because foster children were countedas recipients between 1971 and 1981.
12. Between 1975 and 1992, the maximum real monthly AFDC benefit for a
family of three in the median state declined by 36.7 percent (from $578
to $372). The average real monthly benefit per AFDC family fell by 39.8
percent (from $644 to $388) over the same period. But the average
monthly benefit per person fell by only 17 percent. In 1973 the average
recipient family had 3.6 members. By 1990 it had 2.9 members (House
Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 696). As family size decreases, so do
AFDCbenefits. But benefits decline less than the total numberofrecipients because the benefit schedule assumesthat a family of two needs more
than half as much moneyas a family of four. Each state has a different
adjustment for family size, but in 1992 in the medianstate a three-person
family received $367, or $122 per person, whereas a four-person family
received $435, or only $104 per person (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 660). As family size declines, the per person transfer increases.
If the adjustments that states use to determine benefits are correct, the
reduction in benefits over time for families of the same size would approximately reflect their decline in economic well-being. Thus the 36.7
percent decline in benefits for a three-person family would reflect a sube195
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stantial decline in economic well-being. By contrast, if the “correct” equivalence adjustment is per capita, the decline in benefits for a particular
family size overstates the reduction in economic well-being. In that case
recipient families’ economic well-being would have declined by 17 percent
between 1975 and 1992. There is no way of knowing whichiscorrect, but
in either case expenditures on AFDC did not keep pace with the growth
in the caseload.
13. Emergency assistance expenditures are from House Ways and Means
Committee (1993), p. 654.
14. SSI expenditures are from House Ways and Means Committee (1993),
pp. 842 and 815. To get SSI expenditures for children, I calculate Nec/
Nt(Federal Expenditure), where Ne is the number of recipients under
eighteen years old and Ntis the total numberofrecipients. The ratio for
1980 is interpolated from data in 1978 and 1983.
15. Medicaid expenditures are from House Ways and Means Committee

(1993), p. 1646. In 1992, 15.2 percent of Medicaid expenditures were for
AFDCchildren and 13.5 percent were for their parents (House Ways and
Means Committee 1993, p. 1654). The amountin Table 2.1 is 28.7 percent
of total Medicaid expenditures. This somewhat overstates the growth in
expenditures on AFDCfamilies, because their share of total Medicaid expenditures has shrunk from 33.5 percent of Medicaid payments in 1975
to 26 percent in 1992 (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 1655).

16. Food Stamp expenditures are from House Ways and Means Committee

(1993), p. 1609, and Bixby (1990), table 2. Since 1980, about 60 percent
of households that received Food Stamps included children (House Ways
and Means Committee 1993, p. 1620). In 1988 and 1990, 8 percent of
households that received Food Stamps had incomesabovethe poverty line.
To estimate Food Stamp expenditures for poor households with children,
I calculate .92(.60) = .552.

17. Housingassistance expenditures are from House Ways and Means Com-

mittee (1993), p. 1675. Housing estimates are calculated as two-thirds of

total outlays, because abouta third of federal expenditures for subsidized
housing go to the elderly. This may somewhatoverstate the expenditures
for poor households with children, because some nonelderly households
without children get housing assistance. These are mainly low-income
people with disabilities. This may also overstate the growth in expenditures
for poor families with children, because the growth in expenditures for the
nonelderly disabled may have outpaced the growth in expenditures for
poor households with children.

18. Notall of this increase went to families with children. For instance, about

a third of occupied public housing units are for elderly residents. But the
proportion of public housing units occupied by the elderly has beenfairly
constant since 1980. Other subsidized housing units are for physically
handicappedresidents, most withoutchildren.
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19. WIC expenditures are from House Ways and Means Committee (1993),

p. 1683. Because 73 percent of WIC recipients have incomes at or below
the federal poverty threshold, this amountis 73 percentof federal expenditures for WIC. Funds for maternaland child health servicesare distributed in block grants to states for services associated with child health and
nutrition, such aslead paint screening. Real expenditures on this program
declined from $666.7 million in 1975 to $531.0 million in 1990. I was
unable to find out how much wasspent onthis program in 1992.
20. Head Start expenditures are from House Ways and Means Committee
(1993), p. 1690.
21. Compensatory Education expenditures are from the U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1982-83 Statistical Abstract of the United States, table 216, 1988

StatisticalAbstract ofthe United States, table 210, and 1993 StatisticalAbstract
of the United States, table 224.
22. Child care expenditures are from Robbins (1990), table 3. Child care expenditures include expenditures on AFDC work experience and WIN
(Work Incentive Program). All years include expenditures on child care
from Title XX. About 15 percent of Title XX block grant money goes for
child care, and another 13 percent goes for substitute care and placement
services for children (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 875).
After 1991, child care expenditures include AFDCtransitional care, child

care for at-risk children, and the Child Care and Development Block
Grant. This omits manysources offederal child care expenditures because
it is impossible to find them all.
23. Child nutrition expendituresare from the U.S. Bureau ofthe Census, 1990
StatisticalAbstract ofthe United States, table 210, and 1993 StatisticalAbstract

ofthe United States, table 224.
24. Federal foster care expenditures are from House Ways and Means Committee (1993), p. 886. Expenditures for foster care and adoption prior to
1981, when newlegislative rules took effect, are not published. Since 1975
the federal governmenthaspaid 50 percent of maintenance payments for
children in foster care. Using the procedure explained above for AFDC
expenditures,I estimate that in 1975 these payments amounted to $115.6
million. If the administrative costs were the same proportion of payments
in 1975 as they were in 1981 (10.8 percent), administrative costs for these

benefits would have been $12.5 million in 1975. If expenditures for adoptive services were the same proportionof expenditures for foster care ser-

vices in 1981 and 1975, they would have been $.04 million in 1975.

25. The federal governmentdoes not collect data on the numberof children
in foster care, but estimates from other sources suggest that the number
decreased from 326,000 children in 1970 to 302,000 in 1980, when 4.4
children per 1,000 werein foster care, then increased to 429,000 in 1991,

when 5.9 children per 1,000 were in foster care (House Ways and Means
Committee 1993, p. 940). It is unclear whether the increase in foster care
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placementwas due to a changein state policies concerning the removalof
children from their parents or to changesin the needforfoster care. Some
people attribute the increase in foster care placements to the crack epidemic that hit the nation during the mid-1980s. Crack surely had an impact, but it is most likely not the whole story. Many states had increases
in the foster care case load greater than those in New York (214.2 percent
increase) orIllinois (161.1 percent increase), where the crack epidemic hit
hard. Between 1985 and 1992, case loads increased dramatically even in

states like Arizona (207.6 percent increase), Hawaii (322.9 percent increase), and Tennessee (261.2 percent increase), where the crack epidemic

wasbarely felt (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, p. 943).

26. Child Welfare Services expenditures are from House Ways and Means
Committee (1993), p. 886, and the U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982-83

Statistical Abstract of the United States, table 514.

3. How Rich and Poor Children Differ

. There is a substantial theoretical literature on intergenerational mobility.

See Becker and Tomes (1979 and 1986), Blinder (1976), and Conslick
(1977).
. See Dunnetal. (1981a and 1981b) for a discussion of these assessments.

. Scores on the National Assessment of Educational Progress show that the
average reading and math scores for nine-year-olds were higher in 1990
than in 1970 (House Ways and Means Committee 1993, pp. 1186-1187).
Thefact that the improvements were greater for black children than for
white children and for disadvantaged urban children than for advantaged
urban children suggests that disadvantaged children gained more than advantaged children over this period.
The NLSYalso includes other assessments of young children’s skills and
temperament. I use no assessmentsfor children younger than four years
old because it is unclear how muchthese correlate with later outcomes.
Nor do I use assessments of temperamentor “self-worth.” I did estimate
the effect of parental income on a measure of “scholastic competence,”

butits effect was extremely weak. This assessment has not been normed
on a national sample, andits correlation with other outcomesis less well
known than for other assessments. The “memory for digit span” assessment was given to children seven years and older, but children this old
have unusually young mothers.
. I created two additional measures of dropping out of high school. The
first treats as graduates students who get a General Equivalency Diploma
(GED) after having dropped out. The second counts such students as
dropouts. Someresearch suggests that individuals with GEDsearnlittle
more than high school dropouts (Heckman 1994). Comparing these mea—m 198 oe
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sures shows that more low-income than high-incomechildren “graduate”
by getting a GED. Therefore, treating GEDsasif they were high school
diplomas could lead us to underestimate the impactof parental income on
“bankable” schooling. These differences are relatively small, however.

Among low-incomechildren, 74.2 percent graduate from high school; of

these, 13.6 percent have GEDs. Among middle-incomechildren, 89 percent graduate and 12.4 percent receive GEDs. After 1985 the PSID asked
heads of households and spouses whether they had graduated with a GED.
This means that GED informationis available for only a subset of PSID
respondents whohave turned twenty.
. The “culture of poverty” hypothesis (Lewis 1968) is the version of the
role-model hypothesis that has received the most attention from both academics and policy makers. More recently John Ogbu (1981) has emphasized that cultural traits are adaptationsto poverty that reproduce poverty
as well.

4. Conventional Estimates of the Effect of Income
. Ido notreview the studies that try to estimatetheeffect of family socioeconomic status. Measures of socioeconomic status vary from study to
study, sometimes including income as a componentand sometimesnot.

. See Hauser and Daymont(1977); Hill and Duncan (1987); Kiker and Condon (1981); and Peters (1992).

. None of the estimates I have described controls either parents’ or chil-

dren’s cognitive skills. Hauser and Daymont (1977) found that the effect

of a son’s cognitive skills on earnings was small in the years just after high
school graduation, butsois the influence of parental incomeon children’s
earnings. The importance of children’s cognitive skills increases over time
(see also Burtless 1994). Thus the extent of bias from omitting cognitive
skills presumably varies with the age at which earnings are measured.
. See Axinn et al. (forthcoming); Hauser and Daymont(1977); Hill and
Duncan (1987); Jencks et al. (1983); Kiker and Condon (1981); Peters and

Mullins (forthcoming); and Mare (1980).
. It is unclear how important unemployment during adolescenceis to employmentasan adult, but idleness during adolescence appears to decrease
future wages (Meyer and Wise 1982, Ellwood 1982). In addition, idle

young men may be moreinvolvedin illegal and othersocially costly activities than employed young men. Somestudiesfind that family income
has a positive effect on adolescents’ employment (Meyer and Wise 1982),
othersfindlittle effect of family income (Hall 1973, Rees and Gray 1982),
andstill others find a negative effect (Masters and Garfinkel 1977, McDonald and Stephenson 1979).
. See Citro and Michael (1995), Mayer and Jencks (1989), and Ruggles
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(1990) for a critique of the poverty thresholds and othercriticism of the
official poverty measure.
. Few of these studies report the mean poverty ratio for families whose
incomeis below the poverty line or families whose incomeis between one
and twotimesthe poverty line. This meansthatit is impossible to know
how large an increase in income this represents. Using PSID data and
averaging incomeoverfive years, I find that on average the poverty ratio
of children whose family income was below the poverty line was .721,
compared with 1.51 for children whose average family income was between
one and two timesthe poverty line.
. See Axinn et al. (forthcoming); Haveman and Wolfe (1994); Peters and

Mullins (forthcoming); and Teachmanet al. (forthcoming).
. See also Haveman and Wolfe (1994) and Havemanetal. (forthcoming).
. See Duncanetal. (1994) and Smith etal. (forthcoming). Brooks-Gunnet

al. (1991) get much smaller income effects on IQ measures whenchildren
are only thirty-six months old. The same study estimates that raising income from the poverty line to twice the poverty line increases five-yearolds’ scores on the Weschler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence
by 2.9 points, but this study controls neighborhoodcharacteristics, which

could downwardly bias the estimated effect of income.
11. Korenmanetal. (1994) also show that children raised in poor families are

morelikely than children raised in nonpoor families to be short for their
age and underweightfor their age. But these factors do not account for
the effect of income on cognitive test scores; nor do whether the mother
smoked or drank alcohol during pregnancy, whetherthe baby wasshort at
birth, or whether the baby hada low birth weight. This implies that poor
nutrition is not the main mechanism through which parental incomeinfluencestest scores.
12. Corcoranetal. (1987) control neighborhood economic mix, buttheystill
foundthat increasing parental incomeby 10 percentincreased a son’s earnings when he wasa twenty-five to thirty-two-year-old head of household
by about 2 percent, whichis similar to estimates that do not control neighborhood characteristics. When Datcher (1982) controlled average neighborhood income andthe percentage of neighbors who are white, a 10
percent increase in black parents’ income measured in 1968 improved the
annual earnings of their sons by almost 5 percent, but the same amount
of additional incomeincreased white sons’ annual earnings by only 1 percent.
13. To see if having a parent who dropped out of high schoolis especially
harmful to children, I added a variable equal to one if a child’s parent
finished less than twelve years of school and zero otherwise. Having a
parent who dropped outof high school never had a statistically significant
effect once I controlled years of education. This means that completing
— 200 —
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the twelfth year of schooling does not have an effect thatis significantly
different from finishing any otheryear of schooling.
14. Most people think that the benefit of a second adult in the household
outweighs the costs, at least if that adult is a parent. A second adult can
generate more income.If the results in Chapters 5 and 6 are correct, this
is notlikely to be a large benefit. Adults also provide supervision and other
forms of homeproduction, but they also consumeresources. To see if an
additional adult improves children’s outcomes, I regressed each outcome
on the logarithm offamily size and the numberofadults in the household
as well as parental incomeandtheothervariables that I normally control.
Theeffect of an additional adult on children’s assessmentscores and years
of education, male wages, hours of work, and idleness, and single moth-

erhood wasnotstatistically different from the effect of an additionalchild.
But an additional adult reduced teenagergirls’ chances of having a baby
and teenagers’ chances of dropping out of high school, whereas an additional child increased the risk of both outcomes.
15. Several importantresearch literatures deal with these issues. For discussions of the effect of male earnings on the likelihood of single mothers’
marrying, see the literature on the “male marriageability pool,” including

Jencks (1992), Mare and Winship (1992), and Wilson (1987).
16. ‘To see if the cumulative influence of income growsas children getolder,

I estimated these same equations for children who wereten years old in
1990, except that incomeis averaged over ten years rather than six years.
In general the effect of doubling parental incomeis greater for ten-yearolds than for six-year-olds, but even the effect for ten-year-olds is small.
Manyfewerchildren of NLSY respondents wereat least ten by 1990 than
were at least six, and those who were ten wereless representative of all
ten-year-olds than wasthe case for six-year-olds. This was because tenyear-olds’ mothers had to be youngerthan the six-year-olds’ mothers.
17. If children were already older than five when the survey began in 1968,
we do not have information on their parents’ income when they were as
youngas five.
18. Most research that tries to estimate the effect of parental income when
children are different ages estimates a model of the form

O = bI, + byl, + bX,
whereI, is income at some youngageofthe child, J, is income at some
older age, and X is a vector of observed parental characteristics. But the
high correlation between J, and J, makesit difficult to tell if the difference
between #, and J,is statistically reliable. Because the slope of incomeis
correlated only .15 with mean income,colinearity is less of a problem using
this approach.
19. The difference between young children’s outcomes and adolescent outcomes doesnotarise because incomeis measured over a longer period for
——= 201
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adolescents. When I estimate the effect of the slope of parents’ income
over five years on adolescent and young-adult outcomes,the results are
similar to those in Table 4.4.
20. I also assessed the effect of a 50 percent drop in parental income on these
same outcomes,but the results were similar to those shownin Table 4.5.

5. The “True” Effect of Income
. In the PSID,“other” incomeis also more weakly correlated with observed

parental characteristics, but the differences are smaller. For example, parents’ education is correlated .479 with earned income, -.270 with transfer
income, and .209 with “other” income.

. The fact that less “other” income than total income is reported does not
necessarily mean that the effect of “other” income will be more biased

than the effect of total income,since it is the variance of the error(relative
to the true variance), not its mean, that results in bias.
. Minarik (1975) found that in 1972 the PSID accounted for 95.7 percent

of a measure of aggregate incomethatconsisted of labor and asset income
and several sources of transfer income. In the same year, the CPS accounted for 88.8 percent of the same measure of income (U.S. Bureau of
the Census 1992). The CPS accounts for almost all labor income, and the

PSID presumably does the same. Both the CPS and the Census account
for very high proportions of Social Security income, which is the second
largest single source of income after wages andsalaries. Thus the higher
incomereported in the PSID probably results from respondents’ reporting
more welfare and “other” income rather than more labor income. When
Duncanet al. (1984) compared incomereports in the 1980 PSID with

national aggregates of AFDC, SSI, Social Security, and other welfare
sources, they found that the PSID accounted for 91.8 percent of welfare
income compared with the CPS’s 72.8 percent. But welfare incomeis only
.6 percent of aggregate income,so better reporting on this measurealone

cannotaccountfor the higher level of income reported in the PSID. This
implies that respondents report more interest, rents, dividends, alimony,
and child support to the PSID.
In the PSID, 95.7 percent of total income, 92.8 percent of Social Se-

curity income, 91.8 percent of welfare income,and nearlyall income from
wages andsalaries is reported. Assuming that the distribution of income
by source is the same in the PSID and the CPS,74.9 percent of income
is from wages andsalaries, 6.1 percent is from Social Security, .6 percent
is from welfare transfers, and 18.4 percentis from “other” incomesources,
then
957 = .749 + (.928 - .061) + (.918 - .006) + .184X,
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where X = .788, which is the proportion of other incomereported. If
instead we assumethat the distribution of incomein the PSID is the same
as the distribution from aggregate sources, the modelis

957 = .672 + (.928 - .059) + (.918 - .005) + .284X,
where X = .852.

This is a rough estimate because the distribution of income in the CPS
and from independentsourcesis for 1987. The estimate of total income
reported in the PSID is for 1972. The estimate for the amountof welfare

incomereportedis for 1980. In addition, “other” incomein these estimates
includes some sources I countas transfer income, namely, workers’ com-

pensation and veterans’ benefits. Although Duncanetal. estimate the proportion of SSI and social security and disability income reported in the
PSID, I do not includethese in the equations above because the proportion
of all income from these sourcesis very small.

4. I use a linear specification for these estimates because I want to compare
the change in an outcomefor each dollar increase in total income with a

dollar change in “other” income. Because a 10 percentincrease in “other”
incomeis a much smaller absolute increase in income than a 10 percent
increase in total income,the log specification would notprovidethe right
estimate.

5. The estimates in Table 5.1 are from the following model:

O = bl, + bl,+bl, + bX,
where O is a child’s outcome,I, is family incomefrom earnings,I, is “other”

income,J, is income from governmenttransfers, and X is a vector of observed characteristics. To see if the difference between theeffect of J, and

total income(J,) is statistically significant, I estimate:

O = bl, + Bl,+bil, + OX.
When &,is statistically significant, the effect of “other” incomeis significantly different from the effect of total income.
6. Although 1983 and 1984 were recession years, the results for young men’s
earnings and wages do not vary much depending ontheyears in which I
measure them. For example, the coefficient of parental income is 2.245
when wages are measured in 1983-1984 and 2.653 for the same sample

when wagesare measured in 1987-1988. Since the sample is older in 19871988, the variance of income is somewhatgreater, and so the standardized

coefficient for wages in 1987-1988 is .176 compared with a standardized
coefficient of .195 for wages in 1983-1984.
7. In the analyses that follow, I estimate different models with different assumptions aboutthereliability of the income measures. I report these in
Appendix C.
8. More generally, we can denote the correlation between income at Time1
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(I,) and some outcome (QO) as 79,,. Using an analogousnotation, 79,, is the
correlation between this same outcome and Time 2 income(J,). Finally,

r,,,, is the correlation between parental incomein these two periods. Then

we can show that the (standardized) effect of incomeafter controllingall
these unobservedfactors(5) is
b
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. The estimates in Table 5.2 are based on smaller samples than the conventional estimates in Chapter 4, because fewer children have incomeat two
points in time than at one point in time. As I discuss below, I use the
estimates in this chapter to determine the degree ofbias in the estimated
effect of income, but I use the estimates from the larger sample to deter-

mine the point estimates.
10. The dichotomousvariables are only moderately skewed: 20 percentofgirls

have babies as teenagers, 24 percent become young single mothers, and
15 percent of teenagers drop out of high school. Monte Carlo simulations
suggest that these distributions will result in only modestly downwardbi-

ased correlations (Hanushek and Jackson 1977).
11. To assess the robustness of the estimates in Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, I
estimated six different models in which I changed the period over which

both Time 1 and Time 2 income are measured. Time | income was measured at ages nine to ten, thirteen to seventeen, and thefive years before
the outcome. Time 2 income was measuredat ages twenty-three to twentyseven, and twenty-five to twenty-nine. The “true” partial correlation for
teenage childbearing ranged from .009 to -.205. The range for othervariables was much smaller.
12. For outcomesin young adulthood, I measure parental income during adolescence because I am interested in the effect of income when children
are growing upontheirfuture well-being. Arguably, parental income when
children are twenty to twenty-five affects children’s chances of going to

college more than parental income whenchildren are adolescents, because

this is the time when parents must pay tuition. If true, the correlation
between Time 2 income and educational attainment would be greater than
the correlation between Time | income and educationalattainment. This
is not the case. Nonetheless,if, as I suggested in Chapter 4, incomecloser
to an outcome is more important than parental incomeearlier in childhood, this method will overstate the influence of income per se on educational attainment.

6. Income and Material Well-Being
. For some expenditure categories, I have used the Consumer Expenditure

Survey public-use data files to estimate expenditures by income quintiles
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for families with children. These are very similar to expenditures for the
entire sample.
2. It is, of course, not necessarily true that if poor families’ incomeincreased
they would spend their additional income in the same waythat moreaf-

fluent families now spend their money.If the tastes or needs of the poor

differ from the tastes or needs of the more affluent, they will spend additional moneydifferently. Using the PSID, I examined expenditures on
food and rent for families whose income increased. As incomeincreased,

the proportion of expenditures going to food andrentdeclinedto close to
the average for families with their current income.

3. I thank Kathryn Edin for tabulating the estimates from the Chicagosurvey.
WhenEdin interviewed low-income mothers for her own research (Edin

and Lein, forthcoming), she asked those who reported going hungry what
they meant by this. They usually meantthat they or their children had to
skip meals because there was no food in the house and they had no money.
4. Studies of the Negative Income Tax experiments find that nutritional intake (in North Carolina but not Iowa), consumption ofclothing, and in-

ventories of durable goods andcars increase with more generousbenefit
programs. See Michael (1978) for a good review ofthese studies.
5. For example, the CEX showsthat the poorest 20 percent of households
spend, on average, 7 percent more than the USDAthrifty food budget,
compared with 21 percent more for the middle 20 percent of families.
Using one year of expenditure data and one year of incomedata, the expenditures in the PSID are similar to those in the CEX. Using PSID data
averaging over two years, food expenditures for the middle 20 percentof
families are similar to those in the CEX, but the poorest 20 percent of
respondents spend only 99 percent of the USDAthrifty budget.
6. For estimates using the living conditions index I control parents’ income
in 1969 to 1972 in order to maximize the effect of income on consumption.
This meansthat both parents’ incomeandtheir living conditions are measured when children were different ages. To see if the age at which these
are measuredaffects the outcomes,I includeda variable for the interaction

between living conditions and child’s age in 1989. This interaction term
wasstatistically significant for teenage childbearing and single mother-

hood. In both cases the interaction waspositive, implying that the older

the child whenliving conditions were measured the more important they
were for the outcome. This is consistent with the results in Chapter 4
showing that, for these same outcomes, income measured during adolescence is more important than income measuredearlier.

7. Income, Psychological Well-Being, and Parenting Practices
1. This discussion is based on three excellent reviews of the literature on the
relationship between poverty, parental stress, and children’s outcomes:
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McLoyd (1990); McLoyd and Wilson (1991); and Pearlin et al. (1981). See
also Kessler (1982) and Vondra (1993).
2. See Congeret al. (1992); Congeretal. (forthcoming); Elder (1974); and
Elderet al. (1985).

3. Thestudies cited in this chapter usually emphasizetransitory psychological
attributes. They are concerned with changes in psychological attributes
that arise from changes in economic well-being. But the correlations of
the psychological attributes measured in one year and income measured
in the same year are much smaller than the correlations for the five-year
averages of income and psychological attributes. The correlations of a
measure of parents’ psychological attributes in one year with children’s
outcomesare also much smaller than the correlations using psychological
attributes averaged overseveral years. This suggests that the stable componentof parents’ psychological attributes, not the transitory component,

influences children’s outcomes.
4. To get the change in an outcomedueto a standard deviation change in
psychological traits (C) for continuous outcomes, I estimate O = b,P +
b,I + b,X, where O is an outcome,P is the psychologicaltrait, J is income,
and X is a setof controls including householdsize, child’s race, and parents’

education and age. Then I estimate C = b’,(SD,), where J’ is the standardized coefficient of living conditions and SD,is the standard deviation

of the outcome. Whenthe dependentvariable is dichotomous,I estimate

SD(dp), where SD>pis the standard deviation of the psychological attribute

and bp is the partial derivative of coefficient for the attribute in an analogous logistic regression. I use this same procedure in Tables 7.4 and 7.5

to estimate the effect of changes in parentingpractices.
5. The correlationsare as follows:

Income

School
performance

Mother’s discipline score

25

24

Mother’s hostility score

20

.05

Mother’s nurturantparenting score

21

30

Child’s school performance

21

—

Variable

See also Congeret al. forthcoming.
8. More Evidence on the “True” Effect of Income

1. The estimates in Table 8.1 use the CPI-U-X1 to adjust for changes in
prices over time. This yields a 9.7 percent increase in the real household
incomeof the median child between 1969 and 1989. If we substitute the
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CPI, the median incomeof children’s households hardly changed between
1969 and 1989. If instead we use the implicit price deflator for Personal
Consumption Expenditures (PCE) in the National Incomeand Product
Accounts, the real incomeof the median child’s household rose 6.7 percent.

Using the fixed-weight PCE index for the market basket that consumers
bought in 1987, the median child’s household experienced a 15.3 percent

increase in purchasing power between 1969 and 1989. Most economists
who study these matters also believe that standard price adjustments underestimatethe value of qualitative improvements in the goods andservices
consumers buy. If this bias means that the true rate of inflation was one
point less than the fixed-weight PCE index implies, the purchasing power
of the median households with children would have risen by 42 percent

between 1969 and 1989. See Jencks and Mayer (1996) for a discussion of

how different price adjustments affect trends in the income of the median
child and trendsin child-poverty rates.
. For this time period, trends in annual incomeappearto parallel trends in
income measured over longerperiods, implying that incomevolatility has
notincreased overthis period, though it may have been differentin earlier
periods (Duncan, Smeeding, and Rodgers 1995; Mayer and Jencks 1993).
. There is less inequality within years in these PSID cohorts than forall
households with children under eighteen years old in the CPS and the
Census. Thisis largely because the poorest 20 percentoffamiliesare richer
in the PSID than in the Census or the CPS. The poorest 20 percent of
children’s families reported incomes averaging $10,867 in 1969 in the CPS,
but $16,390 between 1968 and 1971 in the PSID (both in 1992 dollars).
Income is higher for these PSID cohorts partly because the income of
parents of fourteen-year-olds tends to be higher than the incomeofall
parents, partly because the PSID sample excludes Hispanics, partly because the PSID might be better than the CPS or the Censusat getting
low-income respondents to report their income, and perhaps partly becauseattrition in the PSID at the bottom of the incomedistributionis not

fully offset by reweighting. In all data sets, income at the bottom of the

distribution declined after the early 1970s.
. Plotnick estimated the following:
O = b,W, + b,W, + bI, + bX,

where W, is a family’s income from welfare whenthe child is fourteen years
old, W, is the state combined AFDC and Food Stampbenefit level when
the child is nineteen,I, is a family’s incomefrom sourcesotherthan welfare,
and X is a vector of other family background characteristics. If W; is a

family’s welfare benefit level and W, is the state welfare benefit level, W;,
= WT,, whereT,, is time on welfare. Then

O =b(WT.) + b,W. + bl, + bX = Wb,T, + b,) + byl, + bX.
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Thusthe effect of the state benefit level is a combination of b, and b,. In

Plotnick,b, is positive. The effect of family welfare incomeis also positive.
This implies that the effect of state benefit levels on out-of-wedlock births
is also positive, but downwardly biased in this model. We cannottell from
this exercise whether the effect of the benefit level would bestatistically
significant in a reduced-form model.
. Several studies used data from the 1960s and 1970s to estimate the effect
of welfare benefit levels on the number of unwed mothers (see Groenveld
et al 1983). More than half these studies found either that the state welfare

benefit level had no effect on marriage or that higher benefit levels decreased the numberofunwed mothers. In the studies where higherbenefits
increased single parenthood,the effects were generally small in magnitude
or notreliably greater than zero.
Ellwood and Bane (1985) found that a $100 increase in benefits (in 1975
dollars, which was equivalent to a standard deviation changein benefits)

increased the fraction of ever-married mothers whodivorced or separated
by 5 to 10 percent. They also found that a $100 increase in benefits was
associated with a 5 percent increase in births to unmarried women, but
this estimate was notstatistically significant.

Robert Moffitt (1990) used CPS data for 1969, 1977, and 1985 to seeif
marriage or out-of-wedlock births were more prevalentin states with generous total welfare packages (the value of AFDC, Food Stamps, and Med-

icaid) than in states with less generous benefits. When he controlled several
characteristics of women,the size of the total welfare package hadonly a
small andstatistically insignificant effect on the probability of marriage
among either black or white women.

. Corcoran and Adams(1993b) estimate the effect of the state welfare benefit

level controlling the family income-to-needs ratio and the proportion of
family income from welfare, both of which were recodedinto categorical
variables. If we simplify this model and assumethat these variables are
continuous, Corcoran and Adamsare in principle estimating:
O = b,W, + b,W, + b,x,

where W, is income from welfare, W, is the state welfare benefit level, and

X is a vector of family background and neighborhood characteristics. Since
W, = W,T.,, whereT,, is time on welfare,
O= b,W,T.,) + b,W, = W(b,T,, + b,) + b,X

Thusthe effect of the state benefit level is a combination of J, and b,. For

black men’s earnings and hoursof labor-market work, b, is negative. The
effect of the proportion of family income from welfare is also negative.
This implies thatthe effect of state benefit levels is also negative. For white
mentheeffect of the state welfare benefit level is negative for labor income,
hours worked, and hourly wages. Getting more than 15 percentof family
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income from welfare is also negative. This too implies that the effect of
the state welfare benefit level on sons’ future labor-marketsuccess is negative. For black men theeffect of the state benefit level on hourly wages
is positive, but the effect of the percentage of income from welfare is negative. Since the positive effect of the benefit level is greater than the negative effect of the percentage of income from welfare, this implies a posi-

tive, though very small, effect of the benefit level on black men’s hourly
wages. Wecannottell from this exercise whetherthe effect of the benefit

level would bestatistically significant in any of these models.

. The housingcosts of renters includeutilities.
. Recipients in states in which the purchasing power of the AFDC benefit

is low are likely to find ways to supplementthe benefits. Edin and Lein
(forthcoming) find that AFDCrecipients often get income from family

members, friends, and work that they do not report as income.If welfare
recipients in states with low real benefits are morelikely to have unreported income, reported income would be a worse measure ofthe resourcesavailable to families in these states than in high benefit states. As
a test of this hypothesis, I used the 1990 Census data to regress the percentage of the poorest 20 percent of renters who reported paying rent
greater than their income on the maximum AFDCbenefit for a family of
four, controlling the average low-incomerenter’s housing costs as a measure ofcost of living. The AFDC benefit level had no effect on the per-

centage reporting rent greater than income.
. To estimate the effect of rent levels on AFDC benefits, I use a 5 in 1,000
Censussample. I first estimate the twentieth percentile cut-point for the

incomedistribution within eachstate. I then estimate the meangross rent
for renters whose incomefalls below that cut-point. I then regress the
AFDCbenefit level on this mean rent. I use data from states with at least
100 renters in the poorest income quintile.
10. Using a 5 in 1,000 1990 Census sample, I selected single mothersreceiving
public assistance and regressed the (log) state AFDC benefit level on a
measure of (log) disposable income. Disposable income was computedas
the maximum AFDCbenefit for a family of three plus the Food Stamp
benefit for such a family less the average rent paid by public assistance
recipients in that state. I use only states with at least 100 single mothers
receiving public assistance.
11. Currie (1995) reviews NIT results for other outcomesrelated to children’s

well-being, including health outcomes.

12. Maynard and Murnane(1979) report that the annual income of NIT fam-

ilies was $800 greater than that of control families in North Carolina, and
$500 greater in Iowa. But they do not report the mean incomefor either
group.

13. See McDonald and Stephenson (1979) and West (1980).
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9. Helping Poor Children
. See Edin and Lein (forthcoming). The phrase “social prostitution” was
used by a welfare recipient interviewed by Edin and Lein to describe her
relationships with men, which were not for love, but not just for money
either.

. See Angrist and Krueger (1991); Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994); Ashenfelter and Rouse (1995); and Becker (1993) for discussions of this debate

and supportfor the “skills” hypothesis.

. See Herrnstein and Murray (1994); Plomin et al. (1988); and Scarr and

Weinberg (1978) for support of the “hereditarian”view.
. Thefull equations from the conventional model, which controls both maternal education and maternal AFQTscores, are shown in Appendix B.
They show that, controlling mothers’ AFQTscores, each additional year
of maternal education increases test scores by between onehalf and one
point.

. The PSID sample I use does not include Hispanic respondents, but in the
NLSY, children of Hispanic parents score lower than children of white
parents on the three cognitive assessments. In fact, the scores of Hispanic
children are similar to the scores for black children once parental characteristics and family size are controlled.
. For instance, the partial derivative for the effect of income on teenage

childbearing is —.165 when I control parents’ marital status and —.177

when I omit marital status. For dropping out of high school, the partial
derivatives are —.113 and —.124 respectively.
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